farm, garden and household.

to have the darkness

Republican Journal.

department

brief suggestions, facts
solicited from housekeepinner* and gardeners.
Address Agri.liter, .loiirnal (>ttiee, Belfast Maine.]
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While like

produces like, selecting
breeding can but sustain the
incut already made.
Breeding a
mnot. by itself, raise one point
;lie best qualities of sire or dam.
sometimes unites good points, it
for

Detroit

they profess
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all who

supply
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for it.
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of dowers and

first class article.
It has beautiful

number of colored

vegetables,

and

plates
a

vast

amount of useful information.
Cattle

Brighton

Market.

W

Fell.

s.

of stock at market Cattle, 1316; sheep
ami lambs, 5000, swine, 16,:»is; veals, 40; number
of western eattle, 1026; northern ami eastern eattle,
Amount

32o.
Prices of beef eattle ¥ 1 ‘h» !t> live w eight, extra
quality, $*; 50a7 12 ; first. $5 <7L <j6 37, seeoml,
$5 25 3 5 7.*>; third, $1 37 L «5 12L poorest grades <d
coarse oxen, hulls, etc., $30034 25.
¥ tt., P.righton Tallow.
Brighton Hides,
71ae ¥ Ha Country Hides, 7< ¥ It.. Country Tal
low. .5e ¥ tt); Calfskins, 12 a 12
¥ tt»; Sheep and
Lamb Skin-, $1 3 I 75 caeh.
Working < Ken \\ e quote sale- ..i
1 pair girth 7 ft.. 3 inches, live weight 3*230 tli,$165,
2 pair girth 7 ft., O inches, live we:ght 3ooo t1», $3im>;
t‘> pairs girthing from »• ft., s inches. to 0 tt 10 im he>
¥ pair, live weight 2>oo tt«, $110 ¥ ].air.
Milch Cow
We quote the following -:»!e> of 5
springers at $fo each 2 do for s.',7 5o. I do at $42 50
each; i extra new milch cow at $l<>: 1 e«»w and
calve at $37 50 for (he two: 1 float $ 17 50; 2 milch
for
1 ex Ira cow and call at $7<»; 1 spring
cow
or at $2-. 1 new milch cow -it $10,
Veal Calves in fair demand at 4 37 Le ¥ fl*, live

the

-e

..

—

ktii-wi pedigtee, but genii e. s’oek of at b ast two
geinl i Itilkei >.
e, :
mule by aeei:!.:ti

"

apply

colored covers,

.iking qualities.
the w nle range of
■his country, we shall
riot dairy animals,

ie

to

Their seed annual for ISS*2 is sent free to

producing tendency
to

fresh and pure seeds.
They do not
cheaper than others, but

ing

wrought up, as though
lil be made out of nothing;
hand, quite persistent, and
'.forts, in one sense, have re:iai\ in beet instead of milk.
>t what we should have ex.1
the best producing tendency
w
f every liberal feeder and
lisman naturally falls into.
: iubt that breeding for beef
f gi ; tiy followed, but it has
! I pi., red into.
And the ine
dturqj exhibitions has
And
lit et l ieu.
stablisheil

arc

claim to sell

o,

i;

Michigan,

\ Co., of
the most extensive

Make

Ferry

seed dealers in the country and have
built up their large business by furnish

lie

o
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Childhood

Sweet.

Wait not till tlie little hands are at rest
Ere you till them full of flowers;
Wait not for the crowning tuberose
To make sweet the last sad hours;
But while in the busy household band
Your darlings still need your guiding hand.
| t )h. till their lives with sweetness!
Wait not till the hearts are still
For the loving look and phrase;
lint while vou gently chide a fault.
The good deed kindly praise.
The word you would speak beside the bier
f alls sweeter far on the living ear;
Oh. till your lives with sweetness!
Ah! wind are kisses on day-cold lips
To the rosy mouth we press.
When our wee one flies to her mother’s arms
For love's tcnderest caress?
I.i
never a worldly bauble keep
'i our heart from tile joy each
should reap.
< itvling
young lives with sweetness.

day

l.ive thanks each morn for the sturdy boys;
(,ive thanks for the fairy girls:
With a dower of wealth like this at home.
Would you rifle the earth for pearls?
W ait for death to gem love's crown.
Hut daily shower life's blessings down
And till young hearts with sweetness.
Remember the homes whence the light has fled,
Where the rose has faded away;
And the love that glows in youthful hearts.
('h. cherish it while you may !
And make your home a garden of flower',
\\ here joy shall bloom through childhood's hours
And lilt young lives with sweetness.
[( hri'tian Register.
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II I* etly Pl't'light Up.
spi ink ed thi uigh the
:s often one n
out
ay be
Mrs. Symington’s Bargain.
:
,y (■■ w of some laborer wt ight.
1!\ l.l < V UV N DA 1.1. COMFOHT.
»• ha b
i"i economy's sake,
Slice]) and Lamh- Wo-tern ".hoop and Lamhs
c..q landed at Brighton from,:.i7 q- ¥ ll.divi weight.
':
milk pail at t wo yoais
All women, we are told, have their
Pvi--. 7 7 •.. Lit). live weight
"wine-- Fa: h..-:q" d a:i pettt d until she I Mon- Pig- -e.' dull at price- ranging from T-nloe p | weaknesses, and Mrs. stanhope .Syminglet -by .1! is'
.ted the possibilities tt», li\c weight.
ton was a china maniac, as are most
ee.f
1 ip
e\ .lllpie has
people to some degree in this esthetic,
Fees of Doctors.
to rope .1 tile result at
nineteenth
Itt^ut
century of the world. Hut
do,a ,y. j-an ih'in tli.it v «■’ > many perTin :
Mis. Symington excelled in the matter,
1 -,ni- .*i. interested in ju-l al pre.-ent. W e believe
which w mild tax a man
she would prowl in second-hand stores,
thus ui-casio' ally tind rows the -eliei(iii>* i-r V -ii- 1milt e l re hi- bed bn
yea!. and in need «>t' a daily
hi t'.'-ui; 11r* e hundred t" live visit,
penetrate into the cavernous recesses of
over .si,mm a year I'm- medical attendance
!'.['■ 1
>1 matt :
\ nd one ,-ingie Imtth ot' 11<q> i>!tters taken
moment houses, drive long distances
aloe.one season.
;n t hie would .-a v e ;i,.- s l.liiih a i,d all 4lie year's-icknto the country toold homesteads where
;ag is :;oi hul* as much, is
nesKd.
j
We
to
the had heard vague rumors concerning
to
ady the facts
to
south
101!
it
goes
ino
The -un
inv alid,
always
•a :th
(•during blue,’- “old green glaze,” “butsystem and certain j -pend lie winter.
s" i
is t• [. none by accident.
b
rily yellow,” and “genuine old India
th. V it il and Nervous Forces
;
( T.!\- \l !M. -u-t at a
>sei\ i lii peculiarities of j It allev ite- Headaeltes at ouee.
wares." She would remorselessly turn
in tii" -gl.t of physiothe choicest pieces of modern bric-a-brac
A *
-toil man -ay- hi- fur-lrimined overcoat is
I u liv\ ioust conclude
ruin her tables to make way for spoutb o utterlv otter.'’
tiiiv p ai.tics are incomless teapots, cracked bowls and noseless
L\ es-ive us!
alcohoii. drink-cured hv Wheat
n‘ei
tendencies worthy Ritter-. prepare!! by -nlu’i.-u and not by fcnnenta- jags. She crowded her drawing room
■ i.
ami that the attempt to ti >n.
with luackets, shelves and cabinets for
.a any high degree ol per\ l•;.1
in «*r 1 i•
.at vv isge-! 01 elejdiant’s milk,
the accommodation of ancient plates,
one vveek. It was the baby
gained
t'c-mt)
pound-in
iiiiii.tr wit ii beef pialities
which she called “plaques,” and pitchers
elephant.
■lent, inis been a great cause
which she rcchristened “vases.”
of
the
*f
the
blood
and
An e;•richer
syspurifier
o the d(".
Mr. Symington, a meek little man with
elopinent of dairy tem, cnivs la-'iiiele and iaek of
energy; such iBrovvns Iron letter-.
limp yellow-white hair, a Hat nose and
are the chief points of excel
(jolorless eyes like dim glass marbles,
The atm paper -aid, “i ova! credit is due to Mr.
"•••f and dairy cattle, we tind Smith.’' etc. Sinitli -bowed the paragraph to hi- begun to tind it no
slight task to make
grocer.
t’■ 11y antagonistic
Isis way through Ins own house without
it;, iuincii! (beef), the chief
Always Refreshing.
breakage or misfortune.
A delicious odor is imparted by Flore -Pm ('ologue,
nis
are a comparatively
■•1 wish there was not such a thing as
whi h i- always refre-hing.no matter how t'reelv
; ii ". joints
■ ill! china in the
compact, and used.
world,” he lamented up: ii
short in proportion to the
“A lolister ne'er conies on shore,”-ays an old
pa one particular occasion, after he had
mil
iseetal organs com
knocked a handleless cup from a tripod
fishmonger, "without great risk of getting into hot
s
ail. and every external water.”
draped in olive velvet.
eg- l> developed, making a
Wheat Bitter- have lvei ived the endorsement* ot
■•Stanhope,” reproved his wife, not
0
medical men -d the highe.-t -landing. The-e ••an
t and bulky form.
severity, "would you retard the
l.e shown.
iv!'■. the tiist-class milker
of modern civilization? This
progress
•’I’d :uinp at a proposal,” -aid tin* lively Mi —
iseeral organs as a chief
as it may seem, represents an
fragile
cup.
I.ottie. "Lottie. my dear.” lvniun-trated hermotli
Her ii.structure should be er, "remember thii- not leap-year.”
era in decorative history."
f v nut :t must be rather
“Well it won’t represent it much longAfb r taking all other remedies for your Kidney-,
'll" In he. and thinly covered, without benefit, jw-t remember that Li.ixiu ot
er," observed Mr. Symington, as he gaththe Banner Kidney Remedy, never
e v r>e
of c 'inpaetness. Lin.
ered up the fragments, with something
fails.
light built forward, and
like vindictiveness in his faded eyes.
Where
.me woman -'am- the hori/.oti for -igus of
i
portions the exact the 'lawn ot a bright era. ten are scouting .among
-Hat, Stanhope,” cried his wife, “what
•lie r:n m the beef animal-■ their neighbor- tr\ ing to borrow -aleratu-.
arc you going to do with those pieces?”
■
■
I’eshiness anywhere ;
“Throw ’em into the ash-barrel, of
Rub It I11.
r« ltd like a wedge in both
.Jacob Loeekman -71 (Minton street, Butl'alo. N.
course,” said Mr. Stanhope, spiritlessly.
•'
1th
sp
may have fair Y., say- he lias been using Thomas Kn.i run < >11
Hut Mrs. Symington rescued them from
for rheumatism. He had -:mh a lame back that lie
s
i
i; ; feel.
up rapidly could do nothing; but one bottle entirelvemvdhiui. iiis grasp, with a shriek of apprehension.
dk but will be very sure For sale by R. J1 Moody. Iielfa-t.
-Are you mad, my dear?” she ejacu’lie buii’hei
when she is
"1 can mend them with a little
lated.
A 4-year-old child, who, wliile visiting.-aw bel''' -.
:
ib
uii sj|..- Ll! P issess in lows used to blow an open lire,informed her mother cement and a
great deal of time: and
down,
d
Aunt
"
that
"shovel
wind
ini"
the
lire
;uu :
they
animal are good
even then 1 wouldn’t take twenty dollars
Km ma’s.”
~"V
l.l'l il.sells.
To sum Up
for this exquisite cup.
And I have been
I)o not luiy cheap medicines on the -core of eeon■::
-he beef animal must have
thinking Stanhope
•*mv
The best are none too good for the -ick, and
si c ilc.n,iled for elaboratare the cheapest.
Such are tin* Cherry FeetoraJ,
l “Well, my dear,” said the luckless
it.-, product, through a the .-arsaparilla, and other -tandard remedies of
iconoclast,
looking dolefully at his finger
Dr.
-J.
(
a 1 ■*.
tliev
are
worth
all
eo-t,
\yer
They
s
si
slow process, until the
which had been cut with one of the
and should be in every bon-,*.
'"f the market, the genpieces of broken crockery, “what have
The man, remark- the Philadelphia < 'urouielo,
:"ii
being !•> lay up surplus w ho suicide- lor love i- indeed
laid goo
He is
you been thinking?
-.
eg’.
mgesting the analogy of a what you might call a genie gop•That i should like to go up into Maine
:
'ii''
mib'meil with a large
A Startling Truth ! -Thousand.- die uunuulh
next week,” said the lady, insinuatingly.
from negie-Mcd eougli- md colds, which
on ripen
•b'i’.lse.
in midwinter?” echoed
"into Maine !
into '•on.-iimpiion. «-r other equalh fatal di-ea-es : 1
or milch cow must be a
-up
the lungs; wln'ii, I'}1 tlie timely ii-c of a--ingle hot. j her amazed spouse, opening the dim
eyes
Raisvm <>i Wn.n < m um
ip.i-d up with the most jM*wer- tie of Di: W’ 1 .u
Very wide indeed.
their live- could have been preserved b> a green old
:i>
•: the elaboration of a
bulky age.
■■To sec Aunt Grizzel,” explained Mrs.
v
In ii is never to be retained
Symington --My aunt Grizzel Grumptou
ask"Can a man be a Chri-tian and
"Inquirer”
a P".v hours, the
tendency be- play euchre?” The opinion i- that he can plav you know, at Wild River."
v
ofl s o-plus nourishment—a euchre, but he probably will not win if lie is eon
"Humph!" remarked Mr. Symington,
seientioti-.
■.•-1 t■
■">' with no permanent
bandaging his linger with his pocket<
L.
Finkhain'1 •!• i‘.cry ounce of mere beef
the
Vegetable
Lydia
uupound,
"1 didn’t know that you
handkerchief.
medicine for theeureof all femaleeomplaints,
n
li cow, and carried great
is the greate-t strengthener of the back, st.»m;i< h.
gared so very much about your aunt
r t"'elle \cars before it is
nerves, kidneys, urinarv and genital ora m- of man
Grizzel.”
and woman ever known, -end for circulars to L> dia
1
I' a loss of
forty-fold its K. Finkhain,
*2w»!
-My dear,” said Mrs Symington, mergLynn, Mass.
products —a pound of buther speech into a mysterious whisper,
ing
The
New
York
to
a
are
have
plumber" :
1
oi beet.
[Extract from Probably one of the craft was called t*» mend paper.
“I've just remembered—all of a sudden,
a pipe
"
'd before the Skaneateles in a newspaper office and has taken the establishas it were—that she lias a set of very old
1
ment for his bill.
lay a Practical Farmer.
Glue china. She must have.
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An

Orchard

Savings Bank.

out in farming
than to plant an
apple orchard, if the laud is within “the
apple licit.'’ Don’t rely on the gnarled
Hid decaying old trees ; the life of an orchard, under favorable conditions, is only
about that of a man. Nothing will lift
a
mortgage, or run up the profit side of
an
account, like a prime orchard in its
in si years of
bearing. Plant the standard
varieties, or such as experience has
proved to do well in your locality and
soil. Theories are good in their place;
but a day spent in driving through your
county and finding out what fruit growers have
actually learned aud done, is
better. Get your trees from some reliable nursery—the nearer at hand the better—and use your own best care and
other people’s experience in planting

young

man

starting
thing

cannot do a better

■

them.

[Selected.

Tells

Its

Own

Story.

7i*.
\stj:k. N. IL. Dec.
By the wav
-ay that I think Downs’ Klixir
the be-t cough remedy that I can find at our Druggist-. We always use il.
L s. Pkaviy, Pub. Republican.
All disease- arising from Iiiliousne-s or Torpid
Liver, are quickly cured by the use of Baxter’s
Mandrake Bitter-, '-ee notice of Arnica and Oil
Liniment in another ndumn
L
I will

w

An Ohio man vva- -uioking while pouring powder
into his shotgun. 'There is one Ohio man who has
quit -nioking who will stay quit.

HONEY
The

Every

New

System

BEES.
of

Bee

Keeping.

who ha- a farm or garden can
keep
bee- on my plan with good profit. I have received
"lie hundred dollar- profit for -ale of box
honey
from one hive of bees in one year. I have obtained
oyer one hundred pounds of box honey from one
hive of bees in ten days. Swarming controlled. No
loss of bees in winter. A complete revolution in bee

j

one

keeping. Illustrat'd Circular of full particulars
frte. Address Mrs. Eizzik E. Cotton, We-t Cor
bam, Maine.
3nr2

It'
you think you have a great many friend-, rest
satisfied with your perhaps well-founded opinion,
but don’t put the matter to the test by try ing to borrow money of them.

1

■

Mothers.

.journal -ay-that "plump girl-are no
longer popular.” Corri’et; it’- the slim girl with a
plump fortune that now take- the cake.

■

1

to

Mother- should remember it i- a mo-t important
dutv at thi- -eason to look after the health of their
l'amilie- and cleanse the malaria and iinpuriticfrom their system-, and that nothing will tone up
the -tomaeh and liver, regulate Hie bowels and
teeth a- Firker'- Dinger
purifv the :d.I
p
*o-t. Senotlier
’i'oni'-, advertised in our eoluiiins.
column.

Complexion.

desire, especially
.ies,' > iiai e a fair complexion,
a "f t" mg attractive.
This
v as difiict it as
many may supii" more
than the improvei pcisonal appearance in other reWaiie it is supposablc that to
oi laiu-c \vi; h the laws of our
promote, beauty, there is much
in in ; his
regard; hut there is
•re t" lie avoided.
health a fiords the finest tint of
And, !>
beauty 1 do not mean a
palei ess. an absence of all natural
tm' blood retired to the interna!
but natural comeliness. In health
ei!
is a
freshness, a redness of the
'-"it and lips, a fire in the eye, and a
"liable p limpness of the features,
; mu
had habits, however, there is a
e-s. with blotches, sores,
pimples,
-i u assuming a darker hue than
I'::"-" appearances result, roaini
extensive use of greasy food,
mil the pork products in genespecially. They are aggra'’■•
remaining too much within
I" catliing too little, or
impure air.
true that the effort to remove
i-giness by the use of soap must
prove a failure, but increase the
•'■mine have rubbed the skin with
d.n.i-al or gluten, for the same purpose,
it would be wiser to use these articles
" d.
liiscarding the grease, etc., thus
dig the causes, beside promoting
-""i health and
good looks. Some, also,
■
"luce this darkness by the use of strong
•■a, beside so irritating the nerves as to
iim-what distort the face.
Hut there is
a beauty beyond the skin.
The mind and
ml. so to speak, “show
through” and
leave their impress on the face —a beauty
novel seen in mere symmetry of features.
Hot the young lady, therefore, who would
■"•
really beautiful, be kind to her mother.
mothers and sisters, to all around
her, cultivating and cherishing the best
and highest traits in her character -compas'iun, pity, mercy, charity and the
ilurest of her affections—“keeping the
o" with
p'
herself, as well as with those
O
.ml her, and she will not only create
Tility but improve her looks. [Cottage Hearth.
a

situation. Our troops were crowded hack in
city and upon the hanks of tile river. Our

only

Rescued

from

Death.

William I. Coughlin, of Somerville., Ma-- savsIn the fall of ls7»; I was taken with iii.kmum; ‘of
fin: i.i No- followed by a severe
cough. I lost my
^appetite and flesh, and was confined to mv bed. In
1S7« 1 was admitted to the Hospital. Thu doctors
said I had a hole in my lung as big as a half dollar,
At one time a report went around that I was dead.
1 gave up hope, but a friend told me of DR. WIE
LIAM HALL’S BALSAM FOR THE LLNCS.
]
got a bottle, when to my surprise, J commenced to
feel better, and to-dav I feel better than for three
years past.
‘‘I write this hoping
every one afflicted with diseased Lungs will take DR. WILLIAM HALL’S
balsam, and be convinced that CONsCMl’TloN
CAN BE < l RED.
I can positively' say :f has done
more good than all the medicines I
have taken since
my sickness.”
It is hard tor the east to
keep ahead of the west,
h. Nevada the other
day the man caught with four
aces concealed in hi- -leeve tried to
pass himself off

as an

aesthetic.

During the past five years 1 have suffered from
atarrh and have used without relief remedies
prescribed by various physicians. J was advised to
try Ely s Cream Balm; am using it with beneficial
results, and feel confident I shall be completely
cured of a disease that has
seriously affected not
only my nostrils but also mv eves and hearing. W
A. BKINTZINuilOFI Kli, Ji:\, Wholesale
nist, Newark, N. -L. Mav 2!l, ls7<i.
Ely’s (’ream Halm for the. cure of Catarrh is having large sales with me. i think it the best article I
have sold for the treatment of these disease-, and
take great pleasure in recommending it to mv patrons, as I am hearing the most favorable reports of
A. R. Fkimi son, Druggist,
its beneficial effects.
Price f>0 cents.
Lock port, N. V
2w7
(

Tobacco’

Tennessee man told a neighbor that he had hidden $500 in a eorn-erib, and that very neighbor was
the chap found in a bear trap at the eorn-erib next
A

Haring
belonged

to her mother before her: and
bow I’ve forgotten it for all these years
I’m sure I can’t imagine. Even now, I
shouldn't have recalled it to my memory
I snpiio.se, if 1 hadn’t chanced to see, at
Mis. Hepburn's afternoon tea yesterday,
the darlingest little egg-shell cups, with
bridges and pagodas and willow trees all
over ’em, exactly such as Aunt Grizzy’s
mother used to have. And then it came
to me like a Hash of lightning—Aunt
iirizzel's china!”
“Probably it's all broken by this time,”
gloomily suggested her husband.
••Nonsense!” said Mrs. Symington,
briskly. “Aunt (frizzy never broke anything in her life. She is carefulness itself;
and up there in Maine, you know, they
don't have clumsy waitresses to lliug
tilings about. No, no, you may depend
that she lias it all safe and sound in one
of those odd little three-cornered cupboards of hers. A treasure, Stanhope, a
perfect treasure. Money wouldn’t buy
Such a set as that; a hundred years old
if it’s a day. So, if you don’t mind, my
(lear, I’ll just run up to Maine, and see
about it.”
1 rn

as

>UU

IJlfcUMJ,

Al

ilUfliil,

B£11U MI.

lie knew that
Symington resignedly.
Mrs. Symington generally did as she
pleased, and he saw no especial advantage in debating the question.
“Thanks, dear: so kind of you!” uttered Mrs. Symington.
“And of course
1 can't goto the polar regions entirely un-

protected, so I’ll order one of those comfortable seal dolmans that every body is
j wearing now, and a new plush hat with
i u cluster of ostrich
tips. One must go
dressed like other people; and if you can
give me twenty-five or thirty dollars, I
!
i dare say Aunt Grizzy will let me have
the set for that (she don’t know the value
! of old
china, poor thing!) and the journey
won’t be more than thirty dollars both
ways, if I go by sea, including a statejroom.”
"it

appears

to

me,

saiu air.

Syming-

ton, discouragingly, “that this is a good
(deal of a wild goose chase, going dancing

up to the northern boundaries of Maine
at this time of year for an old set of
trumpery china which probably didn’t
(cost ten dollars to start with.”
“Oh, Stanhope, it tlidV’ cried the lady
indignantly. “It was real India ware,
imported, without paying a dollar of duty,
by an old sea captain in the ludia trade,
expressly for my grand-mother Grump-

And, besides, you are so dreadfully
grovelling and prosaic in your ideas. As
if the original cost of a thing of this nature signified.
It’s the esthetic value
ton.

that we look at, don’t you see?”
“Ah!” said Mr. Symington.
“Well, if
morning.
you must go, you must go, I suppose ; and
to
severe
I
Are you subject
colds, coughs, iron* of course I shall have to
give you a check
ehitis, etc. ? Do you ever have hoarseness or sore
for what money you are likely to want.”
throat? If so, you have need of some good pulbalsam.
As
we
recommend
Dr.
such,
monary
you
And Mr. Symington sighed deeply, and
Graves’ Balsam of Wild Cherry and Tar, a prepawent up stairs to get a piece of courtration long used and highly spoken of.
The success that has attended its use as a certain
plaster for his cut finger.
relief for coughs, colds, hoarseness, sore throat,
Mrs. Symington went to Wild River, in
warrants
us
in
as
a
bronchitis, etc..,
recommending
sure and infallible
remedy, and when in want do the northern boundaries of Maine, where
fail
to
not
give this a trial.’
the pine forests were thatched with snow
Wild Cherry has long been known a.s a remedy for i
lung complaints and the various affections of the and the icicles tinkled in the woods of a
throat, when combined with tar makes a remedy
moonlight night like so many castenets
second to none, soothing and allaying all irritation,
speedily breaking up the cough, very soon bringing gone mad. She made the greater part of
the patient to accustomed health. We can
speak of the voyage by sea, and was consequently
Dr. Graves’ Balsam of Wild Cherry and Tar as a
for the water was rough and
sure and speedy relief.
Sample bottles, 10c. Large very seasick,
bottles, 50e. For sale by Wm. O. Poor & Son. 5t5 the gales tempestuous.

“I will go back by land,” she said to
herself, as she sat in tho little hotel at
Portland, and viewed her green and yellow complexion with a shudder.
“Money
wouldn’t induce me to risk my life again
in that horrid steamer, where one is buffeted and seesawed about on waves that
are as high as a house.
The palace-ear
fare will be something of an extra expense
and 1 shall lose my return ticket by
steamer, hut I’m sure Mr. ,Symington
won't grudge it to me when lie hears how
I've been pitched and tumbled about on
the ocean in peril of my life.”
And she put on her black brocaded
silk, her new plumed hat, and the seal
dolman, and took the northward hound
train, resolved to present an imposing appearance to Aunt Grizzy Gnimpton when
she should reach Wild River station
It was very cold
a dull, hitter leaden
cold with tlie ground frozen like a ruck,
tlie streams bound in ice, the sky gray
and hitter, with an ineffable gloom.
Aunt Grizzle Grumpton lived in a little
one-storied house on the top of an tin
compromising hill, where a solitary cedar
tree was twisted around like a corkscrew
with tho force of the east wind, and the
few lean sheep huddled behind the rocks
in shivering groups, picturesque, hut far
And even after they
from comfortable.
had come in sight of the old building
whose one coat of red paint hud long ago
been worn away by the suns and rains of
well nigh a century, Mrs. Symington had
serious doubts whether the one-horse
sleigh in which she was jerked and jolted
up the incline, would not he blowiRsheer
away bv the rush of the tempest before
they could reach tlieir destinat ion.
However, it wasn’t. And once in Aunt

Grizzy’s cottage, things

ing

Cracked and Old-fashion that it wasn’t
wortli no more. But 1 am told that she puts it

Kbony Shelves in her Best Parlor. But
Helen never was more than Half-Witted, and
your set witeh you took home witli you is worth
a Deal Hie most
Jlonnej. So you have the Best
Bargain. With love, l' remain. Your Aunt 10
( ommand.
■•(HtlzZF.l, (iltl MPTf>N."

*

NUMBER 7.

“All!’’ said Mr. Symington, who had
been listening intently to the contents of
this much blotted and besmeared piece
of manuscript, sealed with Aunt ( Dizzy’s
thimble top, and still retaining a subtle
odor ol fried sausages and griddle cakes.
“A seal dolman at three hundred dollars,
a thirteen dollar hat, a
pair of fifteen dollar fur gloves, a fifty dollar journey, and
a twenty-five dollar investment, all for a
set of china which you can buy anywhere
on the Bowery or Grand street for ten
dollars!
How does that look, my dear,
as viewed in the
light of political enconomy f’
And Mrs. Symington answered only by
her tears.
There, there, Bella, don’t fret,” said
her husband, kindly
"Let the tiling go
for what it is worth.
Forget it.”
“But I can’t help Lf fretting,” sobbed
Mis. Symington.
“One thing is quite
certain, however
I never will he such a
fool again.
1 will not spend another cent
for ceramics entil I have economized
enough to pay for this outrageous swindle.”
‘•Gently, rnv dear, gently,” said her
husband.
“Now you are going too far
Aunt (Dizzel was honest enough
You
said you wanted her china, and she sold
you her china at your own t( mis.”
“But 1 didn't mean this china,” said
Mrs. Symington.
“How was she to know what you
meant ?” said Mr. Symington. “China is
china, and to me one piece is as good as
another.”
And Mrs. Symington was too broken
down and spiritless even to argue the
point with him. [Harper’s liazai.

c

Sketches

Miscellany.

.SENATOR FRYE AND JACK

ou

were very comThere was no wide throated
chimney, tilled with moss-fringed logs,
such as the fancy of city dwellers is apt
to depict in the solitary farm house. People in Maine knew better that that. But
there was an immense cook-stove, which
heated the room to an atmosphere of
Literature.
eighty odd degrees: the cracks in the
Madam Litas.
Another of the Round
window-sashes were pasted over with
Robin series the first of the New Year—in its
brown paper, and sand bags were laid on
and exquisite typothe top ledges, while a double rag carpet dainty sage green binding
The story opens in Paris, hut with the
graphy.
covered the Hour, anda wood-box heaped
to the very top, stood in the angle of the second chapter the scene is shifted to St. Louis,
chimney-piece. Aunt Grizzy’s dress was although it must he said that the local coloring
of blue homespun flannel, and slit* wore a is n*»t strong, ami "St. Leon" might represent
worsted hood pulled over her ears, and a anv one of a dozen or more of our cities. The
little plaid shawl folded across her breast frequent use of French and Herman will he oband she was addicted to the use of snutf, jectionable to the many unfamiliar with those
whenever any one ad- languages, but the story is so interesting and so
and said “lley
dressed a casual remark to her.
gracefully told that "Madam Lucas" is likely to
“My cheeny ?” said Aunt Grizzy. “Well ha\ a goodly number of readers. As guesses
1
to
own
think
a
deal
of
that
I'm free
that
are in order concerning the
authorship we sugcheeny. But 1 don’t know, Niece Ara- gest that th«* writer ma\ he Harriet Prescott
bella, how you came to hear of it.”
Spotford. There is certainly a strong resem“It's an heirloom in our family, Aunt
blance in style and method to her literary
Grizzel,” said .Mrs. Symington, exerting work.
[»L R. Osgood a Co., publishers, Bosherself to speak loudly.
ton.
said
Aunt
with
her
Grizzy,
“Hey?”
Tm: Pijactical CyplouBdia <>r (^potahand placed sounding-board fashion betions.
A quotation book is indispensable to
hind her ear.

fortable.

Maine

so

MAINE IN'Dt'STRlAL SCHOOL.

The si-veiith aunual report of the managers
and other officers of the Industrial School at
Hallowcl). shows that in all depart incuts of the
institution the past year has heen one of general prosperity, and the condition and
[progress of
the school, in point of discipline and efficiency of
instruction in all departments of education and
labor, fully up to the average of former years.
During thi'year two girls have died of pulmonary consumption: but no other severe sickness
has prevailed at the school during the year, u itli
the exception of a number of eases’of scarlet
fever, which were successfully treated without
fatal result.
A new school building is muc h needed. At
the hist session of the Legislature, a resolve was
reported for the appropriation of tjSfi.tXMl, for
the erection of a new building, and to he paid
when a like sum should be raised by private donation.
A benevolent lady of South < 'liiua. has
already given sd.nnu and' oilers of aid from
others have been received.
During the past year, seventeen girls have
been committed to the school: making the entire
number received since organization. I in. Thirtynine are now in school; whole number sent to
homes,llli: returned to school, 77: now in homes,
fi7. Number returned to friends. 7; dismissed
as incorrigible. 4: dismissed ns unsuitable. 1 :
escaped from school, I ; escaped from homes. 7 ;
married, 7; deceased, 4.
THE STATE I.1BUAUY.

Maine has about 40.hh0 volumes ill her State
library at Augusta. Many of these hooks are
legal works: such as text hooks, laws and judicial decisions of the various States, I'nitcd States
laws I'nitcd States and Circuit Court
reports,
etc. As a reference library it i- very useful to
and
of
members
the
lawyers,
legal profession
conic to Augusta from all over Maine tip consult
its treasures. The State appropriates only sCiik)
annually for tie- [purchase of new books. which
is not enough to keep up with the times.
Mr.
J. s. Hobbs, the present librarian, is a lover of
hooks, ami delights to spend his time among the
ponderous tomes. During the past year lie has
wrought quite a transformation in the interior
of the library, arranging and classifying the
hooks, hunting up missing volumes, and getting
tattered members of his book regiment ivbounti.
lb-is tlie right man in tile right place.
[Kennel.Journal.

Army Life.

to prevent it.

THREE VISITS TO EREDERR KSBI RO.

out of the rebellion it

contained about four
valley of the Rap-

Tin*

pahannock is so narrow at
hardly admits the passage

this

place

that

it

of the river, the

southern hank of which rises in natural terraces
many feet above the river's level, on the first
of these rests the city, and upon those in i* :u >1
and above the

the great butt loot
On the north side of tin river

city
Fredericksburg.

was

fought

the land rises

high

that

artillery planted upon its heights commards the
city on the opposite
side, and also affords a line view of the heights
so

above, where the army of General Lee was entrenched. The North had become impatient at
the long delays of General Met lellan, and when
General Burnside
scuuni'iii

assumed command,

was

in

public

iorxvam

ravor ora

strongly
**On to Richmond" was the cry,
and the brave General Burnside decided that
the advance should !>«• made by tin* way of Fredmovement.

ericksburg. Tin* army was divided into three
grand divisions, commanded by Generals HookSumner, and Franklin.

er,

tin

On

night of

Wednesday,
building pontoon bridges across tin* river began.
On Thursday and Friday there was a good deal
of lighting where the bridges wen* being built.
December huh.

the work of

>*>2.

The fit\

was tilled with sharpshooters win*
poured a most deadly tire upon our troops w ln>
were engaged in the work* and as a last resort

ed Mrs. Symington, and she produced the twenty-live dollars, all in gold
half-eagles, with the exultant feeling of
one who has picked a precious diamond
“But I should wish you
out of the dust.
to feel that 1 had dealt fairly with you in
a matter like this ?”
“Well.Jl hain't no reason to complain,”
said Aunt Grizzy.
“Some folks fancies
cheeny. 1 don’t. A plate’s a plate to
me and a cup’s a cup, and you’re kindly
welcome to my set if you've took a notion to it.”
Mrs. .Symington went home the next
day, through a whirlwind of snow, havingbeen fed upon pork and sausages, sausages and pork, at every meal since her
arrival, and retaining a very vivid recollection of the Maine winds and tempests.
“I don’t think I’d go back there again
even for a set of china,” said Mrs. Symington, as she seated herself on the velvet cushions of the palace-car, and shrank
shivering]}' inside of her seal dolman and
tieece-lined fur gloves. “Aunt Grizzy will
never die a natural death ; she’ll be blown
away, like Mother Hubbard.”
But all these petty tribulations were
forgotten as a thing out of mind on the
brilliant January morning on which, in
front of the sea-coal lire in her own cozy
drawing-room, she unpacked the coarse
wooden box wherein were concealed the
priceless treasures of Aunt Grizzy Grumpton’s china.
“Don’t touch them, Stanhope,” said
she, with a small shriek of dismay. “Men
are so dreadfully careless. Oh, here they
are on the top, all wrapped in separate
pieces of paper.”
“Eh?” said Mr. Symington, standing
by, with a hammer and screw-driver
brandished in either hand. “Are these—

antiques ?”
■■viiiim

gracious

me:

gaspea

.urs.

“What can this mean f”
For the china which she unwrapped
from its coverings of coarse brown paper

Symington.

weight

lisher. l’iti ladclphia.

Subscription

editions of •■Round the World
Letters" and ■'Round the World Tour of Christian Missions" wilt soon he published, with il-

lustrations.
Miss Blanche Willis Howard, the author of
"One Summer,” and of ■•Aunt Serena.” will
male her tir-t appearance as a poet in next
month's

Harper.

Her ... which is entitled

■■Dream Kolk,” will be

graving

of

accompanied by

an en-

Vndrea del Sarto's picture of St.

Joint.
Janies R.

cally deny

Osgood

A Co., of Boston,

emphati-

the report that

they and Roswell
contemplate the starting of
an illustrated wee dy at Boston.
They say that
the project ••exists only it the fertile imagination of the corn spondent." who started tinSmith of New York,

story.
Charles Reade, aftera siienee of several

rears,

lias broken forth in
for

print in a series of papers
Harper's Weekly. His first contribution is

striking sketch of Sir Robert Leish. one of the
Justices of the Court of (jueen's Bench, and
later one of the Lord Justices of Appeals.
a

Houghton, .Within A Co. have just issued a
new catalogue of their publications, to he called
the "Rortrait Catalogue," front the fact that
portraits of nearly all the most eminent authors
appear in it. All the portraits are from wood,
ami the majority of them were engraved In W.
Ii. Clnsson, whose skill is known all

over

bring out

a life of Webster, written some
years
ago by a distinguished historian. To it will he
added an account of the observance of the 100th

of the birth of the great

work is sure to prov

e a

man.

The Whig says fifteen thousand bushels of
at least were used in the various mills in
Corinth in making eider this season.
As it
takes about nine bushels of apples to make one
barrel of cider, the whole amount made is one
thousand six hundred and seventy-live barrels;
or tifty-three thousand six hundred gallons of

apples

eider.

It is stated that Capt. Jarvis Patten, of Bath,
has received the consular appointment to Antwerp. The Tillies says Capt. Patten can speak
and write French fluently, and his anptaintanee
with maritime affairs would enable him to render efficient service to our government and gain
him a prestige with the Belgians.
According to the Marinas l nion, itlijuiry is
being made with a view of purchasing desirable
locations on the coast of Washington county for
summer resorts, by city capitalists.
Several valuable'gifts to Bates College have
recently been made by -oils of Maine in Boston.
Among them is one of $1.00(1. from Editor Haskell. of the Boston Herald, who is a native of
East Livermore.
The Transcript says of the thirty-nine members who signed the constitution of the Maine
Press Association, at the formation iu Portland.
August Kith, lStkL seven have since deceased,
as follows:
David Tucker, Portland; I. B.
Noyes, Saco; 1. X. Felcli,Portland; X. A. FosPortland:
Moses Littlefield. Skowhegan;
ter.
James M. Lincoln. Bath; Edward P. Weston.
Gorham. Those still remaining in the business
In this State are tifti n in number. Five are
still in business iu other States, among them being Joseph B. Hall, now publisher of the Fargo
Republican. Nine have retired from the business, and six of the later additions have died.
Andrew Greenwood was the first Bath lawyer. settling there in 1S00.

bail opened upon our army situated as it
that Sabbath morning, its destruction or
surrender must have been a foregone conclusion. Why Lee did not seize the opportunity 1
tlo not know, hut the fact that he did not goes
far to prove that Lee was not so skillful a leader
as his admirers would have us believe.
Our
brigade was in close quarters on that memorable Sabbath. The rebs kept a strict watch over
It used to he the old adage at
our movements.

Donnybrook l air, "wherever you see a head
it," and w.th our enemy it was wherever

hi*

you see a head shoot it, and as soon as we understood that they desired us to remain quiet we
very willing to gratify them. There were
few exceptions to this rule. Here and

were

only

a

there

The

success.

K‘‘\. Dr. Bellows died in New York hist week,
lie had been pastor of All Souls church for 42
years.

In Alabama the schedule of taxation shows
was a cheap and common style, such as
that the guns, pistols and dirks in the State are
is associated in the miud with tea ehromos, valued at $228,500, fanning implements at $77,gaudy lithographs and salesmen of the 100; or about $40,000 more invested in guns,
Hebraic persuasion—white, with a band pistols and dirks than in farming implements
and mechanical tools combined.
of imitation gold around each piece, and
\\ iseonsin, like Connecticut, sends tramps to
a coarse flower sprawling below, as if it
and the consequence is that they give the
had been laid on with a miniature white- jail,
\\ estern State, as well as the Eastern one, a
wash-brush.
wide berth. East year, outside of Milwaukee,
“This is never my grand mother Grump- only 842 persons were given free lodgings at the
public expense in the whole Commonwealth.
ton’s old china,” said Mrs. Symington,
bursting into tears, and pushing the hidA Jacksonville letter says: (Jen. (J. A. C*illeous atrocities away with a force which
more has recently inspected tin* jetties now becracked two plates. “I’ll write to Aunt ing constructed at the mouth of our river. He
groat satisfaction with the progress
Grizzy at once, and this misunderstand- expressed
of the work, and feels quite confident that it will
ing shall he cleared up.”
result in effecting the improvement desired.
In the course of time an answer came
It is stated that every sleeper-car berth
from Wild River, stiffly written in pale
going
Floridaward from Xew York, as well as every
ink, and conveying in its tout emrtnhh' the steamer
berth on the ocean lines, are engaged
general impression that Aunt Grizzy had for thirty days ahead. The Jacksonville Union
wrestled with it as if it had been a tit of does not doubt that 7”>,000 strangers will
pass
the Asiatic cholera.
through that city during the present season—a
number largely in excess of any previous season.
"I)KAH N'kii'e” (it said*.—“With Love and
duty 1 take up my Pen to inform You tiiat the
According to an estimate of the ('ommissionor
China is all right, Bo’t from Sncfley A- Pipkin, in j "f Pensions which the President has sent to
Boston, last November, at Eight’ ($8) Dollars (’ongress, the country, under existing laws, will
the Set, to be transported at my own Dammage.
be required to pay for pensions alone the enorAs for iny Mother’sold Set, winch Captain Bab- mous sum of $1,347,0;”) 1,503
during the twentycock bro'f from Calcutta in the year lTlHi, 1 (lave
live years ending with 1006. The probabilities
it to bis Neice Helen Ilosmer two Years ago for are that these figures are below, rather than
a Pare of Gold Speetackles and a Fur Muff, beabove the sum which will be necessary.

Fun ltKllKAl).

pany It

our

like form, shone the camp tires of GenThousands of General Sumner’s tin n

encamped within the city, and tln ir camp
hunting upon tin* streets and squares Miom
up brightly and cheerfully in the darkness. Far
d<>wn on our left, confronting the hosts of
Stonewall .Jackson.

camped,
ed

and tin*

Franklin’s

long

men

Hitting

line of

were

en-

tires show-

the immense arm? prepared for the battle
tin* morrow. Fifty thousand men under

us

on

General

Hooker,

encamped

the

on

hank of tin* river, were to cross
What thoughts tilled our mind-

northern

tin* morroxv.

on

looked at

as we

this strange scene!
What would a dax bring
forth? What would I* the results of to-morrow's battle?

Why had tin*- rebel batteries
planted upon yonder heights !»*>*n so silent
while our men were crossing? Had General
Lee been fright* lied as in* looked down from his
perch and saw tin* vast union forces forming
for tli* battle?

And had he ordered

Richmond without
been drawn into

a

struggle?

retreat t<>

a

had oiirnn*n

Or

fatal trap? Had Lee reserved
his thunder to pour upon the breasts of our nn*n
a

rushed toward tin- rebel lines.

shaped hills

above them

The eiv-een!

crowned with tire,

w ere

as a score of batteries opened
upon them. Thick
and fast flew the messengers of death, but the}
heeded them not, ami with wild cheers pressed

onward.

They

officers
saw

ing

wall, and far up the hill side,gleamed with tire,
and twent} thousand rifles opened upon them.
Their artillei*} was so posted that every gun
could he turned upon any given point, and thufrom the front and along cither flank was pour-

by hundreds,
ihe line -tagger* d. then halt-

ed the cruel iron storm.
lines

incited

awa\.

Men fell

ed. and the next moment fell back

repuls* d. and
sought shelter in a small ravine. They were
reinforced and charged repeatedly upon the
height.-, but onl} to be hurled hack over those
fatal slopes rak< d by tic- rebel gun-.
M

\

HU.ST Visit.

Late in the afternoon Hooker's command is
ordered to

cross

yonder

On

ment.

It is

the river.

a

critical

mo-

tield the battle is undecided;

the river, city, anil hillsides are throbbing in the
fearful conflict. Fifty thousand men are hasten-

ing

to reinforce the shattered and hi.ling col-

umns.

Banners wave, bands

charge,

and the rebels shell

play,

our

the soldiers

advancing col-

But in the wild excitement the shells

umns.

had lost their terror. We rushed across the ponbridges and charged up through the city

until

we

reached its outskirts, where our briga line of battle about mu -fourth of

ade formed
a

mile from our most advanced
hour

hang him.

Mrs.

position.

For

laid flat in the mud to get rid of the
shells that were screaming and crashing over
an

we

heads.

our

A

struggle

terrible

was

raging

forinedfto fake the
places of those mown down by the tire of the
enemy. ('harge after charge was made. Again
around us.

New lines

were

again w ere the blue lines thrown back from
those heights girded with death. Our brigade
bugle sounded the charge, and at a double quick
we moved
on, through gardens, over wire
fences, and deep ditches; the air was tilled with
iron hail: the ground was stained with the
and

blood and dotted with the forms of
comrades who
at an

had

charged

earlier hour.

most advanced line

over

our

brave

the

same

a

passed,

and then

little elevation of

Above us. almost within

speaking

dis-

tance, was line after line of earth-works, tilled
with rebels, while above them was the

vomiting tire
impossibility

ami death

incessantly

artillery

The utter

of taking the rebel position was
manifest to every man in the regiment: but we
blazed away at the enemy and they at us. The
was covered with guns, blankets, and

ground

haversacks, while the dead forms of

tection front the

The average temperature for January was
21.9 degrees, the coldest with the exception of
January, ’75, for at least ten years. The average
precipitation of rain and snow for January was
greater, with the exception of ’TtS, than for any
January in the past ten years, rain or snow full

The groans of the wounded and the scattering
tiring kept up between the contending lines
made a strange medley for those who listened.

ing

on

twenty-one days.'

on

the hillside.

He
Ris-

his feet he took deliberate aim and tired.

to

in

struck in the man's brow and he fell
victim to his own rashness.
the entire

day

lay—hungry,

we

corpse,

a

a

through

And thus

covered with

mud. and benumbed wit-hold. About ten o'clock

Sunday evening, under cover of darkness we
relieved by another brigade, and fell back
to the city, and spri ad our blankets upon the
sidew alk to obtain a little sleep, anti notwithstanding tin grave situation of the army, as a
regiment we w ere much elated. We had fought
ou

were

first buttle, had made

brilliant

most

comrades

placed

were

lying

in front of

all

around

our
u-.

These

slight proenemy’s guns. Night came on
with its friendly mantle of darkness, and
through the loug hours of that cheerless December night we remained prostrated upon the
wet muddy ground.
There could be no sleep.

There
were

us

a

■■■

latte

would make

we

another assault,

Monday night our brigade was pushed
to the enemy's lite s, and in the dark-

on

up close
ness tlie work of reerossing the river began,
it
was a most dangerous undertaking, and upon

depended

its success

only

not

the

safety

of the

army but the salvation of file government. The

pontoon bridges

were covered with earth, that
noise should reach the enemy and inform
them of til" move ment we were making, swiftno

and in silence the troops moved on. At two
morning we were w ithdrawn and

ly

o'clock in the

marched back through the
found tlie army bad

prise

the river.

I

to leave

one

ment

eity. and to our surnearly all ..rossed
think that our brigade was the last
the enemy's front, and our regi-

the last

was

the river,

one

of the brigade to recross
fought and lost.

l’be battle had been

the 1 nion side ten thousand

On

killed and
man-bed

wounded.

m

had been

u

sad

hearts

we

tie tield of battle, and thus

from

dosed my first

With

Fredericksburg.

i-ii to

\

MV SECIIND YMl

made in

was

isi;t.

May

A long line of ambu-

lances and army wagons heavily laden with
wounded soldiers made its weary way from the
battle tield of tic wild mess to Fredericksburg.

Saturday night. Sunday,
pass, d

while

avvav

we

Sunday night had
making this brief

and

were

journey. On Monday at noon we entered the
city. The growling of a distant cannonade was
lcard far away at Spottyslvania. Tlcre seemed
to b but few people ill tile city to receive lls.
The baggage wagons drawn by six mules iu
■

which twelve of

iis

wilderness halted

bad h

carried from the

ll

yard, where
placed under the shade
of some great trees. Slowly were the wounded
unloaded from the wagons. The church, the
yard, every s(|iiare and many of tile buildings,
w iv tilled with tile
'Uttering soldiers, 'cores
bail died by lie way. and hundreds were buried
lieiv.
1 was very hungry, but there was no
f.I. My 'battered leg was inflamed ami painlittle church

unloaded and

were

vvi

by a

ful, but 1 forgot il all
1 watched tile acute
suffering of tlio-e around me—humanity shot
amt mangle.1 in v. ry cone -ivable form. The
surgeons

busy attending to tie
Through Monday night,

tlie air

day
or

sutV

bility

mo-t

were

ous ease-.

tilled wit it the groans and cries
Wi.it a fearful responsi-

was

ring

le

seri-

and Tues-

roi-s.

upon the instigators of that cruel
1 was surprised to hear my

rests

On'Tuesday

war!

railed, and to

nanc

school male,

now

a

approaching

s.v

liiemb

of tin

nc an

old

17lh I’. S.

Infantry. He bad been in search of food and
had obtained two cakes of hard bread and a tin
II. needed no in' nation
••up half full of .• ltd
divide.

to

We sat untile ground and a'e the

priceless

food and talked of /.

with

until

me

evening, wlcn

our

11

remained

train

w a- mire

in motion.

We climbed into our wagon:
the -i\ mules started otf at a nr-k pace, the
more

great carriage lumbered and rattled down tie

principal
s.

street, icro-s the river, and for tie

eoiid tine 1 bade good

by.

to

Frod.’I’ieksburg.

nil-: mii:i> visir.
On

a

b

iut

it'll I May evening in lsi>r>,

:i

long iine

infantry marched along the north n bank of
the Rappahannock river ami en amped just opposite the ity of Fredericksburg. Their uni-

of

forms

were

were torn to

stained and ragged, and their flags
shr-*d». They had e\identl\ seen

active-erviee.

It

lie lirst div idon of tie

:

wa-

old Fifth Army Forps. now commanded by
Major Hem ral ('hamberlain. They are fredi
from the surrender of 1..

at

Appomattox and

marching

from Richmond to Washington.
The tents ar«- pitched and the weary soldiers lie
down to rest: hut I have a strong desire to n
are

visit the city.
deep twilight

1 crossed the river and in the

climbed up the principal street.
The indications of war only existed in the brick

buildings bored through
shells.

1 reached the

was

not

few

worshipers had entered tic* sanctuary:

now

tilled with

through by I'nion
yard. It
A
siitfering humanity
and

little church

h

song of
evening air. I
sweet

remember

praise rolled softly out on th
passed on, as nearly as 1 could
over the ground where our regiment

made its charge, and then climbed to the heights
from which we wa re repulsed. There were no
indications of war.

The breastworks had been

levelled: the green grass had covered tin* graves
of blue and gray alike, so that the one could
not be told from the other. I sat for a moment
How peaceful and quiet.
a little knoll.
A
little group of children w**re playing and laughing merrily in a yard just below in ■*. The songs
on

of the

worshipers

were

indistinctly

heard in the

distance.

1 thought of the war now ended; of
the brave comrades whom we had left on so

bloody tietds: of the sacred dust scattered
lavishly upon the slopes before me. I could
stay no longer: the siletiei was too oppressive
many

so

and with noiseless steps 1 retraced my wav
down the hill, through the little city, across the

river, rolled myself in

sleep.

a

blanket and tried

t«>

An <>i.d Run ATI*:,

Clippings.
The Opinion, Progressive Age. and oilier papers of that ilk are exerting all their arts to
drive the Greenhaekers into the ]>emoeratir
camp. We shall see if they will succeed. [Rockland Free Press.
For the encouragement of applicants for pension- it may lie stated that an ex-soldier whose
application was tiled two years ago last week
received notice that his application was preceded by only twenty-four thousand other applications, which must lie acted upon before his could
be considered.
[Rridgton News.

fallen

Lincoln expresses gratefulness to the
who presented her ease to Congress,
and says that now she shall have an operation
performed on her eves in a short time. Hitherto she has not felt able to iueure the expense
attending this. Mrs. Lincoln has received a
check for $250 from a New York merchant, sent
“in the spirit of a son to a loyal mother."
senators

but lie heeded them not.

sharpshooter spotted him, a bullet came singthrough the air. and with a dull thud it

A

We rushed on until

was

halted under the cover of

to

to desist

rebel far above him

a

had almost reached the ba-e of

the ridge upon which the rebels w ere entrench d.
when the long lines of rifle pits behind the stoic

ground.

help

He was

in fear tii.it

crescent

eral Lee.

<it'll. Butler having expressed regret that he
had allowed his manhood to pass and tie- evening similes of age to gather on his classic brow
without hanging an editor, the Boston Herald
replies that of all public men General Butler is
notably newspaper-made. The newspapers recognized the stuff that was in him and brought
him out.
may yet

in this.

tiro

w 1 at a magnilieyes as vve stood upon the
•Stafford hill.- on the north hank of tin* river.
Far above tin* citx on St. Mary's heights, in a

our

—

special delight

were

The darkness was intense, but

eiciit view met

sale.

they

took

cautioned by his comrades and ordered by hi-

charge with unbroken ranks, where the old
regiments had faltered in fear. Colonel Ames
complimented us for th-■ bravery we had shown,
and wt all understood that a compliment from
this gallant ottiei r ws- of some importance, and
it was greatly appreciated. Sundae night pass'•il: Monday earn. and went, ami no movements
of importance w. r nude on either side. Humside was preparing to rnr. at from his perilous
was strengthening liis position
position.andl

ground

And

reckless that lie would stand

so

our

artillery planted on tin river shelled tinvigorous!? and drove the rebels *ut,
and vv hen Friday night came, t In* grand div i>ions
of Franklin and Minuter were mar ly all a toss.

Whilt iu Boston reNot
cently a representative of the Burlington. Yt.
Free Press, went out to Lynn, for the special
purpose of seeing if there was such a person
living as Mrs. Lydia E. Pinkham, whose genial
face adorns the otherwise tame advertising
columns of over six thousand newspapers of the
United States. Driving out to No. 225 Western
avenue, a bright, pleasant home was reached,
where, sure enough, was found tin veritable
Lydia E., looking possibly a trifle thinner than
tlie picture represents, but nevertheless a hale,
hearty and sympathetic woman, who has done
a great deal for her sex.
She religiously devotes her entire time to the personal correspondence with ladies all over the world, who come
to her with their troubles, as to an own mother,
and she is happiest when immersed in the great
care and labor which an average of over one
hundred letters per day necessarily bring. Two
lady clerks assist in writing at Iter dictation.
Her son. ( has. II., attends to the manufacturing
department, which is in a large factory near the
house. Her medicines have had a wonderful
a

man

was a

up and lire at the rebels, and thus bring upon us
the tire of a hundred rides. One man in Com-

town most

toon

the

country.
In view of the great interest manifested just
now over the life of the
great I)anicl Webster,
D. Lothrop & Co., of Boston, have decided to

anniversary

pounds.

much

was

on

■

not,” hurriedly interpos-

position

our

almost every one in these busy da\ s; and of the
THE PROPOSED AROOSTOOK RAILROAD.
“t-.very one must nave nearu 01 n, ;
1
said Mrs. Symington, at tin'risk <>f luoak- many the writer has owned and examined
Mr. (icorge K. It. Jackson, president of the upon tin morrow? A vague suspu ion <*ann* into
Maine t entral railroad, is very hopeful concern- our minds a- vve looked, and as vve thought of
Bartlett's Familiar Quotations lias proved the
ing a blood vessel in her throat.
the proposed Aroostook railroad, lie says the
Aunt Grizzy’s
wrinkled face fairly best :
rtainlv the most serviceable. The pres- ing
fearful carnage, tin* very air around utin- road will
be constructed, and
s. ruled tremulous with ominous sounds.
beamed. “Well, 1 calculate it ain't ab- ent large and handsome volume, however, will a- it will pass undonbtedly
Tin
near -Mount Katuhdiu will att'orii
solutely ugly,” said she. “But still, if Mipcrsed* Bartlett, as it contains all the ••Fa- a chance for summer tourists to learn that the was but little sleep ihat night. Tie* men sat
of Katalulin and it- environs is
around their camp fires and talked of the moryou’ve really .set your heart on it, Niece miliar Quotations" and much more besides, wild grandeur
equal to that of Mount Washington. The entire row. Patriotic song- w< re sung, and hearts
1 al
Arabella—But it ain't unpacked
while the admirable system of classification
l"
of
the
road
from
Dexter
isle,
length
Presque
ways put it .away this time o’ year when adopted makes every one of the quotations read- thi' proposed terminus, will lie about one hun- beat high with tin* anticipations of a glorious
there ain't no tea parties given."
drod
and
a large part of tin
miles,
seventy-live
ilv av ailable. The work was coinpih d by Mr.
victory. It is well for us >om**tim-*> that w< are
"Oh, never mind that .'"said Mrs. Sym- J. K.
i rout'' passing through the prinip'val forest,
Hoyt, formally years the managing editor opening up. however, vast tracts of farming not allowed to discern tin future. ’Saturday
her
heart
within
her
at
ington,
leaping
of the Newark haily Advertiser, and Miss
land. Between Dexter and Browiivilli- the en- morning dawned. Many of *>ur men a*-* tln ir
It will he j
this easy conquest of the fort.
Anna L. W ard, a lady of taste and culture. gineering difficulties are very considerable, last breakfast. 1 i111*• knowing what
waited
all the more convenient for me to carry
greater, in fact than any other portion of the them on that fatal dax. As I have
There an over 17,000 quotation, m arly 2,000
airead? mihe
hut
this
will
route;
constructed
tirst.
such
it.
treasures
portion
People always keep
mated. tin* rebel arm? was well posted. Tln ir
quotations from the Latin, a list of proverbs ami the remainder will follow in due season.
put away in secret places.”
and familiar savings in French, Herman, Italian
HOW AN EASTPOKT MARINER INCHORS His
right was commanded bv "tom-wall .larksoii.
“Hey?” said Aunt Grizzy, and Mrs.
ERA FT.
and other modern languages, a particularly valLoiigstreet commanded the ei liter, and A. I*.
her
words.
Symington repeated
During last Friday's gale the rudder of the Hill their left. The morning wa- quite warm,
“Oh, there ain't no secret about it 1" uable department of Latin law terms, and a bi- ferryboat
which runs between Last purl and
said Aunt Grizzy, as she turned the hiss- ographical dictionary of the names of the 1200
l.ubcc was broken, and the skipper with two and a thick fog enfolded the contending forces.
ing sausages in the pan. “Only 1 hain’t authors quoted in the work. Mr. Hoyt's ambi- passengers had a rough time and a narrow es- Franklin*- men. who had crossed the ri\er on
had time to overhaul it since you've been tion has been to make this book especially val- cape from drowning. Failing in an attempt to pontoon-, thre. miles below tlie city. on the pivsteer his boat with an oar, the skipper ran forhere.”
uable to journalists, and lie lias not only sucion.- day. were early in motion, and tie soundward. catching hold of the first piece of rope lie
“Naturally ?” interrupted Mrs. Syming- ceeded in his endeavor, but lias produced a einild get hold of. which proved to be tile hal- ; f battle •am rolling heavily up from om* left,
ton.
“But 1 suppose it is all in good standard work,
yanls,—made it fast to the anchor ami threw i> and the conflict soon opened in our front. The
which is as iudisiiensal.de in
overboard, the boat then being in the strong
condition ?”
well-ordered
librarv
as
Worcester's or
every
tide that runs
the Narrows. No -oom r rebel artillery that crowned the heights and en“Sartinly, sartinly," said Aunt Grizzy. Webster’s IMetit.nary, Koget's Thesaurus and did tin' anchorthrough
tak<- hold on bottom, than tic circled tin- city poun d a fearful -term upon our
“You can look at it yourself if you like,
boat, being anchored from the mast head, cap- men who were within it- -tivet-.and our
•Soule's Synonyms. The publishers, 1. K. Funk
;
artillery
Niece Arabella.”
sized. tilled ami -ank. the occupant' clinging to
A Co.. New York, have presented the volume the mast until
they were rescued from their tliundeiv l a terrible response. It wa- an artil“Oil, that is not at all necessary." said
[perilous position by a boat from the shore.
lery dm l, in which it -cemed that the <omU
Mrs. Symington.
“But now as to the in nice clear type, and neat binding.
IN GENERAL.
NOTKS.
were the combatants, and were hurling tlmse
?”
Aunt
Grizzy
price,
In tlie Children's Museum for February the
Although Mr. Longfellow will lie unable to iron globe- with almighty power. It wa- -oou
“1 ain’t one to haggle with my relavisit his native city, Portland, on the anniverapparent that our vigorous cannonade had but
tion,” said Aunt Grizzy, giving the frying- thrilling mlveiiltires cf the Spoondriftcrs among
sary of his birth, on the 2Sth of next month,
I little efleet Upoll tile rebel Work-. Mild that if
the
Indians
the
are
a
shake
over
sticks.
and
there
is
the
eontiimed.
usual
vet
the
event
is
to
hi'
In
observed either
a pubpan
blazing
“Set your own price, Arabella, and if I
interesting miscellany with numerous illustra- lie dinner, or by a Longfellow meeting under j the> were taken it must beat the point "f the
the
of
tile
of
Natural
auspices
Society
History. bayonet. Hut what a fearful undertaking.
don’t like it I'll make hold to say so."
tion-.
[ t. I*, (loddard A Co., publishers, New In ease
the latter plan prevails, papers will lie
“Do you think, Aunt Grizzy,” hesitatSearch not the histories of foreign nations
York.
read on Gen. Wadsworth, grandfather of the
ed the city lady, “that twenty-five dolThe monthly part of (ioldeti Days for Feb- poet, on the Longfellow family, and on the alone, if you would tind deeds of heroic s.ilor.
lars would he a reasonable compensation
genius of Longfellow.
but look at the division- of Howard and French
ruary maintains tile high reputation of this
The champion steers of New England are said
for it f”
periodical. Ii turnislics good, wholesome and to be owned by Mr. Reuben < hadbotmi, of as tbe\ form their lines to make that charge.
"Well, yes,” said Aunt Grizzy. “It entertaining literature for
boys and girls, and is North Berwick. Me. Their age is 2 years past Never did brave men more nobly undertake a
never cost me that, because--”
and girth 7 feet a inches and 7 feet t! inches:
do.-perate enterprise. At a double quick the}
illustrated, -lames Kherson, pubprofusely
of course
11,7)00

“No,

Our

Let

was

Fredericksburg is an old city in the county of
Spottsylvania, Ya. Il is situated on the southern bank of the Rappahannock river, about
sixty miles from Richmond. At the breaking
thousand inhabitants.

the river was upon

recrossing

than that of Lee at Antietam. If General

worse

M.MBKtt SEVEN.

CJCIMBY.

An episode recently occurred in Washington,
says the Phillips Phonograph, in which Senator
Frve figured conspicuously. In raising a church
debt. Senator Frye and Representative Anderson were prime movers.
One Sunday, after
services, at the invitation of the congregation.
Senator Frye mounted to the pulpit and delivered what is said to be the most eloquent speech
lie ever made in Washington, said to be more
eloquent than that in which lie seconded the
In it he renomination of Blaine at Chicago.
peated what Anderson and he had said on the
previous Thursday, and then and there the
whole debt was raised, and a proposition to
raise the pastor’s salary to SToUd was favorably
considered.
Last summer Paxton and Frve
went fishing together at Rangeley Lakes, the
Senator’s favorite fishing grounds. Paxton won
the hearts of the party, lie made a special impression on the cook and guide, “Jack Quiinby,”
who had not been in a church for decades, lie
lias bet 11 a regular attendant at the church of
the village ever since. "I subscribe on behalf
of Jack (Juimby,’’ said Frye on Sunday, after
telling tie story and making his own contribution. "If he don’t pay it 1 will.”
"Jack" was a name given to Danici R. (^nimby, of Phillips. He has for years acted as cook
and guide for Senator Frye during the fishing
season. Thursday evening of last week Senator
Frye was telegraphed, "Poor dark tjuimby died
Wednesdav. He has paid the debt.”

of

of

means

pontoon bridges, and the enemy had artillery
enough in position to blow every pontoon in our
possession out of the water. We could not advance.
We could not retreat if the enemy was

disposed
I>. NY.

Good Seeds.

e

i1
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There was no

the

"i

————

...

fteti unite defects. The true and
;ii es of direct improvement in
feed and care.
on the one
h is been a skirmishing effort
p-educe improvements in dairy
.il'-nit furnishing any adequate
_

disappear. Sunday mornaggressive movement on our part. < >ur Generals bad evidently
decided that it was impossible to carry the
heights. Our army was at the merev of General Lee, but evidently h. was not aware of our
ing dawned.

afforded us a

was a singular conflict in our breasts. We
wishing the hours away and yet dreaded

Mr. Dingley is justifying the expectations of
his friends, who predicted that he would prove
an efficient working member of Congress.
He
has already elicited from the committee on
banking a nearly unanimous expression in favor
of extending the charters of the national banks,
and has secured a hearing for a bill for the appointment of a commission to investigate the
alcoholic liquor traffic.
[Portland Advertiser.
Mrs. Lincoln has iJtio.OOO in
per cent. Govbonds in addition to her pension. It
is well understood that she has a hallucination
on money affairs and declares that she is in
want.
ernment

Maine
N'KWS

Matters.

INI) liOSSIl* FROM
vwi

Vll.OVIR III K STA'1'1’.

vl. km \mpmi:\

UK I. FAST,

1;.

I’li" 1 Vpartment of tin- Maine < Jraml Army
of ill lb public commenced it** fifteenth annual
eoim nlion in CardiinT. Feb. Mb. with !*7 debgates present, rile following officers wen- elected for tin ensuing year: Department Commander. (‘<>1. A. B. Farnbam. Bangor: Senior
Vice < mmmmiler. Win. F.
Bradbury. Bid<bt'ord: Junior Vi,-, ('onnnander, J. L. Fierce,
Maebias: Cbaplain. lb v. B. I
Howard. Bangor: Medical Director. L. A. Thompson, Dov< r: Council of Administration. J. L. sears,
Bivi■rniori Falls; F. W. Drew. 1.- wi-tou; B. Y
Crockett. Bath: (
N. Lang. Cortland: F. Adams, Biddi ford: Delegates'to the National Ln\\
s.
Lane. Augusta; («. II. Wenteampimnt.
worth. Waterville: s. (>. Bogers. Bath: W. K.
Ripley : Alternates. \. D. Stetson. J. (>. Johnson, B. J. Hill. B. McCoy; At Large. Seth (>.
Bogers, Bath: Olliers appointed by the Department Commander. Assistant Adjutant <imeral. John F. Foster. Bangor: \>sistant Quartermaster (b in ral. L’dward Jordan. Bangor.
I'he otlieer> elected were installed by (b o. S.
Merrill. Commander of tin- National Lneampnient.
The next convention will be held in
Auburn in Ins;;. past Department Commander
Jas. (L B. Ailaiiis, of Massachusetts, addressed
the convention. Tin Council of Administration
was instructed to
pro* lire and present a gold
badge to ex-Departnient Commander W. (L
Haskell for his ability ami efficient »t\ iees. The
'■"iivi ntion having completed all business before it adjourned. The Department now numbers bl Posts. a gain of *ji posts sinei the last
annual inci ting. The gain of numbej-ship during the past year was *_\up;. A social meeting
was held in the evening.
Tin programme consisted of short addresses, music, etc.
The ladies ,,f the Relief Corps of the State
held a meeting >anie day and place, to decide
tli" advisability of forming a state Department
«d'tie Corps.
It was voted not to organize at
present. 'Lin next convention will be In Id in
Portland in June. ivs.;.

Republican

ii ii»i:

in

mrs*.

Advertising Terms. For one square, (onpinch
of length in column,) $UH) for one week, ami 25
cents for each subsequent insertion. A fraction of

square charged

as a

full one.

The following are authorized agents for the .Jour
mil.
s. R. Niles, No. 250 Washington St., Boston.
T. C. Evans, Rooms *2, 4 & S, Tremont Temple,
Boston.

s. M. Pettengill & Co., 10 State St., Boston, and
37 Park Row, N. Y.
Horace Dodd, 20.5 Washington St., Boston.
Ceo. P. Rowell & Co., 10 Spruce St.. New York.
J. 1L~Batks, 41 Park Row, New York.

SUBSCRIBERS remitting money or desiring to
nave the address of papers changed, must state the
Post Olliee to which the paper has been sent, as well
the olliee to which it is to go.

a>

Administrators, Executors and (it ardians
desiring their Probate advertising published in the
Journal, will please so state to the Court.
Subscribers are requested to take notice of the
It
date on the colored slip attached to the paper.
is the only form of receipt now used. For instance,
!■» May si, means that the subscription is paid to
that date. When a new payment is made, the date
will be « hanged to correspond, and SUBSCRIBERS ARE
TO SEE THAT THEIR
DA TES ARE CORRECT. Subscribers in arrears
are requested to forward the sums due.

Coming Elections.

D wa> announced some weeks ago that the
was already attract-

coming election in this State

he i-iild blooded murder of Alvin T. Watson. in
ing attention in Washington, and that politicians
Parkniaii. Piscataquis e-umly. Jim- o*>th. issi.
Mi's. Benjamin ( hadbourne. th- wife of one of there were predicting an exciting campaign.
th< convicted murderers of Watson and th-*
There can be no question but that the State iclecmoTh-T of th- other senfene**d murd. r« i. has
tion to be held in September next is a most imcommuted suicide
She was stopping at 11 *rriportant one. A (iovernor is to be elected for
s.'li Bailey N house in s«.. Albans. Somerset countwo yars: a Legislature for two years, that
ty- The woman was found. Tuesday. 7tli. To lie
\.T\ ill and suffering terrible agonv.
She exwill have the election of a United States Senaplained that sli had an atta. k of colic. A
to Congress and county
physician was summoned and he declared that tor. Representatives
Min. ('hadb.-uriii had taken poison. She did ortic i'**: and from present appearances our Resoon after t he arri\ al of the doctor, without r<*presentatives in Congress will have to be elect•ahng.any of t lit terrible s, er. t> which were in
The Ins* of a Senator may deprive
h«T po>s, svjon. The next -lay she w as imried in ] ed at large.
Cambridge. Somerset county. The deceased’* th<- Republican* «»f their present control of the
husband. Beni. Chadbourue. and -on. Beni. I U. >. Senate, and a loss of
Representatives
U alia. " ( hadiiourne. ar- now eoutined in the
may defeat the Republican organization of the
Peiiohs. ot county jail, awaiting the result of a
motion for a in \v trial. 11.r other s,,1K the deaf next House. It is the>e facts which have thn>
nm* >anni< ! Byron ( liadhourn. is in tin s; ate
earl> caused discussion <»f the probable results
Insani Asylum. 'I'he w-man is supposed. by
of
our State election at the National
to
1-•
Capitol,
lja\.
n an accomplice in tin li-ri imany
Me murd. r of Watson.
and which give to that election a national init

nil

KNOX AN1» LINCOLN

ll.

\l.

Tin Main
Tin duty of tin Republicans is plain. It iCentral Railroad direct .rs last
nnmth made a proposition to 1. a-. tin- Km»x
not a time for springing out side issues, indulging
A Lincoln Railroad, paying a rental of sbti.oou
in personal animosities, or promoting factious
per annum for the lirst 'twenty years, and s72.,MM) per annum
Cli- ; quarrel-. 'Pile opportunity i- afforded for reperpetuall) thereafter.
matter was considered hy tin town-, and comdeeming Maine from Fusion misrule and placmittee- appointed which met the Maine Cening her once more in her proper place in the ReM;d directors ill Portland on the sth. when tin
l a-- wa- perfected.
Tin* L a-» a> drawn guarpublican column. The contest, as \v<- have
antees to tin- Towns tin -aim* niinili-t of Trains
-hown. i- national as well as local in it- charac•'1 s
i- now run: local freight and passenger
ter.
Thi- will ensure outside assistance to our
rat.
-hall I*.- tin- -aim a- on the Maim ( <*ntral
line h« tw< ii Portland and Rath. Tin* rent
opponents: and lienee it is important that the
-hall he paid -.mi-annuall) and if payim lit is
Republicans of Maine should enter upon the
delayed tin dax tin ti tie• town- may abrogate
campaign with unbroken ranks and unanimity
tin contract hy giving :>'< days notice, hut the
Maim < entral shall hax •• no -ueh power of abro- "f purpose. In this connection tin* town and
Tin- leas** ha- m>\\ t>. !»• ratitied by
gation.
it\ e|« ri ions, now near at hand, assume an unthe towns, when it will go into (fleet.
wonted -igniticance, because of tin* influence
run i:\r.ct

11\ t;

<or.x<

ii

Lite K\eeutive Council I’m*s<lay■ e.*nlirun d a
long list of justices of the peace, trial in-tie.and notaries pnhlie.
> x.-ral
county nominations. which were rejected at the last session,
wa re again
1’in ( ounei! d.-elim d to
pn -ented.’
confirm them. The nomination of Hmi. \\ illiam
L. Putnam of Portland as Justice <*f tin Supi'ettie Judicial < ourt was !>r«»ught up hv tin
Dov. rttor.
In vh w of the fact that Judge Lib)*< term d.». s not .*xpin tintii April 2.'id. it xxa11n* de-in* of tin* < "Uin*il that thi- nomination
1
laid on tin* table until tln*ir next -e-sjon.
(foxernor IMai.-ted urged imim dial, action, and
t he nominal ion was unatiimouslx r« j .o d. < •unmunicati.m-from Dr. II. M. Harlow and J. II
Manic), asking fo»* an investigation into the
•
barges made against tin Maim- In-am* Ilospitai were referred to tin- rommitiec on \ isitiug
tin- [fo-jn'tal.
IN (it Ni t:

•hex must
He

have upon tin- September election.
Kennebec Journal well says: ‘*In eym

n and every city in the State there is need of
wisdom in making the best selections for munieipal officers, choosing t hose for andidate- who
will combine capability, efficiency and Inun -tv.

tow

>

in tin* discharge of official duties, w ith personal
popularity among the voters.” * * * “The
nun w In* are elected to town and
city offices in
the coming election- will have control of tin*
baliot-boxe- in*\! September. They will decide
"hat name- -hail be placed upon the voting
li-t-. and what if any. shall be stricken off.
tin* hands ol 1 h inocrats, these
power- are

toriously

nl>u-ed.

Mat**- alone that

\i..

It

tln-y

In
no-

i- not

in tin* Southern
prevent, when they can,

voter* oppo.-ed to them exercising tin* right of
l in riiad-in La-iern Maim-an badl
Irifted.
I'li-' Winter Harbor nTesp,,ndent d' tin Kll
suffrage, or counting out Republicans honestly
worth American -ayman in that \ ieinitx haand fairly elected to office to give their place*
le, n married six tim -.
t° I democrat* not elected, and in no w
Ma. hia- i- -hippii:. r.J.bir- to Boston.
ay entiIniln toxvn of s
(.<•<
tled to hold the offices given them.”
a
are four brothers
ami three sjstrr-.
ho-* .ggivgate weight i- !.There should be no supineness or neglect
72J pound-, and ax
24n.
becau-e
,,j real or fancied weakness and diviI i.
Pejipcn ll and Laconia Manufacturing i
ompani* s <if ITdd' ford. have each given spin | -’•m- among our opponents : nor should tin- fact
1" tile Noting Men’s Christian association, of
that a town ha- in former years given a large Futhat (it).
De"l*g
L. U hidden, of Prcxpl: Isle, who sion majority deter every Republican from putw a- din-* n last autumn 1 Ik*
\roo-took nn*mb r ting hi- shoulder to the wheel. If the town
"t the straight Crceiiha. k eonimittec. ha- deeamioi he redeemed
every vote gained will tell
clined. Mr. Whiddeii ha> taken pit til \ of inn
| "ii tin general result in the State. The
t
make up hi- mind.
opposiIdle .(lie-lion- of tin executive Council "f tion is already at work: the Fusion
newspapers
Maim* and tin* opinions of the justice- of tln•nv calling
upon their supporters to rally, and it
''Upivnir Court, concerning tin* (m\erm»r‘>
i- line Republicans were up and
to
renn.x.
doing.
tin* Reporter of DeisionI'ow.-r
trom otiiee. have b
n ]irinted in a
pamphh-t
in pages bx Charles K. Na-h.
It i- < \ id* nt that Gov. Rlaisted did not exf Augu-ta.
In tin superior civil court. Boston. Feb. sth
t 'eT or want the < ouueil t<* confirm the nomifin jury in tin- breach of promi-e suit
Mrs.
nation of Mr. Rutnam for ju-fiei of the Supreme
< harlotb*
Smith, of (‘In 1-ea. against >anim*i
of
lloyd.
Boolhhay. returned a verdict f«.r pltL < ourt of Maim*; and a- M r. Rut man did not seek
'dth dam;
of sJ2."i.
Tin -nit wa- i..r ■s.'itMHb
tic 'lli'-. and it is said would not
accept it. the
I In promoter- of tin* Shor* Lim* railroad
qiie-tion naturally arise- why did Gov. IMais•v
int a sub-idy from th** towns
along tin route
t three pi r cent, on tin* State valuation.
ted niaki the nomination. Was it to demonTin*
1 nioii tints indicates th• sentiment of Maehias :
-tra" his enmity to judge
Libby, or to prov oke
■‘Ih- tax-pax. r- do not want a railroad mix
aii"th<
i—ue with tlu* < ouneil.or to gratify his
inor
Ilian the tax payers of KUsvxorih or
< alais.
If Fll-xvorth and < 'a la is and all tin other own overweening love of notoriety ?
Rrobahly
t•.w iis vote or provide tin* amount named. Maall three motive* actuated this official, whose
hia- will conn s,|uaie up to tin mark and m
<-in« I aim seems to In to keep his name in the
hesitation.
Maim j>< nsiom rs w il! b paid from the An- 11!i)»ii<* prints, where he does not always figure to
u-ta office for th
the "edit of himself or of the State.
payment dm March 4th.
Rut, un< has. L. >.*lio!icld. 4b
w
years of age. committed
it!iugly no doubt, the < Governor has stirred up
-iii ad. m San Francis.-.,. Jan. :»u.
He w as a
iii- (i ioenbaek friends. The Greenback ( lub of
native of Brunswick. M»*.
Patent-have been issued to I In-. M.
Chap- Portland. on Thursday. adoj>ted a resolution
man. oldtow n. friction roll: Benin- !..
Ilodg•\piv.--ing their “mnjualitied disapproval” of
‘D*n- J.ex ant. harrow ami pulverizer: ( has. JL
Lam-on. Portland, carrier attachment for bi- th. nomination of Mr. I’utnam. Tin* New Recxcles.
ligion, Greenback, is of tin opinion that tin*
H'»n. r ram i* \\
lately nominated for nomination of Mr. Rutnam for Assistant Jusconsul general at A*pinwall, soim- v<ar* *im-e
lie. was ••unwise,” and as “infelicitous” as it
!e l«l a similar position at tin* same
place. For
tin la*', 1 ew year* In ha*
w as
"untimely.” Tin* Rockland Opinion. (ircen*jn lit hi* *umm rs in
"a< o. Maine, and hi* winters in
Central Aim*rhaek. says that Mr. Rutnam, in the winter of
II
own* oin- of tin- tin, *1 residences in
Is,:)-,so, “by his influence aided tin* eorruption1 he Mame < ,-ntral railroad companv are havi<! > and rioters in overturning the State
governing patent
.cars specially constructed for the ment and putting in power Davisand his rascaltransportation of potatoes in cold weather. Two
crew on tin* wreck of tin* constitution
"! them are
and
completed and are now on the road. ly
More are to follow.
laws, and that it will “never give a word of
1 lie Lewiston Journal say* : What a
plan* to approval for the appointment of a man as
raise men, Maine is.
>om
one has been hunting up the record of Oxford comity, and finds judge who by his acts or voice aided in that
Oxford county ha* furnished Maim* live (Jov- crime.**
ernors, and \\ isconsin. Oregon. Florida and
Tin iv really seems to lie a fair
Massachusetts, one (iox'enior each. Five Fniprospect that
ted States Senators,
twenty-four Representa- tile (ieneva award question will be settled bv
tives. three cabinet otlieer*. four
minisforeign
t lie present < (ingress and that the tS't.OOO.OOO unter* and uncounted
judge*, law yers. preachers,
ainl professors claim to have been UtririnOx- expended balance in the treasury will be disb*rd < utility.
Fv idently the Jiillv part of this
tributed among the rightful claimants. The inworld was made to raise the hrainv
people.
lira nee people, with the
exception of one comis
ice
tools
to
Boothhay shipping
Bancutting
pany appear to have abandoned their ease, and
gor.
( diver Mose*. olie of the UR»t activ e
pr sent indications are that a bill will be passed
business
nan and ship builders of Bath, for several
year*
the validity of the war premium
recognizing
of
the
president
Knoxaud Lincoln Rai!i*oad and
claims, and providing for the payment of -J
1' ir*t National Bank, died Sundav
per
aged 7s.
At the annual meeting of the Yew
Fngland cent additional interest on the claims alreadyAgrieiiltura! Soeietv held in Boston on Tuesday
paid. hi the Senate a bill has been reported
last. th<* following Maine gentlemen were elect’d hi vacancies in the Board of Trustees, for the lrom the ommittee on the Judiciary, in which
term of three year* > Rufu* Frin.ee of Turner.
a
majority recommend that there Is- paid out
,
A. L. I Jersey of Oxford. N. R. Bouielle «,f
of 1 he money received from (treat Britain the
W aterv ille and (Jeo. K. Lan<*as{erof Bangor.
losses of citizens of the I'nited States whose
1 he new hill for the consolidation of the <*u>tonis eolleetiou districts
ships were destroyed, and the losses of their
proposes to have four in
Maim*.
Tin* Secretary of tin*
Treasury '* au- officers and crews, by what are known as the
thorized to fix' the boundaries of tie* collection
districts, to designate the ports of entrv there- •■exculpated cruisers,’’ and nothing else. Mr.
for, and also designate other ports in Yuch of
Hide promptly gave notice that he should offer
said.districts at which deputy collectors may he an amendment to the bill, embracing what the
stationed. All fee* paid collectors are to he
abolished, and collectors are to receive salaries • 'ommittee on the Judiciary of the House in
this ( ongressdiave already agreed upon. Mr.
varying from s-joou to sonon.
The consumption of charcoal at the sardine
Hale’s amendment covers not only the ••exculfactories in Fast port has made tie* manufacture
pated cruisers” and war premium claims, but
of charcoal quite a business in ('harlotte. There
wen* burned there last
tin two per cent extra interest claims. The old
year, and almost vvhollv
for the Fast port market, -to,non bushels, which
bill for distribution only covered four
per cent,
lion
cords
of
wood.
required
interest while the government received six.
\\ itliin the memory of the present
generation
it has been asserted that Maim* eou!d*m»t
I lie justice of this measure is evident. Maine
produce apples except a* exotics, vet
to-day she has a large interest in this matter, which Senaproduces more than To varieties.*main <>f them tor
Hale" is actively promoting.
Ihe finest in the world for flavor, long
keeping
and beaut v
v\ iMHir r. < :*t «• lias Immmi
Mr. F. K. Wriglit, who had a studio in Bel:ippoint<‘<l postinnster at Dresden Mills, Lincoln cmuitv.
fast Iasi summer, was represented at the recent
The ice crop on tile Kennebec i- costing more
exhibition of the Boston Art (.'luh, bv a tigure
than the average
expense for harvesting, still
lhe work goes merrily on and the harvest will
called Ann Wentworth." The Boston Journal
be large and of good qualitv.
says: ".Mr. Wright's picture is one of the best
Isaac Wilder, formerly sheriff of
Washington
county and a well known business man, died at he lias ever painted. It is rich and harmonious
< 'utler
Saturday night, lie bad a shock of par- in color, agreeable and thoughtful, if somewhat
alysis Saturday noon from wliieh lie did not rally. sad, ill expression, and
very lifelike in feeling.
The management of the Insane
Hospital is io Its accessories are well
be investigated at once
composed and properly
by the committee of visitors, which comprises Councilors Frederick subordinated to the importance of the tigure,
Itobie of Corham and
Joseph T. Hinckley of and the picture as a whole is one of the licst ill
Bluchill and Mrs. C. It. Wludden of Calais!
I he meeting of the bondholders oft he Bangor the gallery." W. K. Halsali exhibited aspirited
A Bucksport railroad was assembled at Bucksscene. "Fishermen passing Boone Island," and
pert on Tuesday ol last week, but, as many of Webber. "Three Fishers Went
Sailing," which
tbe holders of bonds were not present, no busithe Herald says is the best picture in color,
ness was transacted and the
meeting
adjourned
to meet on the afternoon of tin
‘Jsth.'inst. at composition, and treatment of water this artist
the Bangor House.
lias yet painted.
Ilie crews of tile Life Saving Stations in
Maine and New Hampshire liuve remonstrated
This is an Illinois editor’s idea of how the Inagainst the establishing of their pay at ijilstxt per
dian problem should be solved: “Make two
annum, while the crews in Massachusetts receive ijeJOOO per annum, and those in Rhode Is- great walled enclosures, one for men and one
land, on Long Island and New Jersey receive for women,
put Indians inside them, and feed
*2o00.
them on oysters and champagne until
die
—

«

out.”
Deter

Cooper
day Saturday night.

commemorated his hist birth-

suggestions and should be
adopted. Blit to be altogether consistent the
Herald should have recommended buying our
war ships abroad, it
having advocated that
course with regard to our merchant marine.
Had the free ship agitation prev ailed we should
not have the private shipyards capable of turning out such ships as are wanted for the navy,
and there arc not to-day more than three of
such yards in this country, the largest and best
equipped being that of the much abused John
iloaeh. We hope Congress will carry out the
Herald's suggestion and give our private shipThese

REQUESTED

iiAnn.il r\i;.

V special to the ( omniereial say*:
Anoth- r
chapter of h«nT.»r is now add'd to the story of

year;
o*f the

a

year, $3.00.

a

upon,

they

But if this moile of treatment is decided
we fear there would lie a sudden "and

alarming increase in the numlter of Indians.

the hilt to

builders

a

chance.

arly

m

three

nothing in
that time, ami il i< thought it will not adjourn

accomplished

months but ha>

little

or

latter part of duly next.
This is not unusual, although it i> evident that
until the middle

or

E. 31.

mains than

of claims

tin y ran have
proper scrutiny : and a stop should b put to tin
printing and reference of thousands of absurd
of

vanity

only

which

measures

a

nr

win

to minister to tin

serve

mber

re

his

of

or

constituents.

Some members appear to be ambit ions to thru re
in the < (*iurressional Record as tin* father of

would

is.

impressed

number are

hoarding house

this time the tall brick

At

not

Infill.

s

abolished and the working committees should
1m* increased in memhership to allow of di\ idinjr

pri\

ate

In

(ink Mill to attend

climbing

houses,

fall
tall

eminence

was

not

upon the carpet of fallen leaves, there were
temptations to linger by the way: but in winter
time it wa- tough work, and many a student

nipped by.lack Frost ere he
reached the portal of the Seminary. If all were
a- fortunate as the writer in their hoarding
places, the students of those days must have
carried with them through life most grateful
recollections of Buck-port homes, Certainly
has hail his

ears

nothing could have exceeded the kind lie— of my
host and hostess. Mr. and Mrs. Stevens. Naught
left

was

undone that could

comfort

and

mitted

their

to

among the
some w ho had

As

the

doubt true that

were

fairly

were

of

writer

younger students -there
nearly if not quite reached

man's estate -lie cannot lie expected
authoritatively concerning the studio-,
no

the

to

student ad-

the

household.

ranked
were

minister

of

happiness

to

speak
Bill

etc.

whole the students

as a

attentive, and that tin ir amusement
innocent kind, such

an

a-

hall

playing

and other outdoor games, and -ailing little boatin the ponds and river. There was om student.

Buck-port, who had a positive
building and rigging these toy craft

resident of
for

swift, buoj ant and rakish.thev outsailed all competitor.-. ()ii arrival of the mails the post office
rendezAou- for many of the students.
It occupied one half of a building adjoining the
a

Mouse, and next door wa- a shop
where among other thing- molas-e- eandv was
liobinson

-old.

A

hot

unerringly to molasses
eandv as a tly to a sugar hogshead, and the stuilent'- pennies naturally gravitated over thi■
counter,
.fames Finery's store, then in a small
building nearly opposite the present Finery
block, was an attractive place to some of us.
side

goes

as

book-, and

were

the other-ide

colors, marines and

on

land-cape-.

It

wa-

hi-

ar-

tistic eye which revealed in tin- block of wood
the graceful figure of a sportsman which Idbrother Muftis

rought out for tic figure head

w

different times, to briitir about reforms in tln*se

by a student of a previous term have been
preserved. They need, perhaps, a word or two
of explanation. "(Lave and good Knox" was
tin* principal: next comes Prof. ste. |o; -Mi-s

and

more

coim*s

consideration, in
would he

a

luisincss. and

three months

jrivc

suc-

it

full

ssion.

This

‘rain to the country and to tin-

a

b

miirlit and should

Congress

public

of the

necessity

apparent with each

more

ceeding session.

dispose

and their

m ‘tu-

Belfa-t vessel.

a

was

is time

something
happih some

said of our instructor-, and

v erse-

.lolm-on Ih

good”

1

wa-

tic chief lad

teacher:

"Mi-- Baldw in the fair" the nui-ie teacher, and
Mi-- l.owder the kind" an a—i.-latit teach r.
K.

bers individually.

But it

M.

SEMIN

<

VIC ^

>n the banks nf the Penobscot, on a given sloping
law n
Which the oak and the maple ’n beaut; adorn,
And with Branches proud waving their splendor^

<

The Baltimore Sun. with characteristic enter-

prise. lia> issued a map a- a supplement to itdaily edition, on which are shown the pr*>p<>-< <1
routes for a ship canal from i !,e i-i cake Ba\
Delaware Bay. The Sun also pwbli.-lie- a caniplete history of the project, with recent ottieial
Tin* canal will >hurleii the route t»»

report^.

Europe

Baltimore

troin

hundred

two

some

miles, and shorten the distance that much to

ports. Aside from commercial reason*
for cutting this canal, it would he of great importance in the event of war. a* it would oiler

eastern

facilities for the
from

hay

one

to

(’ol. Thomas

publishing

is

S.

rapid

ship-of

transit of

war

the other.

Bang, formerly

of Ya**alhor".

paper at the The Dalle-. W.-im-.»
Co. Oregon Ex.
Ye-, an I his pap< r. the Weekly Mountaineer, we an* glad to see. i- striking
blows in behalf of

manly
can

u

protection

laborers and industries,

free trade, tlie battle

for Ameri-

ol. Bang say- of
of the Democratic
t

cr\

party in its infancy, that “had it been able

to

its

power, the American Nation
would have been a di-rupted. broken mas-,and

have held
its name

h\-word, instead of

a

spiration

to

progiv--ive

a

in-

the nations of the earth."

i'i

proclaim
auspicious majesty stands

this

temple

l'is here rmi-dous .n-truction is given
And we are all pointed the straight

Heaven,

ot fame

path

And led an and pitfalls and over -deep rockAnd placed on firm footing by grave and
Knox

to

good

'I'i- here we arc taught all the \v here fores and whys
of diflicu t questions that may chance to nri-v,
\nd all icy mysteries begin to anneal
Before the magic wand of Steele.
I'i- here we are taugl t to persevere
And Id ho small obstacles interfen*,
And we feel in a < aimer and happier mood
A fter hearing the voice of Mis> Johnson, the good
l'is hen* music i- made to resound through the
halls
And in softest melody on the ear fall.-,
And in deep organ tones floats away on the air
\nd sinks to repose, by .Mis- Baldwin, the fair.
l i- here we arc taught to treat each as a friend
Ami mutually the right- *>f each other defend
By the very kind heart and well cultivated mind
And lovclv example of Miss Pow der, the kind.
"i'i- here tin* stranger i- kindly received
And of burdensome thoughts his mind is relieved
By the kind gracious bearing and jovial glee
And sociable chatting of the students so free.

The next term Miss Baldwin

was

succeeded

by Miss Ncwhall. who taught music, drawing,
mid | aintiug, and had the class in rhetoric. I'Im

The abuse of Mr. Blaine i- returning upon
the heads of its authors. The more hi- conduct

boarding house in connection with the -culi-

of the State Department i< di-cu--ed. the more
statesmanlike and patriotic it appears.
It i-

age m> nt

olearh shown that he sought in a perfectly legitimate manner to promote the commercial interests of this country, and that hi- course w atliat of. the h ailing American statesman for
more than half a century.
Hi- po!ie\ i- endorsed

nine-tenths of tie* newspaper- of the

by

country, irrespective of party, ami by

majority

of the

a

large

people.

is

busily engaged
Sapient Washington correspondents
in organizing

a

party.

new

base this

statement on the fact that tin- ex-Seeretary has
denied himself to visitors of late. 'Pin* truth i-.

however, that instead of creating
in the

privacy

paring

of hi-

which the country i-

a

new

party

residence, he i- preadd res.* on Curlield. to

own

hi- memorial

nary

looking

forward with

ex-

winter mornings, half clad and
pump, awaiting their
till their water pitchers preparatory to
on

seen

shivering,
turns to

our

around the

making their toilets for breakfast. Studies

in the rooms, and the classes were summoned to recitation by tin* seminary bell. Tin*
massing of so many students together in the

boarding-house was tin* means of developing a
good deal of mischief, no doubt. This is rather
plainly hinted at m a ••composition" of that date,
by

member of tin* rhetoric class

a

The Students!

At dinner time Tim rings tin* bell.
And rings it loud and rings it w .11,
While down the stairs rush pell nell
The Students!
Who

time is at best

Ami

poor one, and it becomes what the insurance
men call ‘extra hazardous* when it is practiced

a

We often

And treat till they are out of reds?
The Students!

W ho have
Or receive

mention in the papers of Bill
Day in tin* IIousi : but Major Poore's Congressional Directory contains no m< ntion of
any
such person.

handsome lithographic

a

portrait of Adam Korepaugh, drawn by Mat
Morgan. It is a good deal handsomer than ;t

baby elephant.

By

i ininne'

Three

or

four

Knglish

in the Boston sugar
trade. They carry about 1500 hogsheads each,
and as they make a saving in time and insurance, steam will probably supersedcsail vessels
in this trade.V bell buoy i< to take the
place
arc

now

employed

of the second class

can

at Kitt's Bocks,

buoy

which will he in the direct course of navigation
a mile north
by west of WhaJesback light

half

was

on

are

preparing to

build

a

one

hoarding
the hoys.
he boys;" but he deserved and no doubt lias today the respect and warm regards of all the old
wtb

one

The Tim who rings the dinner boll
of Mr. Randall's assistants in the do-

mestic part of the establishment, and must not
be confounded with tin* professor.
would

hardly

be worth while to recount
now tie* student pranks of those
days. A vear
or two ago the writer met at the Evans
House,
Boston,

student <>f

a

ties of mischief.

And

Fish ami Fishing.

Portland fishermen

There is

prices

a

good demand for frozen herring and
slightly advanced.The most of

so.

with

a

MUSIC.
UUAVKK.
MUSIC.
I.
*2.
4.

The. Moral Powers of Man,
S. \V. (joinings, Bangor.
Self Instruction,
M. C. Fernal, S. Levant.
J. G. Woods, Waldo.
Prospects of Maine,
Kossuth—A Poem, II. B. Ward well, Penobscot.

Influences of Trade,

■r>.

Social

(».

Superiority

7.

The Aim of

8.

Genius

b.

Thoughts

II. II. Pitcher,
Bangor.
Republican Government,
F. B. Gross, Orland.
G.W. Wormell, Dexter.
Life,

of

MUSIC.

Lamenting
on

Votaries,

Miss 0. A. Collamorc, Fiiion.
Nature,
Miss C. J. Iligglns, Orland.

10.

Angel Whispers.

II.

A

12.
1.1.

Let

Sketch,

her

Miss E. L. Trevett, Frankfort.
Miss 11. L. Sweetser, Bucksport.
MUSIC.

14.

Miss R. L Whitmore, Belfast.
Rest,
Seminary Bell,
Miss M. L. Bowen, Cortland, N. V.
A Sunbeam’s Journey,
Miss C. O. B. Homer, Bucksport.
me

remov-

MUSIC.

ed down the river: the catch this winter has
been much smaller than usual.

1
Li.

Colloquy

Life

Scenes, \
)

of
;

J

boy, grown
liueksport, married

fatherless

M. L. Bowen,

up to manhood in the town
and moved to a neighbor

hood in the town of Frankfort, called (ioshen,
where they had several children. We find him liv
ing in a small log house, a little distance from
Monroe village on the tth of April, 17*.»s, when his
sen Oliver was
born.
Oliver is now living in
Hampden. There is no doubt but Mr. ( ouillard
was the first settler.
I'p tv* Ills moving to Monroe

territory

the

the

\va>

was an unbroken wilderness.
Oliver
first child born in this town. It may sur-

prise some who are now acquainted with the farms,
buildings, roads, school houses, churches, and the
wealth of the town, that not more than eighty live
years have passed since this w as a w ilderness.
The towns all around Monroe—east, west, north
ami south —wen1 considerably settled before there
was a settler here. Soon after the settlement- began
people cam : 1 om ad directions,and the town grew
rapidly. Notwithstanding the land had not been
■

lolled out
tlers

and

••line

please i, taking

the market fo»* sale, set-

not in

was

and

pitched their

camps where they
their chance- t-* Inn when the land

put into market. At this date hut little if any
wa> exempt from debt.
Once in a while
some settler would he vl-itcd by a deputy sherlfi*
and a part or ill of his scanty efleets carried otf.
w;js

properly

The-ettlers had
common

society,
horns

consent

a

for each other and

-empathy

were

in

sort of

a

a

a suspicious person was seen,
Mown, gnus fire*l and Indians would be

dodging behind trees,
place with their muskets.

or

1

moving from place
think

no

hurt, but it is understood that sercral
their paper- taken and de.-troyed,
were then started f«*r home.
It is

ciergy

C. A. Collamore,
r. O. It. Homer.

by
protection

self

and when

were

seen

man

hor-oba< k.

w as

officer

were

his

way

as

was

stopped,

that they
reported that a
and

traveling through, tin?

picking

to

well

town
he

as

News

girl, and settled here. Mr. Stearns

/\

mis

nine

were
I'l'ij in* it
j111• l more coming.

lauiine-

m

Lent begins

very

Wednesday

on

the 22d inst.

Some unseasonable and starved crows, during the
late severe weather, have haunted the shade trees
of the city.

The dealers in this city report increased sales of
fancy valentines, with a gratifying decrease in tin
sale of

caricatures.

coarse

funeral of Mrs. Martha B. Staples, took place
on Friday, but owing to the storm the hod
could
not lie entombed until the next day.

Our

Common

Schools.

(ieorge K. Wight is putting power into his
blacksmith shop to run a holt cutter. The machine
Is similar to that used on a threshing machine, and
Mr.

will lie

by

run

Mr. Levi Bow, of Rockland, lias leased from the
of the N'orthport ( amp (irouml, the
grocery, fruit and confectionery stall, and the barber’s shop connected with the hotel at the grounds,
for the

coining

foraging

ing for

for food.

week

a

exchange

Detroit Five I’i-'-s In it
travel of four years the article has not. i« -t rvn the
local names. Two years ago we in* l the sane- arti
ele,

eredite 1 to the

original, in

as

question as to Mr. Pullen's qualifications
position: and that lie Ini' fairly earned a
respite from the arduous labors of journalism
must also lie conceded.
We join with our
neighbor of the Whig in commending the appointment as one eminently lit to be made.
no

for the

I'he marriage of Miss Sarah, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. H. I
Worrell, and Mr. Kdwin Peters
of St. John, N. I?., was celebrated at St. Paul's
church on Wednesday morning, the rector, Itev.
Keonard K. Storrs, officiating.
V brilliant reception was given at the resilience of tie bride's
parents on Washington street immediately after
the ceremony.
[Brookline. Mass., Chronicle.
In acknowledging a box of the cake we take
occasion to wish the bridal

couple

a

happv

and

prosperous future.
Tho national Senate has passed a bill grant ing
the Army of the Cumberland #7,500 out of
the proceeds of the sale of eouilemned ordnance,
for a Garfield statue.

to

\\

e

are

indebted

In

Senator Hale for valuable

public documents.
The Camden Herald has renominated Plaisted.

< 'onneetieut paper, the editor
.article in qne-tion wa-

a

modestly -t iling that the
“republished by .*eijue>t.”
addition to his

Waldo found
secured

bought

flying -quirn-

a

wood chopper ii

A

museum.

family

of four in

It is

I eautiful little

a

hollow tree and

a

animal, of a
brownish gray color above ami white beneath, whili
dark lines along the side mark the fold- of -kin
one.

;l

pleasure

weeks’

loth of March.

Forty-four tax'deeds running to the city of liel
fast were recorded on Tuesday. It may not I e
known but a tax deed, unless recorded, runs out in
two years. Persons holding such deeds will do well
to remember this and have them made a matter of
record.

While, the oldest merchant of Rock lam

•Jonathan
died

Sunday last, aged

about 77 years. The do
Jonathan White, one of l ei
fast's earliest -ettlei
who earn, from Che-tcr, N
il
and settled here in 17'.»">, having purchased Rul'd on Xorlhpoi a\enue, now known as the Piel.ard
j place where in 1SU0 he built the house which i- yet
j sfaiuliiiL’- Tlie yoiimrerJonathan wa burn h a* ji
on

ceased

of

was a son

lso:>, but the last fifty years of his life were -pent
bind. He bad represented that rit\ in the
j legislature, and was director thirty-one years of the
! Rockland and Rockland National Rank, in which hr
was a large stockholder.
He wa- wealth} and higl
ia Rock

ly respect, l. About a year .i_r«< h* oroke bis h■_
since wldcli he has been confined to the bouse
II
leav. one child. Mrs. Mayor ( asr.
rumen

\

entertaining

very

>nndu\

seliooi eoneert wa< griven at tin* Baptist duurii la-t
s»n»day «'\ i*iiinur. Tin- readings and notationwere all praises to (o*d
,\ valentine partv was
tfiren aj thi- nuivlj on Tin >dav evening
.There
"'as a
1»; >>ti-1n at tile Methodist rimivh .Sunda
afternoon
The simieet of Bov. Mr. U-' "unda.
..

<

morning:

sermon

"Tiilair- wlii' li

tin*

;,t

ehureh, will lie.

North

he

cannot

shaken."

Mi-

a

eoneert in the

Mr. Clarence «). Door has
as an

fishing enterprise.

twenty live or thirty, for a three
trip to the west, starting about the

morn

quantities of corn, which is greedily eaten. Tinbirds recognize their benefactor and numbers of
them ma\ be seen Hocking about bis shop door
patiently waiting for rations

his

An excursion by rail from this city to Farao,
Dakota Territory, is agitated. It is proposed, it
suitable rates can be procured, t<> get up a party of

lias thrown to them large

or more

push

arrived home.
The owners of the sehr. Fnoch
Robinson have been libe'lled. There was an insurance of $l,0u0 on the Woodbury.

hard time

a

II. ■). Locke every

sixty

( apt. O. L. Limbtirncr, of the sehr. >. K. Wood
bury, reported last week as run down ami sunk, has

season.

Tiie doves about the streets have had
of late

with

Nellie, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Suel Patterson
of this city, dropped dead, in Lowell, on Saturday
last of heart disease. This is the fifth child of that
line family which has died in this way.

horse.

a

managers

expuwWwilli the distended i.-g< and biiov it
l-mg leap- which la-mim! tl mg. I ',
squirrel- are much more common in thi- reidmi
than is supposed, but being noeturna! in tin ir h ii• ir
which

evening?. The s,,eial Cinde meei
in tin? vestry this Thins I*v rvenina-. Tin enter
t ainment will eon>i>t .»f re.-itation-. stati; r\
--a.
and songrs from I.omrfellow.
\ uh-m, u n
nt-Ke\. Mr. (ioodenomrli will le* rur at the I
versalist ehureh next
in_r

subject,

lie

I

Sunday evening

In

the

pastor will speak
at• word> upon temperanee.

i:

some

-eM>>

tempm

for the

not niueli

are

lie

Frank Collins is lining his lish refrigerator
tons of ice.
He has a nice office fitted
upon Lewis’s wharf and is making preparations to
Mr.

The

an

A n «ld settler
said t" me some years ago that about tins tine*, by
in*
hit!
a
semi
and
ascending
openings might
though small at first, they continued to in* reuse in
in
f
rom
numbers and
size,
this date the town
settled rapidly, t'p to this time there had been a
number of families lien* of which the writer has
not sutlietent information to give a hi-lory.
About
this time l>anicl Bicker moved from Berwick, M
and settled and after many \ ears died here. .fen*,
miah I>artlc*tt from >hapley, Me. Nathaniel Twomhly from Norwood, N. II. Benjamin Bu/,zell, from
Sanborntown, N. H. K B. I>i key. from Boston,
Mas.«.
Klder Simon Lmerr from Berwick. Me.,
and others came to stav, w bile others came to make
a short stop.
This firing- ms up to isos.
This territory wa-li\ an act of the Legislature ininto
a plantation in M2 by the name of
corporated
Lee. On the 12th of Februars Ms wa- liu ornorat
1> S. Kt.vM»Klts.
a
cd as town.

parts of the town

>

was a

At tin* last meeting of the County Commissioners
Thompson, of Montville, was elected chairman
of the board.

Vioinity.

j

on

kind husband and father, hut
to accumulate
property' that
many others have. He and his wife lived to a good
old age, and died respected.
About this time, 18h-2, several other
persons are
known to havecome Iiere, Imt little is now known of
them, or where they came from, as they did not live
Iiere inanv years.
Among the number was a .Mr.
Winehel, a middle aged mail of the Revolutionary
War lame, an 1 unmarried,
ile moved admit from
place to place, and -lied poor. A Mr. Michaels .and
family were Iiere for a while, also Mr. Avcrell, Mr.
Wfltuan, ami several others, with their families.
About 18(1.1 a Mr. West and Mr. Ward with their
families settled in the southwest part of tile town,
some distance from any others settlers, where
they
anti their children lived many years. Their families are nearly or ([Hite extinct in this vicinity.
1 think in 1804 Ilosea Emery emigrated from Berwick, Me., ami settled,with his family at the'Centre.
Soon after he built a saw mill on the great fall*,
and that place was known for many years as
Emery's Mills. Mr. Emery, next to .Mr. Neatly,
was Hie principal business man in this vicinity.
The proprietors of Hie land in tile northerly pari
of tin- town began to lot it out in 1805 ami finished

and

We have snow enough now, if properly taken
care of, to last all winter.

seen.

M

Fred..t y rung-on of .MilesM,,p|<
-ieriou-ly injured >u >atim lay la-l.
Fred with hi" brother and -cv.-ral other !•■>’
wei.

the late

remains of

placid

"'ere

In Mm

apt. A. I;. Mathew-,

(

receiving

t

nub

on

Friday

aft-r

last. Owing t the -.even* storm no pro.-, --i
citizens eonld be formed, and but few were pre-

noon

>t

t

en

>

tile funeral.

ai

cemetery

The roadie- could

account

<m

re

m

11 the

;«•

of

drifting -now, and were
good deal of shoveling tin
hearse was enabled, after about an hour- time, t<;
reach tile tomb. We understand that the deceased
estate will be sett led privately, without the formali

obliged

tie- "f
b

t

a

side of the Ic i,

u-,

v’xHl toils of excellent lee.

'•e

cut

ha

now

in

i litem

a

play

vessels

be engage i
tons have already !• mi

as soon a*

can

(>ne

require sixty

Thi- will
it

port

t

to reef,

e

An Addition to mi: l'i.i;r.r.
l.i-i week Mi
(h'orge T. Osborne wen! to Kli-worth and purehaed the sch. Abram Richardson, to be added to ll-d
la-t’s licet <*f vessels. Tic Richardson i- I'd ton-

burthen,

year- old and was built In Treinont.
is said to be a very ta-t sailer.
>h--

-even

ves-el

The

commanded by (’apt. bnnyv Paltershal!
formerly of seh. Mary Farrow. The schooner ieow in Boston,
( apt. Pnttershall has gom t In iv
will be

and if the schooner meets hi-

expectation

-lie will

be

thrown

w a-

enrhin^. He wa
I'h’ked up uneon-ehoi-. th* idood flowing fro*,
troin the right ear. Thi- w a- followed by vomiting.
of which a portion was blood, and
pro-trathm
The right arm appear
paral/yed He will probabl
recover... .Levi A A
iteouih, id ltelfa-t. "list.ained
com pound fraetun
"f the right leg on \\ nda\
M' While,.ml. v\ as in front
f M -1 mould'
m
-i on*

—

shop. Mai a -treet, engaged
when

fixing hi- harm-

m

>f the tmr-es kicked him

one

mi,

made

market.

»

when In*

••.oner,

of

els in whi h V- trails

\c-

(Mrise’-

on

down, hi." le-ad striking the

t

thou-atnl
a. ppe
ami tiiere are at least b.ooo ton- in tiie pond n
m
If the -ea-ori is favoralde Mr Pier.
ahoie will *••]!
-0.000 tons, which will la* no -mall -once of pr.iit.
With what Hazcltine X ('o. and "-imf. ^Towi -.*i*d
will cut our ice harvest will lie at lead :>o,ooo ion.-.
it.

w a

-tore

to

yet in t he pond liavi been eng .men ami \d

tons

l,(>o

and
In

eify,

iolentiy on the
rigid leg yu-t abn\ the ankle. He wn< reinarkai-'
cool; n.-kcd to he lu lped ! » the -lugcunh a- hi- leg
wa- broken, and .seemed to he ilie least e.*ir en,ed

'onrt.

t

Hiram K. Pierce lias tilled hi- hou

Mr.

t:.

By

he Probate

t;i<• ca*»I

on

1

to return.

IM A

•t tin

d

Tim

-••

stout, strong mail, a
had not the faculty

Belfast

Mansur were among our prominent cili/.ens most
of them sett'ed hero, but time lias carried all but
one from us.
<>n I huisday Mr. I. V Miller shot a
Benjamin Dodge, from Newtield, Me., we suppose
large -potted
ram;* liere through Dixmont, tin- same year that ! owl which
had snuggled itself against one of the
Mr.
Mr Mansur came, and settled near him.
Dodge made a good home for himself and family j chimneys of the Allyn block. Its e\tended wings
measure four feet
and lived ton good oh 1 age. Dm- son of hi> now
eight inehc-. Hr. Stoddard is
lives in Jackson, another in Monroe, near the old
stuffing it for mounting. The owls, which seem t->
\ daughter now owns and lives upon the
farm.
have a partiality for our city, are probably aft :i t
Ii is supposed that
farm with one of her sons.
Moses Hoodwin who originated in Andover, Mass.,
cd by the Hock <>f doves that make their homes here
came here the same year Mr. Mansur and Mr.
Another snow storm occurred in this vicinitv on
II" li\ed to
Dodge came and settled near tln-m.
become wealthy and to a good old age. Tin- farm is
l-riday la>t, which was nearly as severe as tin- <nnTin
now owned and occupied by a son of his.
on the Sunday before.
The wind blew hard, block
writer of this sketch was toM in reply t-• quo-!h ms
to Philemon Pattee that he came r> Slonroc in tining up the streets. On Saturday the street eommi.-year. tour from Waterville where his father liv'-d
sioncr caused tin highways in the city to be broken
and died.
He was married and settled on the farm
out, but the country roads are in bad condition.
This w as in
where he then lived in the year six.
the vicinity of where Mr. Putnam settled.
There must be at least two feet of -now in the
Alter
working in double harness for over sixty year.-, he woods.
and his wife went the way of all the living. 'Hie
•‘A:i Initiated Tramp,” a local written for tin
farm, with additions, is in the hands of his descendants.
•Journal in I>77. niinis to us this week in a western

could,

In the spring of 1x04 Mr.
-loiies took to wife one ol the tw'o unmarried Putnam girls, and settled in the
westerly part of Hit1 hev had several
ton n.
children, some of whom
are non living here.
Mr. Jones had made a good
start in the world, and was
doing well when, about
Is,,,, he died. His widow survived ill in nearlv forty
Mr ''tcnrns, who
years.
Mr.‘.Jones
accompanied
t„ Maine, m tin- tall of 1804, married ilie other Put-

of

I. 15.

the surveyor began to run the lines, it was soon
found they would cut in two the openings of some
of the settlers, which was not pleasing to them; so
they objected to the running of the surveyor. As
the'surveyor paid no attention to the settlers, but
kept right along with bis work, horns began to be
heard in different directions and soon the Lee Jndians were seen with their guns, dodging around
behind the trees.
The surveying party thought it
hcst to retire. It was quite a number of years before another surveying party was sent, and not
until a compromise was brought about through the
influence of Mr. Emery. He succeeded in making
an arrangement that proved satisfactory to both
parties; so there was no more t rouble. The surveying party was to come and run out to each settler
his land just as lie wanted it, without regard to the
shape of the lot, and the settlers had a right to purchase it at a price agreed upon. The rest of the
tract might be lotted out as the proprietors wished,
without trouble from the Indians, all of which, by
the Influence of Mr. Emery, was carried into effect.
About this same year. 1S04, John Mansur moved
with his family to the northerly part of this town.
The Mansurs originated in Methuen, Mass. They
first moved to Belfast and lived then: three or four
years, then came to Monroe. Mr. Mansur came up
with his family on the east side of House Pond,
crossed Marsh stream near where Plummer's mills
There was no
are at this time, in »Vinterport.
bridge across the stream. Some long sticks or
stringers had been run from the opposite bank into
the mill and covered; so lie crossed over through
the mill, which had to stop when a team crossed.
From there he followed what was then called I Inroad to Mason’s Mills; from there to the site selected for a home In- had to make a road >o he could go
through with his team and family. The sons of Mr.

Ki>itou JorKN.w.: TIct. i-much needing
when the lirst lie knew a horn was blown from a
reform in our common schools ami they have
Mil near by and so*>n other horns were looting, and
been tin- subject of nmeb le gislative tinkering
it was not long before he was surrounded by Inin these mm
anil of much attempted change,
tenths of the people receive ill the schooling
dians, who demuudod l* know wh » he was, and
are
ever
will
get.
They
open to all scholthey
what hi- bn-ines- w.i-. <>.. being told, and not inars and in them all scholars should have equal
tending to be deceived, they searched him. and as chance.
They are supported by equal taxation
they could find nothing hut a Bible and a hymn and should therefore extend qual privileges to
all scholar*.
Hut under the district sy stem of
book, tli y ••'ueludedto hq him pass with special
instructions not t > vi-it that vicinity against their apportioning the motley according to the number
of
scholars
in the district- the hetietits fail
rule\i that tine-this was-culled Lee. I presume
very unequally, and it is to call attention to this
many of th **Mo-t eiti/.ens will remember about the
just at this time and just before tin1 people of
Lee Indians.
each town are t«» ne e! in annual town meeting
To
turn t * Mr. <'ouillard.
About 17W a .Mr.
to elect officers for the ensuing year, raise monMa-eii m *ved from Turner, Me., to Monroe, and
ey for schools, and listen to the reports of their
<
bought Mr. »nillar-l out, who returned to Frank | superintending school committee, that this artifort where he afi rwarl live l to a good old age. ! ticle is presented and attention called to tie sub
Any means or method requiring so little
Mr. M
*n m
,| into the (.'milliard house, that j jeet.
; change or so little innovation as the mi
pointed
being the *nly house in t >wn at that time.
About
out. promising and ensuring e\ eii justice to all,
iso! Mr M im*ii !»uilt a aw mill on the falls at the
be
should
speedily adopted. I f we can improve
or extend the usefulness of our schools, it is a
ime time bought a grist mill,
village, and about th
incumbent
upon its to do -o.
duty
which had 1 -eu 1 *ui!: on the same fall-. 'The saw
The money being raised by equal taxation
mill w a- I'urne I ia Feb. ist»7.
Soon after another
should be expended ! 11 equal justice. To do this
-aw mill was built.
These mills wore known for
ihe towns should vote that hereafter an equal
moo. y< ir- all
Mr. M
old out as Mason’*
number of weeks of school per year shall be
M ill'
H lieu he
*ld out h moved hack about three
taught in each district in their limits. Take almost any town in this county and in the larger
miles :\;j I began fanning.
One daughter of hU,
districts war after year will b. found about
born ii<re lie canii* t<» Monr*.*e, is now living in
double tile number of weeks school that are
thi- tow ii. and has grandchildren, and groat
In one. the
found in the smallest district.
grandchildren. at. I great great grand children. Thn>e
largest for instance, will b found three terms
often,
and
twelve
weeks,
ora
whole of
ten.
acquainted in Monroe at this time, reflect a moment, j
weeks; in another, tin* smallest, me
wlit'ii you learn that there i- a person now living in | thirty-two
term of ten weeks, or at most two terms of six
Monroe, who was horn before the first tree was j and ten weeks at most. Now
why should a
j
felled for a clearing, or the first *\ump was built, or
j scholars location determine hi-? amount of
the first family moved here.
Sometimes
schooling out of tic public money
I le y
the small districts pay the largest tax.
A
Mr. "now ft -Mi < ape (.’od, Mas-., moved to
on
and
should
hav
pay equally
property
an \ about 1*01 or 1-02 moved to Mom
Horh.nn, M
equality in amount of schooling.
i’-h* and
ion built a grist mill at the falls at the
We hope the citizens of the towns will give
While living in (. wham on the LIth of
village
this subject earnest thought, and agitate th
hison
Aaron
wa- horn.
April isnu,
Said Aaron
subject and be -wift and ready to do justice to
scholars and to teachers.
"n.>\\ ie»vv liv e- in .J t -k-on and is .me of her
good
! f tin* idea of public schools is right, if proper«
mi-.
Mr. "now
th lather' -non sold hi- gi'i-t
ty should educate the children, if education is
mid to Mr. M i- m and retired into the woods we-t
cheaper than intimidation, if it i- sab r to duerl;. about two mile- and began farming. After eate than to punish, if tie* system at its incep-evei.ii
ear- lie moved lo.Jaeksou where lie
tion and outset is right, then let ii not in its disspent
tribution longer be fraught w ith so great an inthe remainder of hi- days. At the tine Mr Mason
built Liu; lir.st saw mill, before spoken of, Mr, Snow justice. I, t every scholar hav can ••qual <hau<at his own schoolroom so far as is in your
had moved back into the woods.
His family eonAn <>i i> Tr.vi m:u.
power.
si-ted ot his wife and four children, the
a
youngest
nursing babe. Then- were at that time a few fain
Washington News and Gossip.
ilies at a little li-tau v, none near.
Mr. "now was
Seveial hundred persons have written p.
at work for Mr. Ma-on.
getting <mt timber for his
Washington, each asking to be employ ed as the
mill, and did not return home at night. This waexeellt iolier of ( i uiteall.
in March. I he w iic left hcrehildren one
afternoon
There is a very decided feeling among tin
to run to >me .d her near st
neighbors, and w hile members of the House against reduction of taxe
on whiskey and tobacco.
ab-ciit tlii re came on a snow storm. The wind blew
Congressman Co\ states that the life saving
and the snow drifted in every direction. <>a her
service of this country saved lo.ono lives, and
:o home she lo-t the
p tit, got lost and wandered
more than sll.ooo.uod worth of property.
in everv dire* lion.
Tiiinkiug of her ‘iiildren at
Propositions to give generous subsidies to
home, and of her situation as night -Mini' «:i, waAmerican steamers for carrying foreign mails
anvthing hut plea-ant. It proved a very severe will be favorably reported to the House.
it is believed that the House committee on
-torm. she was out all night, the next
day and the
agriculture will report a bill making the departnext night.
The alarm was given the fore
part of ment of agriculture an executive department.
the day after Mrs. "now had been out one
The House committee on invalid pensions
night,
and the men all turned out t » search for
her, hut have decided that they would recommend faof ’pensions,
without success Mint day. The next
morning they vorably no bill asking for arrearages
hut that all claims passed by the committee
started again quite early: her trail was found and
must date from the time of their pas>agt
followed and she wa- --m found under a thick
A. M. Soteldo. who was shot in the Washingbunch ot boughs, -itting up, leaning against the
ton
Republican office, died Saturday night.
bodic.-ot Mime trees, too w eak to get
no doubt
seems to b»
that bis broiher
There
up without
in-ip or to talk, "lie recovered in due time and lived shot him w hile firing at Barton, the news editor of the paper.
A personal attack on Soteldo
ami enjoyed life many years.
in tin* Republican caused tic atVray.
In tile tall ot l-ni a Mr. Putnam moved from W.n<
Senator onger'- bill to promote t he efficiency
terville I » Jackson, into the- Rich neighborhood,
of the life-saving service includes among itnext to Monroe, and in the
spring of 1*02 moved provisions a station near Portland harbor. The
into Monroe.
His family at that time consisted of
need of this station has been shown heretofore
hiniM.lt, w ife and three unmarried daughters, just and i- emphasized by tlm w reck- which have
occurred near the mouth of the harbor the precoming up to womanhood, together with one mar
sent winter.
ried i mghter, her husband, Mr. Pattee, and tvvoor
It will be remembered that a lew weeks since
three small children. Mr. Putnam lived in Charles
Congressman Hingley offered a resolution of
town, Mass., at the breaking out of the Revolutioninquiry as to consular lees. Ac. vvitb the v rw
of ascertaining if tbi- were not one of the needW hen the Kngiish
ary War.
army marched over to
less burdens imposed on American shipping.
( baric-town Ir an Ronton and
burned Charlestown,
An answer to the inquiry -bow- tbat during tIn
Mr. Putnam lo-t his house, all the
property lie had,
last tiscal year the fee and charges collected by
and
he strayed to Mains-, and eame t
Monroe.
consular officers from American shipping in
HC was the first family in the
westerly part of the foreign ports amounted to si22.'.*b,s, about
b'w n.
At that time, there was not even a
path or one-quarter of which vv a for tonnage dues, and
sts.ouu of which were extra wages of seamen,
spotted trees from where they settled to “Mason’s
that is. the three mouths* advance required byMill ."
law for seamen discharged in foreign ports.
Collins Pattee was horn
April 2:td, I so:}, a son of .Most of this revenue constitutes a quit- needle-s
Dauie Pattee. vv ho came here with Mr. Putnam alburden on our shipping engaged in foreign
ludeit to abov e. This vv a- the second birth in this
trade, and. like similar burdens on other
town, and the tir.-t mat grew up to manhood and
branches of commerce, it- cost i- by no mean*
-ctflcd here.
Mr. Pattee !
now living upon the
fully represented by its amount.
tarui where lie lir.st settled,
enjoying very good
health and in comfortable circumstances. He has
live I more
At tile meeting of the Appalachian Mountain
days in tlii- town than any other person,
ami all his day.- has been considered an
honest, up- Club held in Boston last week. Rev. W. A. Stanright man.
read a paper entitled “Camden. Maine, it1 hi-same ear, i -0-2, .John 15.
Nealley and Joseph Mountains and Lakes.** He said that tin scenNealley, brothers, single men, eame here from Not
of the Pine tree state has attract! d the tourtingham, N. 11.. ami linallv settled just west of the ery
ist within the past few years; si vcral places of
village, one on the south side of the road as now
note have been brought to the notice of t lie gentraveled to Brooks village, the other on the north
Mde ot said road.
Joseph, the voungestof the two. eral public through book and newspaper artifoiiLid lii.s way from “Mason’s* Mill.-,” to Mr. Put
cles; Katahdin is just coming into prominence
nam .-. or Cynthia Putnam found
away through the
through the efforts of this club, while Mount
woods to “Mason’s Mills.” The next
spring they Desert, Mount Pleasant and Mount Blue, tie
w ere married and settled on
the place he had selectlakes of Moosehead, Rangely and Savage are all
ed tor a home
This was the first marriage where
familiar to summer tourists.
Maine has a vast
both parhes lived here. Their first child
was the
third born here.
They prospered, became well to j territory and extensive coast line, upon which
1
V alley was the
!*“•
principal business man j are many interesting places not yet explored.
here during his life.
Before the organization of 'The paper presented the section wf scenery
tlie Plantation, during its
Tin* approach iexistence, and after the about the Penobscot bay
town was incorporated, he was
the principal man
noted as one of the tin *st on the coast, and tlie
agi r ot a flairs.
A
some one said mam
:
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mountains here seem as a landmark to mariners.
was the town. Mr.
Nealley was a*magistrate, Mount Hattie, the most prominent as
w a- eie<
you enter
tyd Representative to the, Legislature, and tin* harbor, is the one most
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Jackson
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I pun the right
soldier, and a piece struck Mr. Nealle> m the temple, inflicting a mortal wound. He and left stretch the blue waters of Penobscot
liven about three weeks and died in Oct. His widow
bay. and through the clear distance the eitie- of
lived until 1*00. John II.
Nealley did not settle up- the coast stand out in sharp outline, it will be
on hi- 1 .iviu so soon by a number of
years. He mar
found difficult to tiii! 1 scenery in V vv Fngland
ried B'-t-ey Low. of Frankfort. Thev become coin.
that surpasses in beauty and grandeur that
I°rtably situated, and raised a respectable family,
a part ot which are settled here.
which is presented here. The lake- -mile with
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a consciousness of their own
iioy.s are Ins grandchildren. Mr. Neallv died quite
loveliness and
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suddenly
October, 1*40. At the time of ids death,
tranquilizing power.
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elector of I resident ami N ice President. This was
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the Waldoboro smelt shanties have been

on

PROGRA M ME.

are

time, and the trawlers report light catches.
Herring are again reported very scarce at St.
Andrews Hav and along the North Shore.

recent date, and

I’lKCKS ALL t.)lUOINAL.

and A. 1*. Nash, ( apt. A. Humhall and others
one of similar size and rig. both vessels to be

having a remarkable run of luck, storking from
$30 to $40 per man on each trip.t glutted
market has made the smelt fishing unprofitable
.Fresh fish are reported scarce at St. George.
The shore fishermen have caught none for some

a

programme of
an exhibition April 27th,
1S5G, these random recollections will he brought to a close

bark of 50o tons

completed early next fall.Mr. Minott of
Phippsburg, has resumed work on his ship b\
putting on a crew of ship joiners.It is believed that the steamship ('ity of Limerick,
which sailed from New York, January Sth. for
London, is lost. She was heavily insured in
Boston companies.

quite

comparing notes, found the early exploits had
been entirely eclipsed by those of later
days;
that we had not begun to fathom the possibili-

.A. M. Nash, V. L. Collin and others of Har-

rington

i-* meant

Prof. Rich, whose
of the upper floors of the
house, and who had special charge of
It was a trying charge, for “boys will

room
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students.
\V«* have received

composition

a

three marks as black as night—
Therefore 1 choose the right
Hurrah for the Students'

au-

see

joke

each other’s beds,
And threaten to break each other’s heads.

The (iardincj Home Journal says—“The Belfast Journal is publishing a series or “Sketches
of Army Life, by a Private in Co. 11.," that are
very interesting.
thor is, but tlic\ are the most readable of any
army stories we have ever seen."

cat “old horse,"
say ’tvvas once a boss,
o’er his steaming corse?
Tin* Students!

some

Who tear up

fighting capaein .**

We do not know who the

Mondays

on

Though

a

-'i

Who wake up from dreams suolimu
To hear tin* breakfast bell’s last chime
And get their clothes on just in time?

The Washington Republic well says: “The
business of belittling and maligning the fore-

steamers

STI I,ENTS.

Who i- it that creep round so sly
And run w hen footsteps draw nigh
To get from under Timmie’s eye?
The students!

interested.

of Mr. Blaine's

were

pursued

THE

mail

wa-

diet i- certain, however, ml
place
that tln-re wa- more or less grumbling goewithout the saying. Each student had the can*
of hi- or her own room, and the imprudent ladin

nent

tends for appears to he just and fair, and w e
commend the mutter to the attention of those

upon a

Tln-re

regular bill of fare for each day in the week,
w hid, a student
put into rhyme, but the rhymes
and the items of the tabl are among the forgotten things. That bread and butter bad a promi-

“An < >ld Teacher," in a communication printed elsewhere in this paper, calls attention to
what lie consider- a defect in the system of apportioning school fund-. The principle he con-

our

under tb«* man-

of Mr. and Mrs. Randall.

pectancy.

most American statesman of

opened

a

eoiihl he

The latest canard about Mr. Blaine i- that Ir-

then ( 1n.)4-.">)

w as

Early History of Monroe.

Then* is no history or written record giving the
date of the time the lirst families came to this town
to settle. The w riter of this sketch, learns by report that one Adam ('ouillard, of French descent,

re-

unpleasant, and in tin
when the squirrels chirped overhead in the
oak-trees, and the acorns were dropping

breezy

a

The

the summer the ascent of that

of

particulars,

Ml sic.
HKNKIUCriON.

w as

them into suh-eommit teo for considering special
subjects. .s**\ era I attempts have b hi m id at
and other

of Truth,
C. B. Chadwick, China.
Tall Daks from Little Acorns Crow,
W. F Lawry, Frankfort,
Learning and Fiety, < N. Mowers, Frospeet.

and the students were domiciled in

citation-.

C. D. IS. Homer, Bucksport.
F. A. Thomas, Eden.
A. s. Emery, Sullivan.
M. E. Bowen, Cortland,N. V.
M. A. Delaittre, Ellsworth.

Triumph

llow many survive and
upon my memory,
what has 1.. their future in life. I know not.

among the clocks and watches. Mr. Finery used
to employ hi- lei-ure moments in painting in oil

nts.

Daughter,

of Mrs. I

mi sic.

characteristics of

a

Daughters

Mrs. Maurice,
Anna, her

companions

may In* sent them by tin ir eonstitu'Phis iuvolxes a «*; re at wash of time ami

momy and delays legitimate business. There
which should be
are many useless committe.

Rebecca,)

It;.
17.

quite

j

Frances,

of the class rooms and in out-door sports. As
it i-. 1 remember hut few by name, though the

<)n one

r

Mrs. Fpton.
Matilda, )

kindly spirit,

doubt recall to mind the

no

Tuck, Bucksport.
Reed, Bucksport.
Sweetser, Bucksport.

V. A.
A. A.
II. E.

re-

number of bills, and others introduce

fjreat
whateve
•

Little more

nseof the

[

Margaretta, )

pitality and friendliness of the good people of
Bucksport. A list of the students of that date

radical change of the rules a«»\t-miiur the two
Houses, but more particularly tin House of
to the court

Mrs. Fremont,
\
Isabella,
Ceorgianna, Daughters of Mrs. F.

and great forbearance id' all
connected with the Seminary, and of the hos-

was

ivlcjratcd

A. Collamore, Union.
E. I.. Trevett, Frankfort.
<

unvarying courtesy

genius

All claims should be

abiding s

an

Itt-trlbutor*.
E. M. Hodgraan, Camden,

a

effaced from flic recollection.

lotting it out in 1S0(5. The proprietors of the southerly part of the town sent a surveyoi and others to
heli> him to run their land into lot's soon after. As
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HTCDENT.

student at the
Seminary at Bucksport. In the inter-

with, each sueeecdinir y ear the wheels of legislation are more and more blocked by irrelevant
matter. The remedy is only to b. found in a

Represent at i\ «*>.

<11

Seminary.

vening twenty-nine more or less eventful years,
spent in distant places and more than twenty of
them in nil engrossing profession, the scenes
and incidents of student life have been mainly

it is

Congress lias been in session

Conference

In ISnSthe writer entered as

excellent

are

Maine

RECOLLECTIONS OF AN OLI)

The new navy is to he id' iron or steel -we
hope of tile latter material. Tile vessels, as we
have often urged, ought to have the greatest
speed attainable, together with a large coal capacity, and an armament of one or at most two
heavy long range guns. Does Congress know
that we have not a single navy yard at which
such a ship can be built ? Does it know that we
have not. probably, the navy yards at which she
could be even repaired? Tile new navy ought
to consist of fifty of the fastest ships in the
world. 1 toes ('ongress expect to gel these built
at the navy yards?
Does it expect to get t^ent
built anywhere without such competition as
will force all concerned to do their utmost, and
as will bring to the help of the government
the ablest constructive skill in tile country? If
it is wise it will order a ship to fulfil certain
conditions, at each private shipyard in the country capable of the undertaking. These conditions are vi ry simple: -A speed of not less than
seventeen or eighteen knots, coal capacity for a
long cruise and ability to carry mu heavy long
range gun. I,et our priv ate shipbuilders lie encouraged to do their best, by leaving them free
to fulfil these conditions in theirown way. Then
let Congress command that one or two navy
yards, say at New York and at San Francisco,
shall lie at once titled with all the machinery to
enable them also to enter into the competition
and show what they can do. In that way if our
naval constructors have the necessary skill they
call show it. and at any rate these national
yards will give to Congress a means of cheeking the cost of building at private yards.

CHARLES A. PILSBURY.Editor.
/ Business Manager and
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brought immediately to Belfast, where a iiaib r
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At .-even "’'dock we stepped
d.arkne-- .mt-i ie r rlie cheer.
sentiment, and instill it into th m a- a virtuIt
r'"':;T •: Mi. I’ih■•.autlfn! in ti-**, li re u.
must be done at home principal, v.
H
vv >ii
fmini hi- Honor Mayor Wop,;<•<.« k ami Indy, !’• r
some attractive plate for tin- young, sonic olac.
master Bern, < aivin Ucrve\.
»
\\
P;t *q,*r and
Mr
equally attractive a- the drinking saloon
lady, Mr-. Win. Pitcher, Mr-. (o*n. K
Ni.-ker^on,
Crowuinshiel 1 endorsed tin remark- of Mr. Her : (diaries W. I lane. ot this
city, and .lain*-- li ner1
sey, and believed in mild measures. 11, ;• -latcd tin
II of Bin k-port. Mr-. Lea\ itt u t : r<-, *, ; u

a

tin- storm arid

ip>m

*•

experience

of

informed

a

man

he

recently

met

and

looking lady «*perhap- thirty

war-, -ui.dl in

m;

who had been reclaimed by such mean-.
!.
Milliken was called upon, but said be came to
listen. He did not feel able t instruct tln»-,- wi.-knew so mueli more about the subject than himself.
•J. \V. Knowltouvhdvoeated the establishment
f a

and very nmdc-t in appearance. -dn- claim.- t
• >e a physical medium ami has heen -u h -m,
-h
was eleven years of age. sh<
ha- ml\ gi\cu puhli*
exhibitions for but about a y **:ir, ami for her ••las- j>

city agency,
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people must have liquor f--r
purposes and they would break the ! uv

medicinal

obtain it

to

tablished
a

city

lie believed that if an agency wa> > ■*
the right principles -he did md mean

on

rum

some

shop—enough

could be found to -up

Kev. Mr.
press the illegal salt* of liquor.
ham believed in the law in it- aggressive

( unning
form, but

thought then* should be some place where alcohol
could be'.'.sold lawfully. Mr. Lorenzo Dow -aid tin
meeting was taking a new form, that of creating in
stead of suppressing rum shops. Mr \. II. Kclle.v
said he was willing to co-operate with all who will
unite in putting down the sale of liquor. He ad
agency for the sale of liquor a- a medicine and nothing else. J. W. Wilkins said if there
Is anv way that the sale of liquor can b stepped
vocated

that

an

was

the movement.

He had

no

objection

t<» an

If a physician prescribed alcohol for hiagency.
wife he would procure it.
Hut if the doctor prescribed it for himself Wilkin- he would -.r-ler

him out of the house.

advocated the educating
wanted the lift-, men t->
go t" work and prosecute the seller.
Mr-. Hurrill
wanted to talk to the women exclusively. The
whole work Is in your hand*
What did woman
ever undertake that she did not
accomplish. Tench
of

public

the children not to

city prescribed
house for
She
iw

He

He

sentiment.

drink,

it.

years, and

seven

opposed the agency

uie

m.lie*,

and

physician iu
liquor iu

no

the
her

she has had sickness.
made an eloquent- plea

tbe temperance
responsible for the lurk of
The law cannot lie sustained

nnrie*

people themselves
interest In the

if every

has had

she

isaker s,*u<l

were

cause.

there Is some place where liquor ean In* purchased lawfully. A person who would not procure
until

liquor for sickness when prescribed by a physician
was deluded, and that was all he wanted to know
about them. lie would procure it at all hazards
Wilkin* made a severe attack on the last eit>
agency, and said it supplied nearly every rum shop
in the
cure

county.

liquor

<

hildrun

there.

Mr.

old

seven

could pro

years
Milliken thought there

wa*

other kinds ol' intemperance beside drinking liquor

—intemperate

use

of words

being

one.

He defend

cit\ agent, and thought the temperance
people gained nothing by abusing and maligning
honorable men in the community. He was very
sarcastic in his remarks. Mr. < rowniushield said
ed the last

the

temperance law had been in force 30 or 40 years
to-day there were seventeen licensed vl'. s.)
liquor sellers in this city. He believed in moral
suasion, and thought the temperance work should
be carried on as the church work is carried on. A
U. Jewett said if the ('ailed states licensed a
and

drug

gist to sell liquor it
™»lil supersede the l

was

enough.

No

state law

s. law. lie was
interrupted
Milliken, who pointed out Mr. Jewett’s nils,
take, as mistake It certainly Is, when the
meeting
was closed amid some contusion.
The next meet
ing will he held at the North eliureh next Sunday
afternoon at 3.30.
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tieard beneath the table and the \\ rifer’s name di-

tinetly

room

called three limes

by

a

voire coining out of

the darkness. Some time was consumed in uvrang
iug tin* -eats at the table, the rapping dictating
where each particular pei -on -lnmi. -if. The voice
said. “Take the leave- at >>t the fab,
ml form •»
double circle.'

obeyed.

which command

The voice asked for

was

immediately

singing and

named

“Where is m\ It.•
i
\\
night
Hanev -oig
rhe piece, when the voice, distinctly heard in everv
part of the r ',un, joined and sang to the close,
and wa- \er. musical.
(»ne verse Mr. Hmev
had forgotten when the unknown dictated it entin

Something like mullled lingers p illed the heads
ami arms of the audience.
Hie lingers manipiil.-t
ed the head of the writer much a- a b.uher would
do in the process km wn as shampooing. A comb
was taken from the heu 1 of Mr-. William Pitcher
lady could announce the fact the
placed in >nr hands This wa-done

and before tin*

article

wa-

We held the comb and
distinctly felt
something clutch it with c.msiderable force, and as
as
the
comb
thought
wa-- placed in theowner’quick

repeatedly.

A

hair.

bell

hand, the
upon.
»ifu!
"ho"

v

rung and placed in the writer’s
strings picked, the dulcimer played

was

ioliu

I one- wer

■

drummed

out on

the

table, beau

light.- resembling miniature rockets
11 ■■“id the kv
of the piano, which wa-

ware

three

from any person
present,
si’ri 1 *e’s name was called and
le

t

were sounded.
The
when w e asked if we
were acquainted with the
spirit it answered "Yes.
“u *h‘
was asked. The answer eanu* “ltiver
-id.
The spirit purported to be that of the late
lliomas Kmery, formerly one of the

proprietors

the

«»f

Biverside Kcho, newspaper. Oscar Pitcher’s
n.ame was
repeatedly called, purporting to come
teom his deceased father.
At the close of the sit
ting. Mr. Pitcher’s, Mr. Km cry’s and the writer’s
were called and bade ‘Miood
night.” Many
minor manifestations were performed to the
satisfaction of all present. The medium is not en
tranced hut sits in a natural manner, conversing
and singing with the others. From the character of
those present no deception could have been used,
and wliat we have described actually took place
Whether or not the medium is deceptive we are tin
able to say.
Mr. Pierce and Mrs. Win, Pitcher
hold her hands.
It is claimed by some that Mrs.
Leavitt is possessed of mesmeric power and ventriloquism and thus produces the manifestations.

name*

more

We

are

not

qualified to judge.

Monday and the soft weather followsettled the snow considerably.

Searsport Locals.

Clippings.

Patterson, formerly in tlie meat busi.J. Gray, died suddenly
inis city with

The District Lodge 1. O. G. T. will meet with
Searsport Lodge on Wednesday Feb. 22

The Kennebec Journal
reports that Mr. Putnam has asked Governor Plaisted to withdraw
bis nomination for justice of the supreme court.
It is generally understood here that Mr. Putnam
will in no case accept the office. [Portland Ad-

min of

Viihan

pneumonia

Benjamin W. Son of W. J. and ElizaG. Mathews
died very suddenly Thursday. The friends of Mr.
ami Mrs. Mathews deeply sympathize with them

Framingham, Mass.

High school lectures

the series of

>i

u

at South

was

cv-cuing by Seth L. Milliken. Lectures
itevs. Mr. Tufts, ltoss, Libby, CunPhilo Horsey, Esq., and Hon. Jos. Wil-

•!>

The

G. J

wett

i

Ki

F

w

Crosby, in this city,

st \

The

K.

following

be sent home.

i.i

clutch next

sermon

will

the Congregational
“Why 1- the Church

at

bo

Waldo county, for ;
Albert llarriman, Pros- Weak?" There will be a >unday school concert
A voting people’s meeting Is held
'am
town, lot and building \ in the evening.

14th

!

A'

subject of tin*
Sunday

The

arc

■-late. m

F«

_

Tin' action of the Executive Council in declinto confirm the nomination of Mr. I’litnamto
he Judge Libber's successor, will hi heartily
a|i|iroved by all who believe that an insidious
attempt to rebuke an able Judge for having and
ex reUing a judicial rather than a
partisan mind,
should be condemned, tin such issues as this
the republicans, if we do not mistake their love
of fair play, will be glad if need be, to go to the
p< iple. [Lewiston Journal.

ing

( apt. K. E. Patterson received news Wednesdav
morning by telegram from <nn Francisco that bark
Dublin bad arrived and (apt. Fred. Allen diet!
Tuesday afternoon. N.» particulars. The remain-

will
vi

istjon

tit-if the sears Library at Cnion Hall, Wednesday
Evening, Feb. 22.

advertises his profos’i irivo Id- whole attention to his

\

i-\s to prohibition in this State it is not an issue
of political parties. The Democratic party in
Maine has twice refused to incorporate a license
plank in its platform. The Grcenbackers had
an opportunity to put themselves on record in
the Maine legislature of 'SO. and in overwhelming majority they voted for prohibition. [LewJournal.

preparation going

Mr. F.
Nichols a-sisted by tin* Searsport DraClub will present the original drama “Andre,
or New Orleans in days Ante Bellum" for the bene

together with a portion of a husimeeting of the Masonic Temple

lc

Journal.

matic

'Tuesday evening on Bridge street.
1 lir charge. He was found guilty and
tin late e\-Gov.

new one.

on.

as

kv

I

a

years ju< tail's? from tin* amount of

before Justice tireer, on
two warrants for assault and batwas

kin and James A. Merrithew

it with

The Methodist society’s annual fair, supper and
levee to take place at Fnion Hall, Thursday after
noon and evening will be fully up to that of former

company in the state, and

any

iker, .Jr.,

H

engineer soon replaced

rock.

:i

It is said that Governor Plaisted nominated
Putnam for Justice of the Supreme Court
of Maine without consulting him about the matter. w hen by writing him he might have known
that he would not accept the office. It is one of
lie many weak devices of Ilis Excellency to
win votes for himself next year.
[Boston

Jlr.

the spool mill hands got quite a scare
Friday by the breaking of the indicator glass on
the engine. No serious damage was done as the
Some of

ailed to the annual statement, on the
*i the Home Insurance
company, of
M. ^ Maples, of this city agent. It does*
i-:ncss as

their loss.

in

i-

i-

vertiser.

<

>o.n'kton, to f rank
land ■-?40.

Wattd

Hat*

s

j every Friday evening

Parsonage.

tin

at

Tin itoston Post and some of the Democratic
pa iers m Maine are distressed because a bill is
lie'on ( 'ingress calling for the expenditure of
n ’’ over s|.-,n.uoo in tin- erection of a building
a1 Vugilsta. to be devoted to the use of the post'd! o", I iiited States courts, internal revenue and
pe ision idtiees. If Democrats held the federal
"ti ei
ui Main" these grumblings would not be
ie ml.
Portland, possibly, excepted, there is
no place in the three states north of us. where
there is so much use for a government building.
[Boston Herald.

Edward I Warren w as launched
iiniitti'- ■'! arrangement" » \ I Wednesday morning about half past eight,
she i:«-d General Neal Dow, of Portall ready for sea and after taking in suflhdcnt ballast
flag Min lay !• M *2C. He ! will proceed at *m- e to Belfast to load hay for Boton. Tile schooner i- b»a tons, carpenter'- measurev peci" to return in tiuie. He j
thorough!} versed In botli i ment, and sit- like a duck on the water.
The schooner

■

Mr. Merritt I.. Hunter .-t Clinton and Mrs. .Jen
space this week t » i nie C. Carver were married by Rev. F. J. Haley,
i; t"'display his seasonSaturday evening at the residence of the bride's
Mr. B. ontemplatesremoving
About forty guests
mother, Mr-. Ribbons Cur;
.ned to give the public
were pre-eut.
The presents were numerous and
: -ah*.
We trust our
very beautiful; noticeable among them wa-a.silver
c this
service presented by the Methodi.-t society, of
opportunity.
which the bride h.is been a ready and .able assist
k < -o, \va- organi/.
!'
ant in times pa-r.
The bridal party left on the
aiiig .nicer"—John (i.
train Monday for their home in Clinton.
W A. Whitten, directors,
our

\ correspondent of the New York Herald
who has written up the ice business of Maine,
says that about 1.2511.000 tons of ice will be cut
on the Kennebec this year.
There is no ice
known to tiie trade that is so pure in color as
the Kennebec ice.
It is as clear as crystal, one
reason bn- this is tin. fact that, instead of allowi11. the snow to freeze in. it is all carefully
planed oil', .is is also ally shell ice which may be
formed by the sun's action on the surface before
it 'harvested. This habit of sweeping off and
planing off all snow makes the harvesting of the
ie. rather expensive, but it also results in the
customers receiving pun1 ice, free from snow
anil all discoloring agents. The price tints far
lie- been about >>i .25 per ton. The usual method of buying ice i' fora stated price per ton
pi n ed oil board the vessel. The ice is put ou
b.
rd by the original owner in good condition,
i; icing weighed as it goes on board by a sworn
u
iain r. The purchaser takes it at this weight
ui I all risk is on him after the ice is loaded.
I I e usual freight from (tardiuer to New York
i' ibotit s 1.25 per ton and towage, a total, perhaps. of sl.JT per ton. New York dealers say
eii -ioniet's will pay more for Maine ice than anv
other.

-.
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W.'ihngt'Mi K<-od, probated at
the following bequests—
ii :)lieof Belfast, $l.(knl In
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and property except
in tin following sections of
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Mr-

advisement... .The
< larrisn
Nimpson,

Andiv.\

Simp-on of .Jonesboro,
daughter Mr-. Lewis Cary, at
vry low in lu*alth am! failing.
7‘;"lie i- daughter of the late
>10 and -istcr «.f ,\. N.
Noyes,
Mr. W. w. Castle, who aceoniMr. M >. Bukcr, of Bucksport,
ti-diing i" 11 to Mopang Lake, arv;tirdav... dame.- l-.mery. Fsq., of
tm- 11
Fa;>*r\ Boardman, Fsq.
•a

a;

teaming
Mi

r-ei

mim

t

*

a

apt
ted

or.!

>troad

recov-

school.

this
Pendleton,
rosby Bro-. of Bangor
of

death was cans
-e.
Mr. Berry has been station
1 ling of the railroad and was a
time, but hi-

Hi- age
Th«.

has

of

m

>m.-•■

term

Berry, station agent at this
Friday evening last. He

ion'..

the

(

rooms over

masted schooner.

A If re

n’t
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1 11 a
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■

the

-mve--ful
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Woodcock,of Belfast,

taken el large of hi-

■

■

nice

.Frank

-t.

atte-r

a.i-

oi-

.a

Mm

about

was

fifty

years.

last week were
number of years,
Bangor three times
t;.• we, k.
The -i1 u is about three feet in
.Mi Henry Marben is talking >»f leasin >!.••< kton.
Mr. Henry Halo?has been
I*4,'Mu sum for his trotting mare.
an
pa.--t*11 through here enquiring the way
They were the first seen here for a long
i.

ere

-•

■

mad

-tonus ..f
a

on), able t,. :•-ael*

i»

1

-now

known here lor

day recently when the sleighing was
deigi; drawn by an old horse, was seen
till* village witl figures written on
! -leigh, in black, 177<». About the
e‘tiier ancient sleigh was seen beside
back, written with white
u
words “For Sail.” As the wind was
tiiat day, it was thought that if the old
'b

■

;

>uld get
i make

>u

the

fair start with

a

good

proper ballast, it

time.

e

..Seh
«'"in

.Josephine, of about fifty tons, arrivon Thursday night with lumber

Portland

K1 Dorado

hotel. Tlie captain and his
alone, a risky attempt,
speei.tlh at this time of year ...Our citizens ex
mm-li praise for their plucky mail driver,
pi
"*■
it M.i >rnber, for his energy in pushing through
the

wife

new

-ailed

the

vessel

---

ih the mail.

Buck-port,

‘in

as

Friday night he had
far

a-

The

Prentiss M. Avery place is

>''■*! 1'"!' sale-Mr. J.

Henry Taylor

has return-

from Nevada... .Dr. Cleveland, Homeophy-ieian from Lewiston, has settled here.
Huhhard has had a serious attack of ery
in-, but is now convalescent_Rev. Mr. Blunchr ! was able to attend church last
Sabbath, but not
T* to preach—There was a
report here last Sat*
'!a> that one of our citizens had died suddenly,
m as he was seen later in the
day breaking roads
around his house, it is presumed that it was a false
P

>

■

—

ustly causing much alarm to his family and friends.
Ibii he soon rallied and is very much improved_
There is a report here that one of our citizens has
obtained a pension as soldier of thewarof 1812, but
w ho could not have been more than six or
eight
the time.

But then he belonged to the
know. The. presumption is that the
w hole
thing was a fraud on the government_We
glad to learn that the hearing on the Camp
Ground road is put over to April. Some of our
people wish to be present, which they could not
bav»- done, had the hearing been on the 8tli instant.
old at

infantry,

<

ol.

>

tinm-i

age. -m-emnhc !

rears

fever, ami

on

February

Gorhold, thirty-seven
tin- disease. Tho crew,

told, numbered twenty when the ship left Java.
« Mi*
ft’, number named Charles Brown, is-till
suffering seriously tr-mi tin- -ame complaint, being
<ii:im-d t > hi- bed. while the captain and the re-1
In
•f the crew are more or less affected by it.
all

quest! m whether the disease waaggravate'l by rough weather on the voyage, tinaptain replied that the weather was remarkable
tine. The ves-cl eros-ed the Fquat>r «m January
loth, and uiet with very moderate trade winds. He
P>

answer

a

added that ! d- wa- hi- -e. ond \ oyage t-» -lav a and
round trip or.-upie.- about ten month-, ia
eluding .; iong stav iii \-ia... .The ship Piii.no:'.I’t-ii !!i
which arriv-d it N.-w York la-! w*-* k
from Iloilo, reports that she had be*, n nine days
that tin-

heavy northeast and south
L<»-t and split her sail.-, stove tin* deck
had everything movable washed from

north ot llatt

gale-

east

-ra-.

with

house, and
Had "tie ho a-and
the decks.
deck at me time.

ton

w

.tier

on

tie

lay evening of la-t week
R >. Ri'ii, Jr., drove through our village with hitvv«» liorsi team and eolleeti d together ;i parly of
ladies and gentlemen to the number of eighteen
and together with other .-ingle teams making a
party of twenty-five, drove to the residence «.f Mr.
\V. II >ayward and gave them a very plea-ant-ur
prise. Tin-evening wa- happily spent and after
partaking of a pienir supper, at IJ oYloek the
good night....The
party bid the host and host*
friends of F. F. Bumps received a letter from him
Thokm»IKK

<

lie inde|>endent movement has reached Texas
and tl.e republieans of that Slate are greatly cne
iiraged. A delegation from that State is noxv
in Washington, and had an interview with
I’ri-ideiit Arthur, who promised them sympathy
and recognition.
It is expected that three o’f
tie
oiigre-sional district* xxill be carried next
fa I
nator I'eudleton's house is said to be the
st beautiful in Washington.
It is wholly
American in material, all tin- wood being pine,
maple and poplar, polished and oiled so as to
-In \x tie beautiful grains. There is not a marble mantle, nothing heavier than wood, simply
rai led in light, graceful design*.
mi

( in
nid-a half million ton-of .ice have been
gathered on the Hudson lints far. but it is not
a- good a- last year.
The full crop thi- year
xx i 1
qua I in quantity that of last year, txvo and
a half million tons.

BELFAST PRICE CURRENTCorrected Weekly for the Journal.
15v <J. II.
IMP

A;>

Black Hills last week stating that his wife
Addie Bumps was very sick and not expected to
live....Ml'-. Joseph Knovvlton .-1 Kn.x, was taken
to the

Insane

Asy.uui,

Mr. t has Mu-on called

Augusta,
on

some

"ii

of hi-

Monday....
friends

*m

Monday morning oil hi- w ay to Fewi-ton wliere inMr. -John St ••piienson of
is attending college
ivin x left lit re on M-mday for Brunswick when-Iris t■ finish hi- studies in tin- medical college....
Will Wing arrived home on Monday from Califor-

*•

bu.-h,
<lrie<l, if tt>

Beans,pea,bush .'h2.~>g3.5u
Mr limn

lie

made tin trip in fourteen day-.
<

\M1 >h

<)n We inesdav

\.

■»!

la<; week hr. \V. II.

brought before Justice Talbot of Ito<k
port, uu three charges connected with keeping a
billiar t saloon without a license and was adjudged
guilty on all. Fines imposed on two and on the
other he was hound over to the March term of the
>. J. Court.
From the two lii>t he appealed, furnishing sureties for all three-Last Sunday !!ev.
Mr. Case, from Canaan, preached at the L'niver> »!Smart

\\t>
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00 4 i 00
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nOgtJO Itound Hog
S4S>4
12<i 14 ■draw V ton,
$0,004^00
lU«jl2 l urkev ¥ tb,
IJ4I4
tt»,
12^ Veal 4? ft.
0.4«S
12 a 14 Wool, washed,
;io
ft,
23 Wool, unwashed, 4*' ft. -7
10gl2 Wood, hard,
$0.004000
12a 14 Wood, soft,
$S.U043..V>

Yellow-eyes 2

Bu ter ^ 1L,
Be. f ^ lh,
Bariev if bush,

:!ur,ef lt»,
'hieken tf tt»,
'alt Skins i~

(
<

l>n-k%Mb,
Kir :> If «b»/.,
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lie sr & tt>,
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nia where lie has been for tin- east three years,
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ilc-
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from tin-

>.vitiiKNT, No. 8, Main Street.

RETAIL MARKET.
7
Lime & bbl.,
1, ( <>rur*l, fc'1 3»,
$1.2.'»
JO Oat Meal tr tb,
Buitrr, Salt,
5
box,
Cc"n W bush,
so Onions ty ib,
:i^ g4
< r; < k< .| ('urn fc*’
SO
oil, Kerosenekygal.,j4a-b
Imsh,
<*!i Mra! V bush.
SO Pollock
I Xfi’t
tb,
( h m*so F* tt>,
11 a, 10 Pork
lb,
ll/l2
< <» ton Srtai F# ru t.
1.7 a Plaster ¥ bbl.,
$1.00
('<■lti>h, «lry, i? lh,
OjjT live Meal, V tt>,
:H3
rranb< irir> F' «tt..
Uals Shorts V cv. t.,
$1
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tt>.
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S. Potatoes \? tb,
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Market.

Saturday, Feb. 11.
!'>i
ri:u.
Northern creamery, 38g40c; do. fair to
go->l. 55<j3oe ; d-». summer made, 30g33e; Vermont,
i-t church, and i* expected to preach there again
T tnklin ounty, 3sg40e: Vermont fall made dairy,
3''g3'c; N«‘\v York do. 55g38c ; do. winter made,
next Sunday evening_II. M. Bean lias begun
5<'g37c: New York and Vermont long dairies, 30g
work on a second vessel in his yard-The Journal
5 k : do. common, 20 g 25c; Canada, choice, 30 g 35c;
his
brother
at
correspondent lias just received from
fancy, 37840c; common, 20g28c; western cream
erg, 43a45c; some fancy lots sell higher; fair to
Hartford, Conn., a genuine signature of George
gojd, 37g42c: dairy, choice, 33g38c; common, 25g
Washington, taken from a llv leaf belonging to a 3o< ; ladle packed fresh made, 33g30c; fair to good,
book once in the library of the Father of our ( nun- 25.4.33c; common, 17g23c; low grades, 13glGc.
Ciikesk.
Northern factory choice is quoted at
try at Mt. Vernon, \ u.On Tuesday evening of
13 uis 13 ac, and fancy at 14c; fair to good, 12l40
this week, I’rof. .Video closed his e.aneing -choopi 13 ;<•; common, n
gl2e; skim, 5gl0c.
Kasitern sell readily at 30e. and line lots at
by an entertainment ball at Mcgunticook hall.
New York and Vermont, 29g30c; western, 20g
51c;
Music by Cushing’s orchestra
<>n Friday of this
limed, 18g22e; near by new laid, 33<r35c., and
week our village school.- will all close. The graduhijflier P1 do/.
51:ans. Choice handpicked pea are quoted $3 75
exercise*
of
the
school
will
take
High
ating
place
'!• _8<i P1 bush; mediums, choice selections, $3 70g
at the hall (*n Tuesday evening of next week_
75; yellow eves, $3 25g3 35, the latter for improvThere has been for several days some very well ex- ed; common do. $3 20; red kidneys, $2 70g2 80.
biTATOEs. Jt requires superior stock to sell for
ecuted crayons in our show windows, by Miss Belle
s! 2o t" bus., and these are rose and prolifics;
> afford, one of which is of her father the late J. P.
\ -Mistook rose sell at $1 15gl 18gl 20 for
fancy selections; Maine Central, $1 15gl 18; Vermont
Safford, and looks very like him.
quoted at 8i lUgl 15; New York, northern, $1 10;
BrcK-i’ >ht.
Mr. James Emery of this town has
prolifics, Aroostook, 81 15gl 18; Jacksons, $lgl 05;
invented a process for heating railway ears, that
peerless, 81 10; silver dollars, $1 10; Chenangoes,
white Brooks, 81 05; Burbank seedlings,
promises to be very successful. The design is to on*495c;
81 10; sweets, $0g0 50 ¥ bbl. Importations from
hot
a
air
furnace
in
a
car
and
place
by itself,
by Kurope are depressing the prices of home products ns.
means of a small stationary engine force the hot air
Vi’i'i.Ks. Choice No. 1
^ bbl; spys,
through llexible tube couplings into pipes in the choice, 84*44 50; Bah wins,Baldwins,84
fair to good, 3 5og3 75;
ki ig. 81 5(>g5.
passenger ears. These pipes are to run under the
II \\ and Straw.
Prices remain as for weeks,
seats, and will be provided with small register-,
at 8-0g21 for choice timothy, northern and eastern ;
which can be opened or closed at the will of the
tii e bay sells at 81”gl8
ton; poor to ordinary
ranges fr >m $13gl<>; swale, $10gll. Bye straw,
passengers. By this method the heat will be at the
and
oat
do.
ton.
19-j20
;
easy
$9gl0
bottom of the ears and can be well regulated, and
In case of an accident all danger from lire and
steam is obviated. Railroad men declare that the
SPECIAL NOTICES.
patent is just the thing, and meets a want that has
<

supplied before. Several railroad superintendent- are already negotiating to secure the
benefits of the patent upon their respective lines.
We congratulate our fellow townsman upon his
success and predict that his invention will speedily
come into general use.J. F. Moses i- reported to
been

never

a

more

comfortable condition.... Rev. G. N.

Eldridge, of Bangor, made an otlicial visit to the
Seminary last week-Hon.s. E. Milliken ha-been
invited to deliver his lecture upon “The Crusades”
before the faculty and students of the Seminary_
Capt. J. G. Stover arrived home on Saturday last.
The ladies of the Methodist church are to give
an entertainment at Emery’- Hall on
Wednesday
and Thursday evenings of this week-The annual
—

meeting of the Maine Woman's Christian
Temperance Union will be held in Emery Hall,
March 2d and 3d lssi.
mass

B. & B. EX. CO’S CARD TO THE PUBLIC.
We wish to inform our friends and the public
tint Geo. \V. Crockett is no longer connected with
tins company in any manner. Further that we still
in end to do a general express business from Bang< l* to Boston and immediate landings, and with fair
dealing and striet attention to business we hope to
In ve a share of the public business. Any demand
against said company from Oct. 1,1881,to date, will
l>< promptly paid.
E. C. Danfortii & Co.
Belfast, dan. 18,188*2.—Gw3

A

CARD.

Uo all who are suffering from the errors and indi -icretions of youth, nervous weakness, early decay. loss of manhood, &c., 1 will send a recipe that
will cure you, FREE OF CHARGE.
This great
remedy was discovered by a missionary in South
America. Send a self-addressed envelope to the
Iti.v. Joseph T. Inman, Station I), Sew York
City.
Gm44

Small |mx i<
1 lie
I'c

ready

raging

in Port au Prince

p

Pleven prisoner' escaped from tin- Monroe
count
N-w } ork. jail Sundav afternoon indigging tlirough the walls. Four were recap1
tured.

you

Hubbard is to appear for the remonstrants_
The entertainment of the band was
postponed on
account of the storm. It cameolf on
Monday evening last to a full house... .Snow & Atwood have
the schooner E. J. Munsell, to Boston
parties.

A spark from a locomotive set tire to three
tanks containing 105,000 barrels of oil at (Mean.
New York. Saturday night, and fears were entertained of a general eolltlagration.
The stove manufacturer's convention at Cincinnati. I- eb.0th. agreed upon a general advance
in all classes of manufactured ware, but have
not fixed the amount of advance.

Twoexpiosionsoccurred in the ..la Valiev
coal mine in Wales. Saturday evening, by which
six lives were lost.
Very few nten were in tinpit. Two thousand are thrown out of employment.
The entire area of this country, including the
territories and the District of'Columbia.' and
comprising land and water, is 3,025,000 M|tianmile's, inhabited by HI persons and a fraction
to each mile.

Spanish

onions are on sale in New York city
cents a pound. They take the place of
Bermuda onions, and are considered finer flavor.
Some specimens in market
weigh two and a
half pounds each, though the
average weight iat

a

eight

pound.

The Supreme Court of Vermont decides that
manufacturer or mill owner has no
right to
dump into tin- stream sawdust or anv kind of
waste, to the injury of other mill owners, manufacturers or riparian owners.
a

w*

TUESDAY, MARCH
And continues l.‘» weeks.
further particulars address

aged 94 years.
Ill Thoniastou, Feb. 9th, Percy, son of Capt. Wm.
Ella Copeland, aged 2 years.
In South Thomaston, Feb. 9th, Mrs. Polly Pilisbti ry, aged 90 years.
n Camden, Feb. fith, Joel 1*.
Philbrook, aged 49
years, 5 months, 20 days.

J. and

Sliow TlieiD to Your Frills!

We have in stock over $1,000 worth of elegant
Black Silks that must he sold. Every lady in want
of a silk will please examine our different grades.
The order was placed early in the season from the
largest importers and through Custom House flitlieulties have tardily arrived.
We will give low

For

Principal.

R. WbODlil Ri

(Justine, Feb. R>, 1»2.—3w7

FOR SALE!

prices

TO ( LOSE THK ESTATE OF THE
Tin*
LATE (iOV. IHOSBV, viz:
and grounds (the late re-i.
the
A
estate.
L_ deuce) belonging to
>

5- portion

ot

block

the

subscriber hereby gives public notice to all
concerned, that she has been duly appointed,
and has taken upon herself the trust of Executrix

Have justopcned another hale of those

Remnant Brown

whole lot and warrant the silk 20 per

at

prices.
for $1.25
1.33
1.75
1.50
2.00
1.75
2.50
2.00
2.75
2.25
3.00
2.50

front, bounded by spring, Miller and Front streets,
now occupied bv'Hall A (’oop--r.
Inquire of
3w7
R. ( IIENERY ur of WM. CROSllY.

rpIlE
I

a large stock of these goods and
commodate the tra<le to extra sizes.

have

Announce

to the

public

that!

this

As

a

spe< ialty

we

Fruit of the

Winterport,
Waldo, deceased, by giving

at loe. per

Great Sale

hereby gives public notice to ;dl
cpHK subscriber
1 concerned, that she has been duly appointed

I

yard.

at 12

e.

per yard.

Have

Spring
and Bronze Shades, extra heavy and
wide, only $1.25.

In Garnet

carried

Stock

—

JEWETT.

<•.

Bought expressly
We

shall offer

a

to help close out this large stock.
splendid 44 in. Cashmere for 07c.;

a-

One

I.INK ot

cheap

Summer

a>

Hosiery,

whole >tock will
though closed out at auction

last

The

cea.r.

lo<»

yards

loe. per dozen.

Hemstitched, 12c.
15c.
Colored Borders Sold Regardless of Cost.
*'

DIAGONALS
&ARMURES

show a splendid assortment, varying in
price from 75c. to $1.25. All wool min. wide.
We

*•

.-

Machine Thread

M

Lot All Linen 5c.
10c.
15c.

..

COMMENCES

Only 1 l-2c. per Spool.

TOWELS!

I

1,000 YARDS

The reputation of the Towel we -ell for 25c. is
known, length i'i yds., width JJ in, extra
heavy, handsomely bordered. 'The 12 1 -2r. Towel
is a marvel. t)NK I’AlIt ONLY to each eu-tomer.
well

And will continue until further

NAUMKEAG SATTEEN JEANS,

notice.

Kemnants nt lOi'.. worth 15r.

Feb. 14, lssi.—f.mT

h l U

a

Linen Hdkfs.!
75 marked down from S7>ae.; s7ia<-. marked
down from$1.00. An extra heavy Drapdetete tlni.-h

give

ance.

and

ovi r tr-Mu

he sold

Cashmere for 05c., worth $1.25.

his time to hi- profession, and the service
of his clients, who will find him in his oilicc dut y
from
A. m. to 12 at noon, and from 2 to 5 r. u, and
at his house at all other hour- »>» the day ready to
attend to clients. 'The Waldo Bat embodies all the
legal talent required i.» try both side- of any case in
court, and need not submit to tin* mortification of
going out of the countv for pr«*t< i«*i»•»I a-si-t-

<>pelied

75 Cents Each.

LAW NOTICE.

now

sell at

will

___

our

AO.

specialties and

••

u

HOSIERY!

Loom Cotton

in

.JEWETT having disposed of the milking
establishment on hi- farm, will endeavor t<>
•
make it for the interest of litigating parti.•- and
their counsel to call on him for professional aid in
stead of going out of the county for it, as he will

■:■■■>{

iiKh VT I’A lit»A 1 N

as

Their

arc

shall offer the

yard. Sold every whole

C) F-

and taken upon herself the trust of Administratrix of the estate of
AMOS LANE, late of Prospect,

the County of Waldo, deceased, by giving bond
the law directs ; she then l’o-c requests all persons
who arc indebted to said deceased’s e-tate t<> make
immediate payment, and those who have any demands thereon, to exhibit the same for settlement
> \ RAH
I. \NE.
to her.
w7
Prospect, Feb, 15,

I

Bleached Cotton!

M ANTER. late of

bond
in the County of
as the law directs; she therefore requests all poisons who are indebted to said deceased’s estate to
make immediate payment, and those who have any
demands thereon, t » exhibit the same for settlement
to her.
M. 15. MANTER.
Winterport, Feb. 15, Dsi.— 3\v7*

4l;e. per

Cottons,

These

of the will of
EZRA

only

can ae

yd. wide

Ooe Lot worth $1.50
1.62

the water

near

on

cent, less than former

house

t

Notice of Foreclosure.
II ERE AS, EDWIN IA( Kh»N, of Belfast, in
I day of Febthe < ounty of Waldo, on the
Id- dc 1 of mortgage ot that
ruary, A. 1). 1*75, I
in
Waldo
Bciristrv
recorded
Book, ]*»<;. Page
date,
21*4. convey ed to s A Ml 'El. Iv 1 N< SIU I.’ Y of Waldo,
a certain parcel of land situated in -aid Belfast, at
the Head of the 'Fide so called, if being tin* -aim
parcel bought by said Jackson of one Aaron V
Smart on the 2d day ot September A. D. D7.'!, and
also the same conveyed to said sm art by deed, from
Benson Walker, and recorded in Waldo Regi-try.
Book 15t), Page Bio, said premises consisting ot a
dwelling house, out house, and about p; -quaiv
rods of land. And whereas the conditions oi -aid
mortgage having been broken, 1, the undersigned,
claim a foreclosure of the same.
SAMPLE K1NDSBI R\
3\v7

\\r
W

TO

Forty

It is seldom

Otf

mi;

HOUSE.
(

nership

them.

)-

Ws Mean What Ws Say!

Root !

grand CLEANING

Articles

OCT of these

goods

reduced

price,

Only tic., sold every where

but

BANNER

we

uure Tor Mo-

about 1 do/., only left, and the price Is
lived BELOW the original cost.

e

such

as

DROPSY, GRAVEL, DIABETES, INFLAMMATION OF
THE BLADDER, BRICK DCST DEPOSIT, KIIElMAT1SM, DYSPEPSIA, FEMALE COMPLAINTS, AND ALL DISEASES OF
THE

URINARY

ORGANS.

Our store is not filled with

have the LARGEST and MO»T COMPLETE
stock In Belfast, and shall close the entire lot,
amounting in value to $800. Shall sell Double
India Striped from $7.00 to $30.00, former price

rem-

$10.00 to $37.00. Buy one, perfect satisfaction
WARRANTED or money refunded.

front

A Druggist has Sold over 1,000 Bottles.
Kocki.and, Me., April ■_>:>, issi.
I have sold over one thousand bottles of Elixir
of Life Root, and have never found a case where
it failed to give satisfaction.
W.il. II. KITTUElfUE.
Nearly Dead and One Buttle Cured Him.
Westfield, Mass, March ‘is, issi.
J. W. KlTTREDGE, Agent Elixir of Eife Hoot:
Hear Sir:—Having suffered intensely for four
years with disease of ttie Kidneys, after having
during that time tried various medicines without
obtaining relief, 1 was indue,. 1 to trv a bottle of
your ELIXIR OF LIFE HOOT, and it affords me
pleasure to say that one bottle of it completely
cured me. 1 recommend it as the oniv valuable
and certain cure for kidney troubles I have even
seen.
I would add that before taking vour tnedi
Cine I had become so weak that I was about to give
up work. Hoping tiiat others who have suffered
like
myself may be so fortunate as to try vo..r
valuable medicine. Trulv yours,
T. F. MCMA1X.
AM A MI* 1*1 VG TON IC AS II APPETIZER IT HAM SO KOVAL.

ONE DOLLAR A BOTTLE.

Elixir of Life Root Couany.
J. W.

KlTTREDGE,

AGEST.

ROCKLAND.

ber that takes this

class

merchandise

accumu-

therefore

lates,

offer you

Pique Remnants

A

-AT AN-

We cannot enumerate

Mention this paper.

6t3

few

SACRIFICE

IX

Extra Heavy, 20 In. wide, 7c. per yard.

! CASE 124 MARSEILLES
95c.

I Gase Nevada Cheviot

Double,

IOe.,

FRICKS.

pair left

fro

n

$2.00

$S.oo, marked

to

sold

everywhere

OUilTS

>tock mi,-I positively be sold
a good line of

we

sledl ollei

$1.00

ai

Lowell Extra,

80e.

All Wool,

07c.

Ingrains,

55c.

Double

15c.
Die.

Hemp Carpetings,

Shirtings,

Rugs 77:,;A;:'

TERMS STRiCTLY CASH.

12 I-2c.

at

Warps,

Oil Cloths &

CASE GENTS'

Kid Gloves 3 Button,

impress

this upon your

shall

we

Carpet Sweepers
BEST MAKE ONLY $2.50.

MARSEILLES

QUILT

Extra large size for $1.50, worth $2.50.

Quilt

Only

<

even

cents.

We

in

want

only

of

ask every

ANYTHING

under the

and

one

that

heading

Fancy Goods,

of

to call

if WE MEAN WHAT WE

see

where

it

"

ately,
firm.

to

Maine.

must close all
and

Men and

Wear.

against

us

ac-

this
.I

Turkey

Red

One lot Worth
.*
*•

stock is large and must be closed. We
shall CLEAN OUT the whole lot 25 percent.
LESS than regular prices.

FLANNELS!
overstocked

Wo must

$1.00
1.25

imperative,

as

balance all long-

accounts.

75c.

Domestic Fashions.

$1.00

As it is

our

tire lot,

we

intention to close out the

en-

shall sell all

at oxk-hai i- the

Paper Patterns
printed prices.

on

NAPKINS !
Only 75c.

per dozen ALL LIXLX.

One lot worth $1.23 for $1 00
1.50
1.25
2.00
1.50
2.50
2.00
••

Buy the Flannel we sell for 12 l-2c, PILLOW SHAMS!
■*

to

(17 I -2c.

look at the wide handsome Damask^ we sell for
50c. and t>2c„ varying in prices from I Sc. to $1.00.

give the public the benetK

Sold

the

have resolved

15c.
H2 I -2c.

LINEN DAMASKS!

these goods, and will
of the l.ONVKST
PRICKS MADE IN THE STATE.

us,

The demand is

Tabliugs!! standing

55c. for
75c.
SOc. "

upon the minds of all
necessity of settling

impress

indebted to
we

••

This

arc

Unsettled Bills.

Curtains,

From 25c. to Si .00 peryard. Fvervhodv should
buy from this ],.r. as we shall close them at a
tiKKAT It FI) I'CTIOV

at once.

Boys'

PRICES.

37 I -2c.

Lie This Croat

everywhere

at 16c.

inducements
jecI«
We cannot

Splendid styles

held out to

licited.

at

50c. per pair, advancing to

$2.00

Jobbers,

per

and

pair.

an

efforts,

former

patrons

prices
is
air

call and settle immedi-

as we

counts

olenS

o

-FOR-

We

al

Nottingham Lace for

Cotton Flannels!

All persons indebted to

please

Only 25c., sold in this cllj

STOCK ON II AM) AT

I.Allot:

LOW

sold to any customer.

will THIS

BLUE STORE.

Belfast,

W

AT Tin;

10 doz. Ladies' Vests

>N E

goods

advertised in this paper,
if they are $1 bills at 50

Curtains & Fixtures!
I.'IOK

have all the

always

$1.25, marked down from $1.75.

WK (.INK AN Kl. Kit A N'T

can

minds,

LACING KIDS, FOSTER PATENT,

BED SPREADS!

goods

quote prices, but you

or

The Public extols it.

Huy of your Druggist, if possible; if not, we will
it, postpaid, upon receipt of price, flOc. per
box; six boxes, fcl.fio. Address H. F. THAYER A
13
CO.,
Temple pi., Boston, Mass.

SAME

and

Immense Sacrifice I

CEPHALINE. T. W. Pitcher & Co.,

mall

OUR

IN

At 50c., marked down from 73c.

Strike

proofs.

Single

down from $2.50 md $10.00 per pair.

SACRIFICE must be made to
SECURE A QUICK SALE.

IT

Both

I Case LHIEN Bleached Crash

At 5oc.. former price 73c.

and

relieves Sick and Nervous Headaches at once,
and prevents their recurrence. Is invaluable
for Liver Troubles, Chronic
Indigestion, Nervous
Dyspepsia, and Constipation. It feeds the Drain
and Nerves, cures Epilepsy and Convulsions, prevents Insanity and Paralysis; allays desire for
opium and stimulants; removes obstructions of the
brain, insures sleep to the wakeful, strength to the
feeble, and health to all Nervous Sufferers. Send
stamp at once for pamphlets containing positive

HUH..

Onls 10c. per yard.

Scotch Wool Shirts & Drawers

Dry

Discovery ofthe Age Equals It.
Physicians indorse it.

FOUND

BE

I Case Cocheco Prints, Tapestries

I

SAY.

No

WOOLEN SHAWLS,
WILL MEET THE

comes

|

of

the

RAISE

RWALL DRUGGISTS SELL IT. -**

it

we

EXTRA

Carpet Rooms,

THREAD,

As thi-

have

as

yard.

Best make In America, only 5c., word, sc.
AIK Dll At LIMIT t'OLOBS.

ney & Liver Complaints nants, shop-worn and unsaleand all Diseases aris- able goods, as we have a job-

ing therefrom,

WILL,

200 yards, 2c., former price :lc.

Lace
Kosmve

at sr.

made, and as the prices vary we cannot
quote them. Suffice it to say they will bc< m: w
he

We hav

>//. K

r

Cambrics

will

Cloaks & Ulsters.

AS A BAIT!

ALL

p<

I Case Best Glove Finished

We

a

JOB LOT OF REMNANTS.

ryard.

sc. p

l-2r. per yard.

COMMON
a

b'LIXIR
THE

I

A

At

I

1,000 t'iiS, Bleached Cottons
1 Case Remnant Trims

Sold for 2uc. and 37c.

From pic. to 25c.

Cotton Dress Goods.

few

formed a c.>partof SLEEPER A

Leading

COST.

RIBBONS!
•Inly lOr.

a

OF

out

In Blur jt .(10. worth 1.7.1.
illuminated shades, also ('orderettes have been
marked down to a price that must inevitably clo-r
In

II AME.

FIELD, ami will continue the lish and oyster business at the old stand of F. W. (.’oilins A ( <>.
SAMI El. L. SLEEPER.
FRANK L. FIELD.
Belfast, -Jan. 4, 1S$2.—2

Life

REGARDLESS

3 Dz, Elegant Shetland Shawls,

Notice.

undersigned have this day
rpiIE
under the linn name
I

The balance id' -toek closed

a

NOW WE DO!

We don’t throw out

Copartnership

It 7c.

but

sale,

FELT SKIRTS !

3 Cases Best Quality Oress Prints

over

HIRAM CHASE & SON,
Man h.
III It .4 VI

Our

short Lengths

The Desirable Sait of DjJirrs
the store of
orrosm:

advertise

we

out

closing

LET!

AMERICAN
Possession given t.h tirst of

wide, all-wool, from 45c. lo 75.
>hoodah marked dow n from 152 y,c.

six in.
45c.

--AN I

iuterport.

in this city, Feb. 9th, Mrs. Eunice
Pendleton,
ay 0*1 n'J years and 3 months.
In Knox, Feb. 12th, Dorcas
Stephenson, aged 73
years.
In Northport, Feb. 12th, Mrs. Lizzie
Elwell, aged
33 years.
In Searsport, Feb. 9th,
Benj. W. Mathews, aged
15 years and 7 months.
in south Framingham, Mass., Feb.
12th, Nathan
Patterson, formerly of Belfast, aged 35 years.
In Wayne, Iowa, Jan. 2flth, Mrs.
Nancy E., wife
of Hollis M. Peavey, formerly of
Swanvllle, aged
41 years, il months, and 29 days.
'n Morrill, Jan. 30th, Ellen M. Sanborn, aged 43
years, 7 months and 7 days.
n Searsport, Fell. 4th, Mrs. Hannah
Mathews,

Look at tie Prices!

7th,

Tuition free.

Winterport,
7th, by It. A. Riel], Esq., Mr.
dames 1>. boss, ami Mrs. Dora Cowan, both of

iDIED.

brothers in the business.

THE Sl'UINti TERM t.wMMKNi i>

Feb.

|b

they

even our

AN IMPORTANT COLUMN.

f Morrill.
In this city, Feb. 9th, by Fred W. Brown,
Esq.,
M r. Simon Jellisou, of Monroe, and Miss Nellie F.
Chapman, of Belfast.
In Searsport, Feb. 11th, by J. F.
Haley, Merritt
L. Hunter and Jennie C. Carver, both of
Clinton,

In Islesboro, Jan. Filth, Mr. Chester C. Thomas
and Miss Rosalind Barker, both of Islesboro.
In Columbia Falls, Feb. 4lh,
by Rev. \V. II. Crawlord, Cap:, l.eorge II. Frye and Miss Sylvia F. Cofboth of narrington. Also Mr. Charles H. Tabbuttand Miss Della F. Wass, both of Columbia.

Still announces the prospect of his removal from Belfast, and with such prospect before us
there is but one alternative, the reduction of this large stock of goods, and the general clearing up of everything that is calculated to detain us. Consequently we place before the public
UNPARALLELED BARGAINS, and below we quote the prices on a few of the many goods in this
stock. The general mark down has been made in every department of our stock and comprises

I

In this city, Feb. 14th, by Rev. J. A. Ross, Mr.
Hilbert R. Ellis of Belfast, and Miss Ida M. Rowe

W

astonish every one,

j

<

In

The prices struck where

Association.
j

married.

<

Temple

u-i:.
1
Temple in
Belfast. Tuesrta) evening, Feb. 2s. lss*2, at 7
o'flork, for elioiee "f ollie< r> anB tin* tran-a< tion of
sueb other business a> mav properlv eonie before !
said meeting.
HIRAM t'HAsK, I’resiBent.
Belfast. Feb. 15, 1SS2.—2\v7

Iyr20

llayti.

»articM five cent postage stamp wil
for issue March 1-t.

new

Dropped Out!

12th, sehr. Minnie ( Hart, Walts,14th, sehr. Hero, Low, Boston.

Br

Boston

NEWS.

H E ANNEAL MEETING of tin*
tion will be iielB at tin
Masonie

».

\\,

THE BOTTOM

AK1UVK1).

Masonic

43

-1 N-

Mary, M< DonalB. Brunswiek:
Lois V. Ehaples, Ehaples. Bo.
sehr.
Feb. Uth,
Mary Eliza, Bulloek, Bosom.

>n Thin

i>-

l"*rt
Percy C. Rich, of the firm of C. P. Rich &
's"n, had a serious ill turn last Saturday evening,

'■ars

the Java

named

-aiior

;i

North Castine, and not

o\v in many places breast high, and succeed
:■>,idling hr.me, though nearly exhausted.

WisTi-'.iti'OKT.

years of age, die«t

rpool, eighteen

Al the I hirty-eight annual meeting of the New
Ki gland Mutual Life Insurance Company, held
iii January, the fnllowinggentlemen were elect'd directors: Marshall 1*. Wilder. Ceorge II.
Ki Igor. 1'wight Foster. Nathaniel .1. Bradlee.
I Vreiva! I Kverett. ( harles F. < otting. Joseph
M. (iihhens. Benjamin K. Burgess. Warren
*a ,v y * r and Benjamin K. .Stevens.
The business
ol the past year lias been greater than in any
pn x ions year since 1*71. The funds of the oompa ix have reached s1+..VIii.ikhi. standing in the
market it a valuation of tSl.4ntl.UOO over the cost
on lie' company's ledger. The surplus to he distri nited the present year to poliev-hoUlers is
*.-i.iO.(IOII.
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drive further he started across the
foot with the mail in the blinding storm,
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Valentine supper was served in
Hall Tuesday evening, by the Methodist so
•-Hr. Wallace, wife and child were over
d from a -leigh one day last week, but the
n
snow broke their fall, and no
injury reA >t.
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Iu Rockland, Feb. *d, Leonard S., son of u• seph
and Olh 3 S. Ilam, ged 26 y
IC n
i.ihs, -1 :..v
In Ellsworth, Jan. 10th, Mr. George \Y. Melvin,
aged 7*2 years and *2 months.
In Ellsworth, Jan. 30th, Julia A. Stevens, aged 1
year and *2 months.
In Lincolnville, Feb. 6th, Lovisa Morang, wife of
G. E. Morang, aged 30 years.
In Hope, Feb. 6th, of consumption, Mr. Seth Bart
lett, aged 7S years, 4 months, and 0 (lays.
In Hallowed, Jan. 30th, Florence, son of Eugene
and Ellen Sullivan, formerly of Vinalhaven, aged
years.
Ezra Manter, M. I)., of Winterport, Maine, was
stricken with paralysis, Dec. 20. issi, and died the
*22d, aged 70 years and 7 months.
His was an industrious and useful life. He was
the youngest of eleven children. Being left fatherless when 13 years of age, he obtained a good education and graduated from Brunswick Medical Col
lege, and commenced the practice of medicine before he was 21 years of age. One of 111- tirst acts
In life (after paying his debts) was to educate a
child in India, who afterwards became a preacher
to his
people. The poor and orphans will miss hisa
Christian counsel, aid and svmpathy
lie was
true and valued friend of tin* Golden Censer, and
contributed at one time $."mi toward its freed men ?s
fund ; but that was only one of mam similar acts.
As a true Christian physician In* will be greatly
missed by a large circle of friend-.
His widow has the warm sympathy of the editor,
who learned to love the noble spirit of the depart
ed. but not (lead, Dr. Manter. Heaven, peopled
with such choice spirits, must be a delighful place.
Let us all go! [The Golden Censer.
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LOW

FRESH, DESIRABLE HOODS

now—in fact in every department of
stock have prices been MARKED

DOWN, and the crowds that visit our
store is sufficient testimony of the geniinoness of this unparalleled sale.

examination of

our

goods

and

prices

so-

guarantee to the trade duplicates of the goods advertised, and shall with®r®w
*"** advertisement items as soon as sold. All orders
by mail promptly attended to,
and at the present cheap rate of
postage goods can be sent at a trifling expense.

GEORGE W. BURKETT.

83 Main Street,

City Block.

A

Terrible Accident
Necessitating a Surgical Operation-Lot ing Mother
Attempts

to

Take Pair of shears From
Her Child.
BE

PARENTS
J)ouie>tic accidents

CAREFUL.
to women,

are common

and

from Thee, we plant in vain
The root and sow the seed;
Thy early and Thy later rain.
Thy sun and dew we need.

Apart

are very serious.
Mrs. Warner, of
Roudout, Lister Co., V Y some weeks ago
attempted to take from her child a pair of shears
wiih which it was play ing. A slight struggle cn
>

'Utli

< »ur toil is sweet with thankfulness,
i >ur burden is our boon;

sued, in which the point of the shears entered Mrs.
Warner’s left eye, entirely destroying the sight.
Her family physician did what he could, hut in
ten.-cly painful inflammation arose, which, by sympathy. threatened the loss of the other eye. Total
blindm
to a woman having the care of a household
is au irretrievable calamity.
In this strait Mrs. W.
applied to the well-known and -killful Surgeon, Dr.

The curse of earth's gray morning is
The blessing of its noon.
We search the wide world everywhere
Kor Eden's unknown ground?
That garden of the primal pair
May never more be found.
lint blest

by Thee, our patient toil
May right the ancient wrong.
And give to every clime and soil
The beauty lost so long.

Kennedy. f Roudout, \ Y., who removed
the injured eye by a very successful operation, setting aside all danger of further barm to the sight ol'
the other eye.
Hut, o\\ ing to pain and mental dis>

Our homestead flowers and fruited trees
May Eden's orchard shame;
We taste the tempting sweets of these.
Like Eve. without her blame.

tress, her system needed a tonic and restorative
medicine. Td do this work the Doctor prescribed
“Kennedy '- Fa\oritc Remedy,’’ which sustained its
icputation and laid sure foundation of health.

Vml north and south and east and West.
The pride of every /one.
The fairest, rarest and the best
May all be made our own.

Hr. kenned)'* "Favorite Remedy" removes all
impurifie- from tile blood, regulates the I.iver and
Kidney s, c.'ur< onstipation, and all discasesand
weaknesses peculiar to Female-. It i- for sale byall our druggists at ONK D« M.L \ R a bottle.
lmT

Its earliest -brines the voting world sought,
In hill-groves and in Lowers;
The titling offering thither brought
M ere Thy own fruits and flowers.

Dr. CLARK JOHNSON’S

And -till with reverent hands we cull
Thy gifts, each year renewed;
The good i- always beautiful.
The beautiful is good.
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The nerve that never relaxes, the eye that
blenches, the thought that never wanders
-these are masters of victory.
[Burke.

never

.My spirits are not as yet forfeited to despair,
having one lively spark of hope In my heart be-

[.I.

'nine

Pray

[J.

what
do. unfortunate elves.
lYiconscious of folly or crime
But make a new calendar up for ourselves
Tor the better appraisal of time.
G. Saxe.
s.

I

can xxe

mingling thrill
sweetly blend.

'oil' continuous,
t ittr souls, as notes that
‘mil we cannot if xvi xvill
a

Tell xvhere
Alice Cary.

1 »>i<‘kspi»rt, Han
k ( «•.. Me.
Tlii- i- to e> i-iit v that I had < hronie Diarrlnea for
tifty «-ars, and hu\•• u>ed all the medicine 1 have
heard lveoiimiemi'-d, tried all liie do< i"r- within
tliirt v mile-, and paid out over two hundred dollars,
all t no purpo-e.
I procured from an agent, some
of Dr. < lark Johnson'- Indi tit !*!•»<•<| -*yrup, and it
lielped me immediai' l'. The di-< ase ha-imw entirely left me, and ! >n-i !• r my-eif w ell. 1 advise
all -utb-rer< to try it.
Wil.I.iAM (iKANT.
■

■

[.I.

they'begin

-d«ni Mills, 1.in- "In Co., Me.
\' .di
I wa- troiiM.
Dy-pep-ia and Indigestion,
and tailed to lind relief until 1 tri'-d Dr. Clark John
-o».
Indian Itlo.i'l <\ nip, w !,i< h great i\ bem-tii.-d
me.
Miss MAHV T.

llow beautiful, how fair
day
Hiixx welcome to the weary and the old!
Day of the Lord! and truce to earthly care!
Day of the Lord as all our days should be.
II. \v. Longfellow.

o

of

r,

st!

The talent of success is nothing more than
doing xvhat you can do well, and doing well
whatever you do. without a thought of fume.
If it comes at all it xvill come because it is dc'erved. not because it is sought after.
[Longfellow.

Me.
I have used Dr. Clark Johnson’- Indian Blood
Syrup for Dise.a-e of the stomach and Liver, and
liave tieen much benefited Lherebv.
Mils.
UK II
s< mu-m 1 < «».,

For lo! the

days are hastening oil,
By prophet bards foretold.
Win li the ever-circling year.

round tile age of gold.
And slowly learn- the world the truth
'That makes us all thy debtor.
That holy life is more than rite.
And Spirit more than letter.
(i. Whittier.
<

ttie sale of the Indian Blood
village, in which l have no
Iv4*»
given on application.

i< r

or
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DRUGGISTS SELL IT.

Temperance
PROHIBITION

followed h> nuiMinsption
(lieih-

bus

m

is

«..

.1

diphtheria.

e\ r been discover. d \\ hi,-'a
ijuicklv and surely i sueli in
riiRRl I)\V1S PAIN KIU.HU.
h
prompt Use •}' this inva'ua>>i
,n.>J li i.s
DG <-d 1 !,■ iiisaiids if lives.
l'Kiitfi
havis’ i»\i\ Kd,u::t i;
tl«t at experiment.
i» -1 ,;
It lias b e
t !
pn i !*»r forty years, and is must v. titled
\vl.i re it i.s best Known.
A tew \t rads from vuluutar} bs: imonials
read US follows:
■

•»

ALABAMA.

(jfov-

ernment to regulate commerce.
Our Supreme Court have decided his

i•

and lie will have to pay the costs besides his attorney’s fee. The Court say
that the Alabama liquor law is entirely

Pain Kilter ha -1
n my h< >u svhold r* medv f <r
colds tor til- past
uty-■ \eu \- >■-. inui have
Dover Known it to lull
in
t.i._ a cure.—
L. S
icKi-ai. Wilii.uii-v il:•
N V.
l or thirty years | have used Pa:n Killer, and
found it a ii'.oi-r-i'.iilui^ remedy lor colds ana Eure
lhr<>at. Barton sj: \man.
Have received imn drite relief from cold* ard
E«*re throat, and
-i-li-r y or I'-in Kn.i.i ::
im al liable reined
tiio. It. Everett, Ll
i:.-..
N. Y.
I have just recovered from a very n-\
which I have had hr some time. 1
mid el
relief until I tra d umr Imn Kn.t nn. \\ h. h
relieved me immedi..; •!>•
1 will n-r again Lo
without it.
<'. (>. I'onci. I. >v. udes, G.<
Have used Pain Kili.i h in mv family for f* rtv
years, and have never known it to l'ail. Hansom
Lewis, Wayneslxiro, Ga.
I began using Pain Killer in im family tvoi.tyfive years ago and have, used it ever since, and have
found no medicine to take its place.- B. \V. l vi it.
Druggist, Oneida. N Y.
Nor whooping-cough and croup it is tie- b( t
preparation made. \\ e would not be without it.—
A. P Butts, Lilierty Mills, Ya.
F r twenty-live \ears ] have u«ed Pain Kii i.r
for colds and chapped ups. and consider it the best
11 wdicine e ver ott ered.—G i.o Il >oi-er, \s lmington.
N. 0.
T was pnffering severely w ith bri nchitis, and mv
throat was so inflan.cd I cm; d sc:
iimV
y
my food. I was advised to try your Pain Kii.i r,
and alter taking a lew doses was completely
cured.—'T "Wilkinson.
Dr Walton writes from Oosln <t- n Ym.rP.MN
Killer cures dii h theria and son threat
alarmingly prevalent hen and ha- not 1 ecu known to
fail m a single instance. This lact you should
make known to the world.
Mrs. Ellen Ii. M vsns writes My pen was taken
violently sick with dii ! theria. high’fever, ai '.cold
chills. So many children have di'd here. ! was
afraid to call a physician, and tried vour Pain
Killer.
He was taken on Ki/udav, and on
Wednesday his throat was clear It was a wonderful cure, and I wish it could be kin wn to the
poor mothers w ho are losing so many children.
For (’hills unci Fever PAIN KILLER has
no etju il.
It cur<* when everything • Iso falls.
Delays ar-‘ mien, clangorous. A bottle of
Pain Killek^.m the house Is a safeguard that
no family should lie without.
All druggists sell it at ‘Z3 c., r>Oc., and $1.00

case

■

.>

constitutional, except, perhaps,
regards
the discrimination in favor of wines rhade
as

■■

from Alabama grapes.
all wines, whether the

It indicates that
product of Alabama grown grapes or not, may he sold under the law, hut that the detect as regards
wines does not destroy the validity of the
remainder of the law.
The Court also hold that the fact of a
license having been taken out does not
exempt the liquor seller from the operation of the law, but that the Legislature
can by law take away the license in whole

..

>

or

[Mobile Register.

part.
AN

OI.l)

TEMPERANCE PLED!IE.

■

original manuscript
is the first temperance pledge in Phipsburg, and we think one of the earligst in
the state.
It was written in quite handsome copy hand by Mr. James
Bowker,
father of the present Timothy B. Bowker,
Lsq., and is verbatim as follows:
Phipsburg, February, 1S2S. We the sule
scribers to i his paper knowing of the evils that
do ilaly arise in consequence of thegeuerallity of
our < 'itizens making frequent use of
Liquors’ do
concent and agree each one for himself that we
will not take or use any Strong liquors knowingly -on-h a- Rum, Brandy, (jin, either mixt
or unmixt except for a medisoii fertile term of
time hereby ancxed to eaeli of our name,, and
that we will threw divine assistance fulltil our
present ingagements; and also in some mi as lire
will try to nfluence others to take up with the
same resolutions.

PERRY DA VIS & SON, Proprietors,
Providence, R. I.
Iri-Jfl

'w

•i.i.'ii.n

nvn Amv iwi

lilt

hi ill

of one year &
.Samuel Small Jit. 2 years.

We

told that the signers kept the
pledge, not only for the term stated hut
for the rest of their lives, and that Mr.
Small who had a weakness for liquor,
lived more than a half a century after
signing the pledge,—which indeed was
prepared for his special benefit—and to
the end of his life was an honored and
useful citizen.
[Bath Times.
are

NOTES.

The temperance people of Kansas start
on a campaign for prohibition with five
thousand dollars in the treasury, laised
in twenty minutes, at a recent convention,
and will have more if they need it.
The trouble generally is that those
who look to legal measures for the suppression of liquor selling consider their
responsibility ended when they ha m secured the passage of a prohibitory law or
have voted no license at the polls
No
law will enforce itself, least of all a law
which at the very outset
the pecuniary interests and the appetite
of a very large part of the comm mity.
[Springfield Union.

■

J'A SUPERIOR NUTRITIVE MEDICINE, RICH IN PHOSPHATES AND NOT
A CHEAP, ALCOHOLIC DRINK. jgJ
Highly
recommended by Chemists and Physicians as

A POSITIVE TONIC, ALWAY8
ACCEPTABLE AND RELIABLE,

it does not stimulate the brain or irritate
the system and leave deleterious effects. On
the contrary, it furnishes just that which is
necessary to the brain, strength ens and quiets
the nerves, purifies the heart’s blood, and
thereby makes only the best flesh, bone and
muscle, fur It works wonders, curing
NERVOr* and GENERAL DEBILITY,
aa

MALARIA, DYSPEPSIA, INSOMNIA.
Produces a healthy action of the Liver and
Kidneys, fortifying the system against the
miasmatic influences, and will be found invaluable in all pulmonary and bronchial dittlculties. DELICATE FEMALES, NURSING

MOTHERS and WEAKLY CHILDREN can
find no remedy equal to this healthful blood
and nerve food tonic. tWPor sale by all Druggists. <1.00 per bottle. Prepared only by
WHEAT BITTERS CO.,
Office 19 Park Place, New York City.

lyrtfeow

AMERICAN

HOME

Keyhole caution : When a man is about to he told
a secret he shuts the door. When it is a woman she
opens the door to he sure no one is listening outside.
An invaluable strengthener for the nerves, muscles, ami digestive organs, producing strength and
appetite, is Brown’s Iron Bitters.

It takes but thirteen minutes to load an elephant
on a railroad train, while it takes twenty for am
sort of woman to kiss her friends good-bye and lose
the check for her trunk.

Elegance and Purity.
Ladies who appreciate elegance and puritv are
using Parker’s Hair Balsam. It is the best article
sold for restoring gray hair to its original color,
beauty and lustre.
“Charity vaunteth not itself, is not puffed up,”
and yet some men expect a puff every time thev
give a dollar to an indigent old woman’s soviet\.
A Woman’s Experience.
Mothers and daughters should feel alarmed when
weariness constantly oppresses them.
If I am

fretful from exhaustion of vital powers, and the
color is fading from my face, Parker’s Cingt-r
Tonic, gives quick relief.
It builds me up and
drives away pain with wonderful eertaintv." But

a

quickly responded

the

sharp youngster.
Improvement.

Pills.

...

Cash Assets.$0,995.5011.20
SUMMARY

PORT (TIAROES

\T

SAN

ERANiTSC

i.

It costs a moderate fortune to get a good
sized ship in and out of the port of San
Francisco. A stove lore of ihat city gives
the following schedule of what is paid bv
the captain of a ship of l.dUi) tons register:
Towage, in and out. si.got); pilotage, ditto, .*.'110; stevedore, charges to:
unloading g.iou tons, s.-did loading
loo tons. s-|:i; consignee' commission.
S1.H00; quarantine officials, slllli: advance money to crew, sl.gOO: watei
I
cent per gallon, s7o; butcher bill, in
port, SBlMt: wharfage, slit 10; -arvovor's
fees, S‘)0: clerk's fees, sdu; tonnage
dues, solid ; lumber, for dunnage, stowing cargo, ect.. sdOO ; total. s-Cloti. Another stevedore furnishes almost tinsame figures, and says a fair estimate of
a ship's expenses to come into S.in Francisco, discharge, take in cargo and get
out. would be about sd per ton.
Such
port charges are out of all reason, end it
is ashame that the extortion is permitted.
The charges for tonnage and pilotage
are

particularly oppressive.
A

FREE

SHIP FALLACY.

The New York Uerald wants Congress
to pass--the bill of Representative Farwell, of Illinois, allowing American capitalists to purchase abroad steel or ir >n
steamships to be employed exclusively ill
the foreign trade."
Ii is beyond comprehension how this stupid blunder keepgoing the rounds. There is no law now
and none ever existed that was against
purchasing these articles abroad, oi bring
ing them here. The little matter of the
Hag is what seems to trouble folks. But
what advantage would there he in a
change to the stars and stripes while tax
ation in this country is to that abroad as
fifteen to onef And while this remains
nobody would buy a foreign ship for registry here if he could.
Mr.
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and
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Styles

LOWEST PRICES.

Sabbath School and other l ibraries rebound cheap.
<

*Ji»tt

Hi) *W<>rk called for and delivered if requested.
all and sec samples and learn my low price-

BEMEMBEP Till': PLACE.
n 4 I
NTREET.
Over Swift’s Shoe Store

14.
*
*

THE

I lie

spring

MONDAY,

sy£.

continue

and

ten

PRINCE
Tcacht

r

Term will

TIDE.
begin

week-

27th,

under the instruction of

Primary tirade.s 1.50
English.

Complaint* and Weaknesses
sneonunon to our best IVmule population.
It will cure entirely the worst form of Female Complaints, all ovarian troubles. Inflammation ami IT 'ora
tlon, Falling ami Displacements, and the oonsc<.u< i:t
Spinal Weakness, and is particularly adapted to the
< iian.ge of Life.
It will dissolve and expel tumors from the uterus in
an early stage of development. The tendency to cancerous humors there is checked very speedily by its use.
It removes faintness, flatulency, destroys all craving
for stimulants, and relieves weakness of the stoma< h
It cures Bloating, Headaches, Nervous Pros?rati< n,
Ceneral Debility, Sleeplessness Depression and Indigestion.
Tli.it feeling of bearing down, causing pain, weight
ami backache, is always permanently cured 1 y .ts mi.
it will at all times and under all circumstances act in
harmony with the laws that govern the femule systi in.
For the cum. f Kidney Complaints of either sex this
Compound is unsurpassed.
LYDIA E. PINKII AM’S VEGETABLE COMPOUND is prepared at 233 and 235 Western Avenue,
Lynn, Mass. Price $1. Six bottles«for $5. Sent by mail
in the form of pills, also In the form of lozenges, on
receipt of price. $1 per box for either. Mrs. Pinkham
freely answers all letters of inquiry. Send for pamphlet. Address as above. Mention this Paper.
No family should be without LYDIA E. PINK HAM'S
LIVER PILLS. They euro constipation, biliousness,
and torpidity of the liver. 25 cents per box.
tfzT >>old by all Druggists.

*2.75

Higher
3 75
1.00
Languages.
Thorough and practical in-t ruction in all branches
in
Schools
and Academies.
usually taught
High

Hood board can be obtained from £2.no t>» £3.00 per
week.
IMcnt "f
mix
nienec- for .-elf-boarding,
f or further particulars addres- or eon-ult the Principal at thi- place, or
V. <
teLLIN(»WOOl>, Agent.
Head of Til! -. Belfast, Jan. 24. I**'s2. Iwfi*

ts

MACHINE
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liberal patronage.
POWF.K WITH ROOM TO HUNT.
C. J, HALL, Leas
Belfast, March 1, IS.S1.—12

Commission

Merchants,

No. UN South Market Street.
Bcferonrrs, by permission.
>11.AS I'KtltcK .V (JO..
IS (ac Bn it A Co.,

Boston.
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REMEDIES IN THE WORLD TOR
THE CURE OF

II. \y.
f ranklin

Kangor,

.Ian.

2'.», 1882.—

CIIASK,

House, Bangor,

Me.

RUBBER COATED SCYTHES.

Coughs, Colds, Hoarseness,
Sore Throat, Bronchitis,
Influenza, Asthma,
Whooping Cough,
Croup, and

I ’rices on application.
l'BKl) Al'wuon,

IB"i:

Winterport, Me.

DR. LOMBARD

his friends anti customers that lit* will
he absent tor ><»me weeks, and that his dental
will he in charge* of l>K 10. \v.
MKADKK,

INI-OK.MS
rooms

Every affection of the

THROAT, tUNGS AND CHEST,

til Lewiston, a lirst-elass prat
fai Ito give satisfaction.

titioncr,

who cannot
gW4

includinrr

FOUND.

COIMSU Rfl PTBOfVj.

KBIIIAV CAST, tlie 3d Inst., in Belfast, a
sum of money.
Tlie mvner can obtain the
same, on piivinent of expenses, bv calling on die
-dll
.JOHN K. CBOiSS, Morrill.
undersigned.

A WELL-KNOWN PHYSICIAN WRITES:
1 .-. t'.c cause
t!ry up a cmi|;li,
the case with most prep.train.; 1 t
loosens it, cleanses the lung.; arid al;;u\, ritc.il
thus removiug the cause t,f complaint."

ON

«• I

i»

names.
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sure

yen

FOR
DOUBLE

RUNNERED

I’OLK
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WISTAF.’S BALSAM OF WILD CHFF.F.'.
with the signature of I. BUTTS "mu'
rupee
DO Cents and Sl.OO a Bottle.
Prepared by SETII W. l’QWLE & SON'S, Boston. Mass. Sold by druggists and dealers
generally.

FKKI) ATWOOD,

SALE~

AND

TIIII.LS, MOW.
:

«w»

Winterport, Me

lyreow48

NOTICE.
F. HANSON, would
respectfully inform all
J • those indebted 11 > him, either by note or account, that all bilfc must be paid before March 20th,
as all notes ami bills then due and
unpaid will In*
left for collection. Please pay and save cost.
Swanville, Feb. <», 1>S2.— :Jwt»
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MATHKWS,
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ihe in i^tcajtnlh
illi whom I have had
< II \s. M
ommi- -ioner ot Patent

STARTLING

©

employ
capable of

"Inventors cannot
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\
-ni.i
\. rv.m- | >eliilit y, t...>t Man
turn I>eea
i.
h a\ iiiLT tried in v a in ever) lnn-u n reim*d\ ha- di
e.-\ end a
hi will'
t'U! I
-iniplc -e I cure w
I * hi
fellow
a lV*
r -,
.C:
.1, f|. HKKVFS, |:{
hatham St., \. \.
I
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trust
curing ha-them an
worth} or more
earlv and favorable consideration at tin- Patent Oi
lice.”
KhMCMt BFKlvF.
Fate < omnii-sioner of Patenta
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B« IS'ICNJ I. toller I'1, 1 sTc
U. II. KiU*v, l-<p
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Dear sir.
then von ha\e
me. in I MO, my first patent
acted for and advised me in hundreds of e.a-e-, and
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line, and advi-e others to eniplm v<»u
< iK< >U<.K DKAPFU.
Vours truly,
Boston, January 1, 1SS2. 1 yr 1
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SE&8SEN WANTED.
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the “inner Ufa,”
Mysteries of the Capitol;
the White House and of all its
Tamous occupants; shows the wonders and inside workings of
Government Department; and gives truthful revelations
Of life
behind the scenes,'* "as a wuic-mrakc woman secs if."
48 line Engravings. The bestecllinq book nut. Agents Wiinti d.
liQdlcado grandly. Extra Terms given. Fend for circulars to tlie
UAltTFOUl# FLULISIUAU CO., Uurtibrd, Couiu
WwfJ

Clemmer. It portrays
Mary Scones.
Marvels and
at

WANTED.
HARD

farm implements.
FRED ATWOOD, Wintcrport, Mo.
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NOTICE.
Kntirelv harmless; is not a caustic.
It removes Cone. Warts, Bunions and
without leaving a hlemish.
Brush for applying in each bottle.

(

ah

*us.

#3rA ci uk i.s’ ci AnAxrrFD.^ix
Price 25 cents. For sale by all Druggists.
Try it and you will he convinced like thousand-

who ha\

e

used it and

now

te-tify

t*» it

value.

Ask for Schlotte rbeck’s Corn and Wart Nohcnt
take no other.
lyrs

and

STOCK FOR SALE.
HimvitiM fhort Horn Balls
For sale ;it tin

Brigadier’s Island Farm. Appl\ to
ny t. cormiAS

Stockton, Feb. 2, 1SS2.—5
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lieial intercourse.”

The subscriber announces that he has
the New England House, in this
city, and will take charge of the same on
«Afl RIM¥. IHSi. 31
The house
will be thoroughly renovated and put in
(irst-classcondition. Special attention will be given
to people attending the s. .J. Court.
Further par
ticulars will be announced hereafter.
( HAS. H. ( KosliV.
Belfast, Dec. *>{», |SS1._ .ritf
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NEW ENGLAND HOUSE
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Water Fish of all kinds, Ac. VII hinds
Barrel Heading.
110 South Market St., Boston, Mims,
Shipments paid for soon as sold. Any information given as to markets, &r.
bin:!*
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Specific Medicine is sold b\ all druggi-ts at si per
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bv mail on the receipt of money, bv addressing
TIIK UttAY MKim iNK (0.. Buffalo, V Y.
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Are the only improvement ever
made in Plasl ers.
One is worth more than a dozen
of any other kind.
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will be made a specialty.
Duplicate pans or full
sets of nearly all agricultural implements in list* in
this vicinity in stock or made to order.
Prices will
be made low, and we hope* and expect to merit and
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FOli SALE RY THE BELFAST IMUM.ISTS,
ami by Wholesale Druggists generally.

building or repairing will find it
advantage to give u- a all. We \\ ant a lot

All
their

Ladies and all sufferers from neuralgia, hysteria, and kindred complaints, will find it without an equal.

7

Torpid

PURIFY TIIE

shall keep ,,n ha nil ill connection with tin* above

Our I’rices

PINKHAM,

CREAM BALM
Eftertnally 'deanses thcna-al passages of Catarrhal
virus, causing healthy seen-ti .ns, allays intl nnma
tion, and irritation, protect- tin- membrana! linings
of the head from additional old.-, completely healthe sores and re-ton-- the -en.-e of ta-te and -nu-ll.
lk-netieial results are realized by a few applicaA thorough treatment as directed \\b! cure
tions.
Catarrh
As a household remedy for eoId in the
Thi- Balt
head and snullU's it iis
^oid l»y druggi.-t- at an
easy to use and agreeable,
cents. < >n receipt of be cents will mail a package.
Send for circular with full ini >rmation.
l\eo\\.-;

Hour Butts, knobs. Locks, Latches, Sash Fasts.
Ilnur springs. Blind Hangings, Pastors, Picture
knobs. Hire Screens, Screws. Flowered and
Plain Croiind Double Thick Door Class and
Window Class.

will.

OF

TIME-TABLE.

■

PAINTS, OILS, COLORS, JAPAN,

c

.13. LYDIA E.

-keptie.d.

most

Maine Central R, R.
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Sash Primed and t,lazed.

every description.
He

Tom preparation that
color the teeth, and will i. -t
headache
constipation, as
ms

the

Or-

Keep the Momach, Iioicek n l J restive 0 rius
in good working order and perfect Health
will !.(* the 1
lit
Ladies ni'l ot'.- rs si:i.d
.i rj tt >Sick Headache
:
andjieruiiin. t mv hy th- us. >f the- Kir. rI'* in
tonic ami mildly purgative :

.

e

Digestive

Gick Headache, Loss of
Appetite, Jaundice, Apoplexy, Palpitations,
Eruptions and Skin Disof which these
0QSGS, etc.,
h.u.
ill

Ilnur and fl indow Frames. Door and Window
Screens, lilaek Walnut and Ash Extension Tables, Humps, I.utters, Mouldings, Bracketts,
and Haler H heels.
IMne. Blark Walnut and
i'll lumber always on band.
Job Work of

only

other Iren propane,

in'

coin

KI.YV CKK A M

not

cause

trial will

and Bowels,

Rheimatism, Dizziness,

strong breaths
It
through the 110-e.
will he absorbed, elean.
sing and healing the
diseased membrane.

A

disordered

a

when the use of

|the Kidneys,

draw

hay-fever
tail’

« »* « as

biliousness, Dyspepsia,
indigestion, Diseases of

particle of the

particle

fi

j Will give immediate relief, and
in a short time effect a perma| Merit cure. After omstipaiion Otlous

For Deafness,

-2w7

Coimerts ai Korkiand with >ant'ord s
>. (
steamers eaeli trip for Belfast, Bangor and Kivei
Landings, also with steamer on Monday Wed no1. r* ■• •! C
day ami Frida trips
Landing. Binhill and Kllswort h.
At Bar 11 rlior wit h a-;;in.'r
lor l.ainoineand >wlli\an.
\r ''••dgwiek with stage
for BlnehLI.
( omin-, Wi st.
\t Korklaml .Monda\
mlThnr
day w ith >.ai lord s v < ... from Bangor ami Kiv
Landings for Portlaml.
!
('I'^HINi.. (reih ral Mae.agi r
CLO |. PAY, (General Tieket A g ni Portland.

Bit, HENRY BAXTER'S
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thousand other diseases that
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igans,

Catarrh, 11 av I- c\
*M in the Mead,
or, (
&e insert with little

a
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and Fri-n\al a

Maeldasport.

from

suffering
ra

their origin to
J st;.t‘ of the S to mac!,
: and inaction of the
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W

Ketwrniiig, will leave Ma'iiia>pnrt everv Monday
and Thursday morning, at 4.30 o’clock, om lm
as above, arriv ing in Portland >amo evening, rm
lie.'ting vvitli tin Pullman night train for Boston.

une<|U-ille‘d.

BROWNS
IRON
BITTERS
the

mind
iowj

.■'[imiiai'M rm’ii ami imthe result of self abuse in
excesses
in maturer
years, or other causes, and producing
some of the following effects
Nervousness, Seminal Kmissions (night emissions h\ dreams
Dimness of Sight,
Defective Mcmorv, 1 *ti\ ~i al Dera\,
l'imples on Face, Aversion to
of Females, Contusion of Ideas, Loss
of Sexual Power,
rendering mar
\i
a
riage improper or unhappy.
positive cure in *2 to S week's, (hie to
mx boxes usualh sull'u ient. l’rice .?!.."><*
per box. Four boxes £•">. Sent b\ mail,
prepaid, on receipt of price. Addiv-s
Dr. Clarke Medicine Company, New
> ork City.
lyreow :»
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CATARRH

Steamer I. E W I
1 )|-;|.IUN«,, Master,

HAS.

Mafliias

Kailroaii H Mart, Portland, everv Tuesday
evening*, at 11.15 o'clock, >r
Pi.llmau »-\|»r.e-s train-from Boston, for Korklaml,
(’astine, I»- *t Nle, Sedgw i«-k, >o. West Harl»or, Bar
I lari >or,
Mt. I>rsert,
Millhridge, -lonesp art, amt

PRICE, $1.00. TRIAL SIZE, 10 font*.
POSTER, MiLBURN & CO., Prop'rs, Buffalo, N. V.
NOLI! IN BELFAST Bl It. II. MOOD*.
lyemvt;

youth, sexual

can

wnBOE’S COMPOUH3 OF

..f Rurd. k I'.i
! Hitters will sati t\ the :;i
the Greatest Iti.1 Hunt:: -n earth.
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Pills.

I'astinf.Millbriilgf &

day
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Doors, Sash & Blinds,

is

\

■

cmiclics the blood and publics the
system; cures weakness, lack oi
energy, etc.
Try a bottle.

does

i»iau-

The

«rip*,w *
■ri"-r»jg4Ti(

-r

Mercurial Diseases, Female Weakn
5 and
Irregularities, Dizziness, Loss cf
A
te, Juandice, Affections of the Liver,
1 •. Jigestion,
Biliousness, Dyspepsia and
General Debility. Directions in eleven language*..
c

0

>«»cieiy

«»f thi- safe and ellieaeious preparation
i- alone attributable to it-intrinsic worth.
In the
cure of Cough-. (old-. \
thma. Bronchitis, Whooping ( ough. serot u 1*m- Humor-, and all ( oiK-uinptivf >\ mpioins, ii has no superior, if ei|iial. Let no
one negle<h the earl a -\ mptoin-of disease, when an
agent i< at hand whi-h will cure all complaints of
the ( iic-t. Lung- or Throat.
Manufactured only
In
\. B. Wii.bi.k, Chemist, Boston. Sold by ail

BROW’S
WON
BITTERS

Ml. Ilfsnrt, Itofklaml.
Scrofula, Erysipelas, Pimples and
Fa:e Grubs, Blotches, Boils, Turners,
T-iL :r. Humors, Salt Rheum, Scald Head,
Cures

j

ARE IN

THERE

Wilbur's Cod-Liver Oil

drawn

This conumdrum is circulating in Louisville;
If John Jesker’s wife signs'jherself "Mrs. John
•leaker,” is her name John ?

Gonorrhea

THE

O ’.

“I can’t think that all sinners will hi lost.”
said Mrs. Xiinbletung. “There’s ray husband,
now.
He is a had man—a very had man; hut
1 trust lie will Is- saved at last. I believe he has
suffered his due share in this life. “Amen!”
shouted Xiinbletung from the back seat.

Clarke's

s

popularity

\

And both are wind instruments.

ALL

iin

Apply

Maine.

easily

WANT

-for-

A quick and complete eurein 4 to
S days of all urinary affections, smart
nig, frequent or difficult urination, mu
eons discharges and sediment in the
urine from whatever cause induced.
I whether of recent or long standing.
1 One to three boxes usually sutlieient.
Price $2 per box ;> boxes for$.’>. Mail
I ed free on receipt of price.
Addre-s
l>r. Clarke Medicine Company, New
"i ork City.

PUKE COD LIVES
i OIL AND LIME, ^

(lvspcj»i .heartburn, malaria, kidney diseas.■. liver complaint,
and other wasting diseases.
will cure

6000 ton steamer.

both

wi .ikiii'smu

GEO. A. QUIMBY.

r

Steamships are very useful in their way, but
they do not create mariners. A schooner is a
better school-ship for the education of sailors
are

rm

Clarkr's

Da-y

.sec-

der.

Hr.

NEXT

Belfast. .Jan. 14, 1SS2.—3

IIV.lU .tBLE HEtllUl

\

at

s,

i t i.sdays ami F in
LITTLEFIELD.
superintendent. Boston.

j D. LAVE, Agent, Belfast.

Alldress

price.

of

tinker

“Oh. yes." said Mrs. Brown, as she surveyed
with evident pleasure her little parlor sideboard, covered with old china and decorated
with highly colored tiles; "Mr. B. remarked
last night that I was becoming quite an atheist,"
and the old lady's countenance fairly beamed
with delight as'her eyes rested on a sixteencent Japanese teapot.

[Baltimore Every .Saturday.

THE

receipt

on

aiel 'I'm RSi>.\

v

(Tity.

York

Dr.

MAKERS!

TOR

■i:^.SasaaBBErT nHm xt
2.20 l*. .M.
Leaving Boston
I) v vs at ."> I*. M
J AMES

Dr. Clarke Medicine Company, New

Pills

MILKS S. STAPLES.

c -~a

In short, there is no use in our attempting to
enter into competition for the ocean-carrying
trade unless we are prepared to do it in the
manner so successfully made use of by England, by boldly seeking the control of the commercial and financial exchanges of the civilized
world. Mr. Blaine's constituents in Maine can
easily supply ns with enough sailing ships, but
the problem is how to build up a profitable
South American trade in American manufactures.
[Philadelphia North American.

A fool and an accordian

Syphilitic prepaid,

tin

Katalulin will maketw**
trips per week, leaving Belfast

wSteauu

directions are followed. Price $2.'*o
per box. Five lioxes $10. Sent by mail,

Anti-

y

stagi*. whether primary,

poteney,

Belfast, Feb. 2. 18>2.

Gov. Dingley of Maine lias brought to
the notice of Gen. Raum, Commissioner
of Internal Revenue, the complaint of two
citizens of this State alleging that the
Cnited States Collector of Revenue for
Maine has declined to allow them to examine the record of persons who hail paid
the Federal tax on retail liquor dealers,
on the ground that the Commissioner had
so instructed him.
Commissioner Raum
replied that if the complaint was well
founded the Collector must have misunderstood his instructions as the law distinctly provides that the Collectors do
not have control of the records, and shall
keep an alphabetical list of such persons
At the sugopen for public inspection.
gestion of Gov. Dingley, Commissioner
Raum said lie would give instructions to
carry out the requirements of the law.

out.

49,514.89
31.249.54

WALDO COUNTY,
have the poor ones.
There
rhiny mean about me you notice. I
have plenty of work and .-hall continue to pay
< \ ^11
a- Imiy a- my money la-ls. and I have
my
cellar full of it now. Call and sec me.

Philadelphia Press, Washington

a

Iii either

Commencing.January loth,

nn

any Blood Disorder.

or

NOTICE.

San font Steamship Co.

ondary or tertiary, are an invaluable
remedy. They never fail to cure when

written.$4,099,957.00
3w7

is

Post and New York Tribune defend Mr.
Blaine's policy. The other New York papers criticise it.
We have no sort of interest in the political future of Mr. Blaine, hut we have
an abiding interest in the policy with
which Grantism is endeavoring to identify him. There is no other policy consistent with tlie welfare of our commercial
interests in South America and with the
self-respect of the American republic.
The Blaine policy—it is a pity that the
foolhardiness of a political faction should
compel us to call it so -is simply the historical position of this government, and
no maundering efforts on the part of the
personal enemies of the late secretary can
make it anything else.
[Atlanta Constitution.
We are no friend to the plumed knight
of Maine, but', nevertheless, we cannot
but incline to the belief that all the present uproar regarding Blaine's diplomatic
correspondence relating to Chilian affairs
while Secretary of State, and Mr. Arthur's
reversal of Blaine's policy lias a significance.
Blaine as a prominent candidate
for the next Republican nomination to
the Presidency, is ceitainly in Mr. Arthur's way to the succession, and it may
he thought necessary by the present administration to do all in its power to
thrust him into the background. [Sav annah, Ga. News.

than

Dr.
Clarke’s

Pills.

KINO 1881.

i>i

Premiums received.
I.o ses Paid.

rpilAT
A. and

Critics.

Liquor Question in

mum;

in

FIRST-CLASS VEST MAKERS

BROWNS

j^OF 8CROFI'L4

Total.$0,995,509.2(5

1

The Baltimore American declares that
Mr. Blaine's letters “all have the downright American tone that reaches the
hearts of the people."
The Boston papers generailv sharply
criticise Mr. Blaine.
The Providence

The

ASSKTS

OF

Held in the United States available for the payment
of losses by Fire and for the protection of
Policy Holders of Fire Insurance:
( ash in Ranks.$
130,172.31
Ronds and Mortyayes, being lirst lien
on Real Estate, (worth $3,000,750)...
1,555,858 00
United Stall's stocks, (market value).. 1,079,500.00
Rank and Railroad Stocks and Ronds,
(market value).
004,025.00
state and municipal Ronds, (market
value)......
121,750.00
Loans on Stocks, pavahlc on demand,
vmarket value of ‘Collaterals, $341,
507.50).
229,750.00
Interest due on 1st Januarv, 18*2.
85,819.19
Premiums uncollected and in hands of
Agents.
80,(535.08
Real Estate.
47,399.(58

SIII I’I’I N (;.

rapid decline of our shipping is
strikinglv shown by the maritime statistics of the port of Amsterdam, which arc
given in a late publication of the State
Department. Consul Eckstein, writing
from that city, says that up to the 1st of
November last year only two American
vessels had arrived there, and it was extremely improbable that any more would
be entered.
Referring to tile records of
liis otlice he finds tha as far back as I 'g.'i.
when we were in our infancy as a nation,
the American Hag was carried by one
hundred and two ships to the same port.
During ISSO there were only ten vessels
entered, and in ls-d, as we have said,
barely two. 1'his exhibit is all the more
humiliating when it is contrasted with
the magnificent showing of live hundred
and sixty-six British vessels entered in
the single year of IS-m.
The absurd legislation of Cimgress is one of the principal
causes of the decay of our commerce.
If
our lawmakers had planned to drive rh.
American Hag from the ocean they could
not have succeeded more effectually.

Clarke’s

Cash Capital all paid in.$3,000,000.00
Reserve for Unearned Premiums...
1,943,733.00
Reserve tori npaid Losses.
245,595.30
Net Surplus. 1,800,180.90

| SPECIAL

in iit-\ u .111 uisriiws hi
» >miie11 peculiar
to the appearance ami cessasion of the
menses, uterine disturbances, torpidity
of f unctions, \vithleueorrhu*a,dismenorrlm»a, and hysteria, also in melancholia
and other mental derangements. Afford
prompt relief to those distressing bearing down pains so peculiar to women.
Price
per box. Sent free by mail on
receipt of price. Dr. Clarke Medicine
Company, New York City.

Dr.

Periodical

**

Visible
Mr. Noah Bates, Klmira. N. Y., writes
“About
four years ago I had an attack of bilious fever, and
never fully recovered.
My digestive organs were
weakened and 1 would be completely prostrated
for day-,
\fter using two bottles of your Burdock
Blood Bitters tlie improvement was so visible that
I can now, though til wars of
I was astonished
age, do a lair and reasonable day’s work.’5
Pri< *\
5? 1.oft, trial si/.f Ift cents. For-ale by 1{. ||. >|ll(„lv,
Belfast.

COMPANY,

JANUARY, 1882.

falo lady.

“Who inaugurated the fall campaign?” inquired
teacher in a Cincinnati public school. “Adam"’

INSURANCE

BLEHUC TO nOKiSKIID.

^

OF NEW YORK.
made to the Insurance Commissioner of the
State of Maine on the First day of

As

[Kd.

ber this.

ployed in the southern lumber trade.
The vessel is 150 feet keel, ,'k'i feet beam,
and 12 feet hold. The hold is clear from
bow to bulk-head, where it is partitioned
off for the boiler and engine room.
The
boiler and engines are placed in a remarkably compact manner, right at the
stem.
The engines are lHixgO, and are
worked by either high or low pressure.
In addition to this, there is provided an
auxiliary engine, double cylinder, to use
for taking in cargo and raising anchor, or
sails. There are three masts, with full
schooner rig, just the same as if there
were no propeller about it.
1'he cabins
are neatly and comfortably finished, so
that they can accommodate a very few
passengers. All the hauser-tanks, etc.,
are on deck.
The hatches are large to
facilitate the reception or discharge of
lumber, and there arc large how ports,
so that, lying head on, timber can be
run rapidly in, and passed along ways
provided for its reception. They expect
to bring lumber from their mill to the
yard here, making the distance in five
days, six at the outside. This will enable them to fill special orders as agreed,
and promptly. They look upon it as an
experiment, and if successful, will soon
construct more of the same sort.
This is
the first of the kind in this port, and for
ocean navigation,
j American Ship.

On our table in the

per bottle.

_

steam

Press,

A man who desired to sell ardent spirits
v.ithin live miles of Rebobeth Church in
Crenshaw county concluded he would do
so.
notwithstanding an act of the Legislature forbidding sale within that acre of
spirituous and malt liquors except Wine
made from Alabama grapes.
He is now
sorry he did so.
He set up that the Alabama law protecting the neighborhood around Rghohctli Church was unconstitutional as
usurping the right of the Federal

soom to
attended

i:<

:u])t;

Topics.

IN

Hucki, associated with Capt.
Woodhouse, are just finishing a
propeller in this city, to bo em-

H.

nines

Laboratory 11 West 3d St.. N, Y, City,

liege rt
or

end.

shut in from all the world without.
We 'at the lean-winged hearth about,
t ontent to let the north wind roar
in battled rage at pane and door.
G. Whittier.

<

'i ork, ’i ■vk (
Me.
Dm lark Joim-on'- I ndiati liloo.i s nip Iia-greatly benelited me for Dyspepsia and I>ilU* ulty of the
I would Hot be without it
Nervoll- >\>telll.
J. A. WITH AM.

<

or

hill airs and w intry winds! my ear
Has grown familiar xvitli your song:
I le ar it in the opening year.
I listen and it cheers me long.
II. W. Longfellow.

I»;

A t-old
r *«>»•»• (lirout
timount to iuu- ti. Mid ii pr,
t-' < .til easily be Uled ; but

before.

then, old friends, who linger yet.
And let us meet as we have met,
iinee more beneath this low sunshine.
G. \\ hittier.
<

KrV-iprlas,

Particular?-

was

Demand that event' should happen as you
i'll: but xvi'b them to happen :i' they do'happeti and you xvill go on well.
[Epictetus. |

It neutralize- the hereditary taint, or poison .»
the blood. which genera*'-- s.,t>*l"uia.
and all nuinnei «.i skin di<ea-«
aid 'internal
humors.
Then- are no -pints employed in it- manufaet
ure. and it can b«- taken by the most delicate babe,
or by the aged and feeble, ran only beintj required
in attention to <Ii> irtions.

every town

where he

xx

Perspiration.

Agents wanted

oxen

Be not too sjoxx in the breaking of a sinful
custom : a quick, courageous resolution is better
than a gradual deliberation.
[Quarles.

ll Stimulates the Ptyallnc in the Saliva, which
converts the starch and Sugar of the food Into
glucose. A deficiency in Ptjaline causes M ind and
Souring of the food in the stomach, it'the medicine is taken immediately after eating the fermentation of food is prevented.
It acts upon the Liter.
It acts upon the kidneys.
It Kegulates the Bowels.
It Purities the Blood.
It quirts the Nervous System.
It Promotes Digestion.
it Nourishes, Strengthens and Invigorates.
It carries off the Old Blood and makes new.
It opens the pores ol the skin and induces Healthy

Bingham,

God i'

cause

rr'ijirrtics.

■

ex-

but

'The night is starry and cold, niv friend.
And tin Now Year blithe and hold, my friend,
t nines
up to take his own.
[Tennyson.

*orc» *»n( E 1*20.
s

<

1 forgot half the things I am told;
But thov all will come back to im—when 1 am
old.
[O. \\ Holmes.

12,000,000 Sottles
I*'>*<*$■</

The time
if blossoms and green leaves I- yet afar.

Bryant.
Hope begiuneth herewith a trembling
1" elation of tiling' far removed and as yet
oilj lii a,d of. [Hooker.
'V.

The Best Remedy Known to Man.
'I/its i\i/kuj>

see.

Then haste thee. Time—'tis kindness all
That speeds thy winged feet so fast.

O o

^U3

No 111*
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re-

[Shakspeare.
deprived, the power

t if tins alone is even God
f making that which i- past
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A LUMBER PROPELLER.

DECLINE UK

of Thought.

No hand call make the dock strike for me the
hours that are past.
[Byron.

EE

;

day

A Cross Baby.
Nothing Is so conducive to a man’s remaining a
bachelor as to stopping for one night at the house
of a married friend, and being kept awake for live
or six hours by the crying of a cross
baby. All
cross and crying babies* need only Hop Bitters to
make them well and smiling. Young man, remem-

Shipping Interest.

Whereby these human hands of ours
May share the work of thine.

of them

some

Hymn for Farmers.

The following hymn written by Mr. John G.
Whittier, was sung to the tune of “Auhl Lang
Syne.” at the banquet of the American Ilortitural Society, in Boston recently:
<» fainter of the fruits ami flowers
We own thy wise design.

masses

destroyed
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kl-.an

untaught the rents high, and
the population e\t>air\ o.- 1

League the passage of the t'oeri i.«n dill. ,m
leaders, with Sket» hes of their Lives, t >nt e.'
popular lx.ok of the day. Price,
<
|*<
and begin work at on
For lull parti, ni.o
e

i

W tl.lMl>>, Feh. |
\ I». I-".
\ I\I N on e\e.a: lm and w ill l»e sold at pul die
oi,
tion
the .d-liteeuth day of March. \.D.
iSS'J. 'J ten >i the el..,'k in tlie forenoon, at 1 ’oi ho
1 iv« t'n in 1' eedoui \ illa^e, in said
County of \Yal
d*•. at 11
i! -lit, title and interest w’luitsoever which
i .N<»- FOYL ami KOftKICT 1(0 I
t .-aid Free
dom, in -aid ( omit) of W aldo, or either <*l them
had ui tlie scrum!
A
D.
KM, when
of
July,
day
the -ame was attached on tin* original writ against
in
ami
to
them,
a certain lot of land lyiiiis in said
tow n oi
Freedom, in said Count) of Waldo, with the
huildimr- Maudiiii; thereon, forim rl\ know n as tin*
farm and latterly as the Fove homestead,
a
hutting on land on nod <i in p *-.-e--ioii of the fol
William Hussey,
lowing named per-ou-, to wit
F.lijah l.raudon, and the Creole) place, \e. For a
further description reference limy he had to the
W aldo Uoei>t.
oi Deed". Rook 1 to, Fa-v ISO, eon
iaiuiii£ forty live acre-, more or less
1 I’ll K* A I M RU M.DON,
( onstahh of the town of Freedom.
Jw7
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